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Zusammenfassung 
 

Kardiovaskuläre Erkrankungen stellen sowohl in Deutschland als auch weltweit die häufigste 

Todesursache dar. Es ist davon auszugehen, dass aufgrund von sich verändernden 

Lebensgewohnheiten und einer Zunahme der Lebenserwartung die kardiovaskulär bedingte 

Morbidität und Mortalität zukünftig noch weiter ansteigen wird. Viele Risikofaktoren, wie zum 

Beispiel Übergewicht, Bluthochdruck und Dyslipidämie, sind medikamentös und nicht-

medikamentös behandelbar. Vaskuläre Kalzifizierungen hingegen sind ein wichtiger 

Bestandteil der Pathophysiologie kardiovaskulärer Erkrankungen, zugleich sind sie aber 

momentan nicht ursächlich behandelbar. Hier besteht dringender Forschungsbedarf, um die 

therapeutische Lücke zu schließen und betroffenen Patienten eine Behandlungsmöglichkeit 

bieten zu können.  

Vaskuläre Kalzifizierung ist ein aktiver, zellulärer Prozess, der der Knochenbildung ähnelt. Im 

Zentrum dieses Prozesses stehen insbesondere glatte Gefäßmuskelzellen, die unter Einfluss 

verschiedener Stimuli ihr Transkriptom hin zu einem Osteoblasten-ähnlichen Phänotyp 

verändern und als Folge kalzifizieren können. Die bisher entdeckten Induktoren dieser 

osteoblastischen Transdifferenzierung und Kalzifizierung sind fast unüberschaubar vielfältig. 

Allerdings zeigt sich, dass insbesondere Alterungsprozesse, verstärkter oxidativer Stress 

sowie Inflammation eine Modifikation des Transkriptoms von glatten Gefäßmuskelzellen 

induzieren können. Dabei weisen neue Forschungsarbeiten darauf hin, dass Seneszenz, 

oxidativer Stress und Inflammation physiologisch eng verknüpfte Prozesse sind. 

Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, zum einen verschiedene Modelle vaskulärer Kalzifizierung 

zusammenzufassen und zu bewerten und zum anderen den Effekt zellulärer Stressoren auf 

die Induktion von oxidativem Stress, zellulärer Seneszenz, Inflammation sowie 

osteoblastischer Transdifferenzierung und Kalzifizierung zu untersuchen. Als zelluläre 

Stressoren wurden dabei zum einen das Immunsuppressivum Azathioprin untersucht, 

welches als Substrat der Xanthinoxidase oxidativen Stress induziert. Zum anderen wurde 

das Zytostatikum Doxorubicin getestet, ein potenter Induktor von genotoxischem Stress und 

reaktiven Sauerstoffspezies. Im Ergebnis induzieren insbesondere Doxorubicin (in vitro) wie 

auch Azathioprin (in vivo) oxidativen Stress, zelluläre Seneszenz sowie eine Sekretion von 

pro-inflammatorischen Zytokinen. Glatte Gefäßmuskelzellen unter Stimulation mit 

Azathioprin und Doxorubicin transdifferenzieren zu Osteoblasten-ähnlichen Zellen und 

kalzifizieren. Insbesondere die Expression bzw. Sekretion der pro-inflammatorischen 

Zytokine Interleukin-1ß und Interleukin-6 sowie von Komponenten des NLRP3 

Inflammasomes steigt unter Stimulation mit Azathioprin und Doxorubicin an. Die Stressor-

induzierte Kalzifizierung konnte durch Inhibition des NLRP3 Inflammasomes reduziert 
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werden. Während Interleukin-6 in diesen Versuchen keine induzierende Wirkung auf 

Seneszenz und Kalzifizierung zeigte, führte eine Stimulation mit Interleukin-1ß zur Induktion 

eines pro-inflammatorischen Auto-Loops mit verstärkter Expression pro-inflammatorischer 

Zytokine, von Mustererkennungsrezeptoren wie TLR2 und TLR4 sowie von Komponenten 

des NLRP3-Inflammasomes. Des Weiteren führt eine Stimulation mit Interleukin-1ß zur 

Induktion von osteoblastischer Transdifferenzierung von glatten Gefäßmuskelzellen und 

Kalzifizierung, die durch die Inhibition von NLRP3 gehemmt werden kann.  

In meinen Arbeiten zeige ich, dass die von Stressoren induzierte zelluläre Antwort aus 

oxidativem Stress, Seneszenz und Inflammation besteht und zu einer Kalzifizierung von 

glatten Gefäßmuskeln führt. Diese Ergebnisse stehen im Einklang mit weiteren 

Forschungsarbeiten, in denen sich für den Zusammenhang der Begriff „Entzündungsaltern“ 

(Engl. Inflammaging) durchgesetzt hat. Für die Prävention und Behandlung vaskulärer 

Kalzifizierung ergeben sich durch die Erkenntnis, dass Inflammaging an der 

Pathophysiologie beteiligt ist, neue therapeutische Angriffspunkte: Neben dem 

therapeutischen Potential von Antioxidantien rücken insbesondere Senotherapeutika in den 

Fokus der wissenschaftlichen Forschung: Unter Senotherapeutika kann man dabei zum 

einen Senolytika erfassen, welche die Apoptose seneszenter Zellen induzieren können, zum 

anderen Senomorphika, welche im Rahmen dieser Arbeit insbesondere als Therapeutika, die 

den pro-inflammatorischen Seneszenz Assoziierten Sekretorischen Phänotyp modulieren, 

verstanden werden. Viele potentielle Senomorphika sind bereits als anti-inflammatorische 

Therapien in anderen Indikationen zugelassen oder in Erforschung: In meiner Arbeit zeige 

ich, dass MCC950, ein selektiver Inhibitor des NLRP3 Inflammasomes und damit 

mechanistisch ein Senomorphikum, in vitro die Doxorubicin und Interleukin-1ß induzierte 

Kalzifizierung von VSMCs hemmen kann.  

Auch wenn es bis zur klinischen Verwendbarkeit entsprechender Therapeutika noch ein 

weiter Weg sein wird, könnten diese neuen Therapieansätze dabei helfen, die 

therapeutische Lücke bei der Behandlung von vaskulären Kalzifizierungen zu schließen und 

insbesondere auch die Prognose von Patienten mit hohen chronologischem oder 

biologischem Alter zu verbessern.  
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Zusammenfassung in leichter Sprache 
 

Kalziumablagerungen in menschlichen Blutgefäßen stellen schon seit langer Zeit ein 

gesundheitliches Problem dar: Sie wurden schon bei ägyptischen Mumien und dem Eismann 

„Ötzi“ gefunden. Ging man früher davon aus, dass diese Ablagerung rein passiv entstehen, 

ähnlich wie Kesselstein-Bildung in einer Rohrleitung, so weiß man heute, dass menschliche 

Blutgefäße durch Zellveränderungen „verkalken“: Hierbei verändern sich die Zellen der 

Gefäßwand so, dass sie Kalziumablagerungen auf eine Art bilden können, die dem Knochen 

sehr ähnlich ist. Vor allem Muskelzellen der Blutgefäße, deren eigentliche Aufgabe die 

Kontrolle der Gefäßspannung ist, können sich durch unterschiedliche Einflüsse so 

verändern, dass sie Kalziumablagerungen bilden und Blutgefäße dadurch schädigen 

können. Als Folge können Blutgefäße verengt oder steif werden und dadurch nicht mehr 

flexibel auf unterschiedlich starke Blutströme reagieren. Bei Patienten erhöhen diese 

Kalziumablagerungen das Risiko für Herz-Kreislauf-Erkrankungen. Sie können zu einer 

Belastung für das Herz und zu einer Unterversorgung von Gewebe führen, was der Patient 

unter anderem als Kurzatmigkeit, Brustenge oder mangelnde Belastbarkeit wahrnimmt.  

Ziel meiner Arbeiten ist es, die vielen verschiedenen Einflüsse, die Gefäßmuskelzellen zum 

„Verkalken“ bringen, zu erfassen und zu zeigen, dass viele dieser Einflussfaktoren 

miteinander zusammenhängen: Entzündungsprozesse, Alterungsprozesse und die Bildung 

zellschädigender Sauerstoffverbindungen sind eng miteinander verbunden und verstärken 

sich gegenseitig. Um diese enge Verknüpfung zu betonen hat sich hierfür auch der Begriff 

„Entzündungsaltern“ (Engl. Inflammaging) durchgesetzt. In der vorliegenden 

Forschungsarbeit wurden verschiedene Auslöser von Entzündungsaltern untersucht: Zum 

einen Azathioprin, ein Wirkstoff zur Unterdrückung der Immunabwehr, bei dessen Abbau im 

Körper zellschädigende Sauerstoffverbindungen entstehen können. Daneben wurde 

Doxorubicin, ein Wirkstoff, der auf verschiedenen Wegen zellschädigend wirken kann und 

zur Behandlung von Krebserkrankungen eingesetzt wird, untersucht. Außerdem wurden die 

Effekte verschiedener Entzündungsbotenstoffe analysiert. Werden Gefäßmuskelzellen mit 

diesen Substanzen behandelt, dann verändern die Zellen das Ablesen ihrer Gene und den 

Zusammenbau von Proteinen so, dass sie eher knochenaufbauenden Zellen ähnlich werden 

und vermehrt Kalzium ablagern. Auch wenn dies vermutlich über mehrere Signalwege läuft, 

konnte in diesen Versuchen gezeigt werden, dass durch Hemmung eines „Hauptschalters“ 

für Entzündungsreaktionen, dem so genannten NLRP3-Inflammasome, die 

Kalziumablagerungen und die Bildung von Entzündungsstoffen vermindert werden können.  

Diese Ergebnisse fügen sich in eine Reihe weiterer Forschungsergebnisse ein, die darauf 

hinweisen, dass Kalziumablagerungen in den Blutgefäßen und das damit verbundene Risiko 
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für Herz-Kreislauf-Erkrankungen in Zukunft durch neue Therapieansätze reduziert werden 

könnten: Diese neuen Therapien könnten daran ansetzen, Zellschäden zu verhindern, indem 

zum Beispiel spezielle Entzündungsvorgänge unterbunden werden, oder Zellen, bei denen 

Schäden aufgetreten sind, aus dem Körper entfernt werden. Da Medikamente hier aber in 

ganz grundlegende körpereigene Prozesse eingreifen würden, etwa dem körpereigenen 

Krebsschutz und der Abwehr gegen körperfremde Krankheitserreger, sind solche 

Behandlungsansätze auch mit besonderer Vorsicht zu betrachten. Erste Studien zeigen zwar 

positive Effekte, aber es wird noch viel Forschungsarbeit nötig sein, bis auch Patienten von 

solchen Behandlungen profitieren können.  
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Abstract 

Cardiovascular diseases are a leading cause of morbidity and mortality in western societies. 

One main risk factor for the development and progression of cardiovascular diseases is 

vessel calcification. Although the occurrence of vascular calcifications increases in our 

societies, due to changed lifestyle, including over-nutrition and lack of movement as well as 

increasing life expectancy, vascular calcifications are by no means a “new” disease: Vascular 

calcifications were detectable in ancient Egyptian mummies and in Ötzi, the ice men. Yet, 

although vascular calcification has been of interest in research for centuries, the lack of 

effective treatment and prevention strategies still reveals a huge therapeutic gap for affected 

patients. Our knowledge of the underlying pathophysiological processes has evolved when 

new concepts of vascular calcification as active, cell-driven processes replaced the theory of 

passive calcium deposition as main driver of ectopic calcification. At present, consent exists 

that vascular calcification results from active cellular processes that resemble bone formation 

and that vascular cells, for example Vascular Smooth Muscle Cells (VSMCs), can 

transdifferentiate in response to a variety of stimuli, thus assuming an osteoblastic phenotype 

and transcriptome. Among the numerous stimuli inducing osteoblastic transdifferentiation of 

VSMCs are cellular aging processes, oxidative stress, and inflammation. These inducers can 

be linked via formation of damage associated molecular patterns, persistent DNA damage 

and formation of a senescence associated secretory phenotype with respective pro-

inflammatory signalling, connecting senescence, oxidative stress and inflammation in a 

concept termed inflammaging.   

The objective of this work was to further analyse the effects of different cellular stressors and 

pro-inflammatory cytokines on vascular calcification and osteoblastic transdifferentiation of 

VSMCs. As inducers of cellular stress, the immunosuppressive azathioprine and the 

cytostatic drug doxorubicin were used. Azathioprine as a substrate of xanthine oxidase 

induces cellular stress by formation of reactive oxygen species, while doxorubicin, next to 

induction of reactive oxygen species, also exerts direct genotoxicity. Both azathioprine and 

doxorubicin induce cellular senescence, osteoblastic transdifferentiation and calcification of 

VSMCs. After treatment, also the pro-inflammatory cytokines interleukin-1ß and interleukin-6 

as well as NLRP3 inflammasome components are upregulated. In our experiments, while 

interleukin-6 stimulation did not upregulate senescence and calcification in VSMCs, we found 

interleukin-1ß to induce a pro-inflammatory auto-loop with increased expression of pro-

inflammatory cytokines, toll like receptors 2 and 4 as well as components of the NLRP3 

inflammasome. Stimulation with interleukin-1ß induced osteoblastic transdifferentiation and 

calcification, but only few markers of cellular senescence in VSMCs. The relevance of the 
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NLRP3 inflammasome in vascular calcification is further emphasized by the fact that both, 

cellular stressors and interleukin-1ß induced calcification, is diminished by NLRP3 inhibition.  

This work is in line with recent research that emphasizes the involvement of inflammaging in 

vascular calcification. The contribution of oxidative stress, inflammation and senescence in 

the pathophysiology of VSMC calcification reveals several therapeutic options for the 

treatment and prevention of vascular calcification: Next to the potential of the application of 

anti-oxidative agents, also senotherapeutics can provide therapeutic options. 

Senotherapeutics can encompass senolytics, which can induce apoptosis in senescent cells, 

and senomorphics, which can modulate the pro-inflammatory signalling induced in senescent 

cells by modulation of the senescence associated secretory phenotype. The selective 

NLRP3 inhibitor MCC950, which in my work is effective in inhibiting doxorubicin and 

interleukin-1ß induced calcification of VSMCs, can be considered a senomorphic drug. 

Although the transfer of these approaches from bench to bedside will require extensive 

further research, new therapies might help to close the therapeutic gap and provide urgently 

needed therapeutic options for the treatment of vascular calcification.
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1. Introduction  
In the last decades, although success in the medical care of patients with Chronic Kidney 

Disease (CKD) and dialysis has improved patient morbidity and mortality rates, both remain 

particularly increased for these patients [1]. Globally, approximately 1.2 million deaths were 

attributed to CKD in 2017 and additional 1.4 million deaths were attributed to Cardiovascular 

Disease (CVD) resulting from impaired kidney function [1]. Individually, a patient aged 30 

years who becomes diagnosed with CKD statistically loses 34.3 years of lifetime in 

comparison to a life without CKD [2]. Even though treatment options for CKD patients have 

improved significantly, this gap in life expectancy increased in the last decades [2]. As the 

medical options for treatment of CKD have progressed, both in the field of transplantation 

and in dialysis techniques, the reasons for patient mortality have shifted: CVD are now the 

leading cause of death in patients with CKD [3]. CVD are a leading cause of death worldwide 

(32% of all global deaths in 2019) [4]. In patients with CKD the risk for the occurrence of CVD 

is even higher than in the general population and the disease prognosis is worse [3]. In 

addition to patients suffering from CKD, also patients with rare genetic disorders, such as for 

example Hutchinson-Gilford Progeria Syndrome (HGPS, a genetic disease with accelerated 

aging) or Pseudoxanthoma Elasticum  and patients with Diabetes Mellitus (DM) or patients at 

a high age  have a risk for CVD that is surpassing that of the general population [5-8]. These 

patient populations especially suffer from increased Vascular Calcification (VC) [5-8]. VC is 

an underlying cause of CVD, often referred to as “the killer”[9] in patients with CKD and has 

been established both as risk factor and as prognostic marker of morbidity and mortality in 

CVD [9,10].  

Calcification can occur in a physiologic context, thus being decisive in the formation of bone 

in vertebrates [11]. Yet, calcification can also be a pathophysiological process leading to the 

formation of ectopic calcification [12,13]. Several tissues can calcify, including vessels [13]. 

VC can occur in different vessels and in different layers of the vessel [12]. The nomenclature 

of the calcification of different layers of the vessels is slightly inconsistent, with Intimal 

Vascular Calcification (IVC) often referred to as atherosclerosis and Media Vascular 

Calcification (MVC) often referred to as Mönckeberg’s Medial Sclerosis, Mönckeberg 

Arteriosclerosis or arteriosclerosis [13-15]. Nevertheless, particularly atherosclerosis and 

arteriosclerosis are often used synonymously, especially in a colloquial context. The 

relevance of VC, both intimal and medial, for morbidity and mortality has long been 

recognized by medical research: VC, especially IVC, was a well-known pathological 

condition as early as in Virchow’s time [16-18]. MVC, although already known earlier, came 

into focus of scientific research when Mönckeberg systematically assessed MVC in his 

autopsies, both isolated and occurring jointly with IVC [19,20]. The pathophysiologic process 
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was considered physicochemical: VC was considered a passive formation of calcium 

phosphate particles due to trespassing the calcium phosphate solubility in the blood [16-18]. 

Although these thermodynamics are decisive in the formation of calcium precipitates and the 

development and progression of VC [21], the formation of VC involves several additional 

mechanisms: Research from the last 30 years found that the process of VC is cell mediated, 

resembles bone formation and involves several cell types and signalling pathways [12,22].  

Both IVC and MVC influence hemodynamic parameters [10]. In IVC, plaque formation can 

reduce the blood flow by decreasing the vessel lumen diameter and plaque rupture can 

cause thrombosis with stenosis of vessels [23]. MVC reduces elasticity of the vessel, causing 

stiffening of the vessel wall [7,10,12]. As hemodynamic consequence, vessel stiffness can 

lead to an impaired Windkessel function of the aorta, thus increasing the afterload of the left 

ventricle and decreasing the perfusion of the coronary artery [7]. Stiffening of the vessels 

also leads to increased blood flow versatility [7]. These hemodynamic impairments caused 

by MVC explain the association between MVC and CVD that has been established in several 

patient populations [7]. Different patient populations share some risk factors for the 

development of MVC: Patients with CKD, DM and high biological age have increased levels 

of cellular stress, including Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS), which can result in the 

formation of DNA damage and reinforced inflammation [24,25]. Among other mechanisms, 

the formation of cellular stress can induce the osteogenic transformation of Vascular Smooth 

Muscle Cells (VSMCs) and calcification [25]. Notwithstanding that several diseases can 

cause VC, this work mainly focusses on mechanisms behind CKD associated vessel 

calcifications. Although several therapy options for the treatment of CKD and CVD are 

available, therapeutic options for the prevention or treatment of VC and especially MVC are 

scarce, even though there is high clinical need [7,22]. In order to find new therapeutic targets 

for the development of treatment options, research into the underlying pathophysiological 

mechanisms of VC is urgently needed. 
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2. Cellular Mechanisms of Vascular Smooth Muscle Cell Calcification 

The formation of bone is a tightly regulated process, involving the interplay and balance of 

osteoblasts, osteoclasts and chondrocytes, while the main cell type involved in bone 

formation are osteoblasts [11]. Already Virchow noted, that in calcified arteries, mineral 

components resemble rather ossification than mere calcification [16,18,26]. Yet, the switch 

from a theory of passive calcium-phosphate precipitation to an active cellular process of 

vascular calcification, resembling the process of bone formation, was more recently fuelled 

by the discovery of Boström et al. that Bone Morphogenetic Protein 2 (BMP2), an osteoblast 

related protein, is expressed in calcified human atherosclerotic lesions [26]. In addition, it 

was found that cultured human and bovine aortic smooth muscle cells form calcifying 

nodules after prolonged culturing, thus putting VSMCs into the spotlight of research [26]. 

Osteoblasts and myocytes (including VSMCs) both derive from Mesenchymal Stem Cells 

(MSC) [27]. VSMCs normally have a contractile phenotype to serve the adaption of vessel 

tonus as their physiologic function [28]. Yet, VSMCs also have a wide plasticity, enabling 

them to transdifferentiate into a multitude of different phenotypes: They can display an 

osteoblastic or chondrogenic phenotype as well as features of adipocytes or macrophage 

foam cells [25]. Several stimuli with multifactorial underlying mechanisms can result in 

phenotype changing of VSMCs (figure 1). Stimuli modifying VSMCs transcriptome towards 

an osteoblastic phenotype include (1) altered physiologic homeostasis, including altered 

phosphate and calcium as well as glucose and insulin homeostasis, (2) the absence of 

calcification inhibitors, (3) senescence, (4) excessive ROS, and (5) inflammation [29,30]. 

 

Fig. 1: Overview over the Inducers of VSMC Osteoblastic Transdifferentiation and the Process of Vessel 
Calcification  

(Source: Own Illustration, based upon [29,30]) 
Abbreviation: VSMC - Vascular Smooth Muscle Cell 

Several signalling pathways are involved and interconnected in the differentiation of MSC 

into osteoblasts, with Transforming Growth Factor ß (TGF-ß) / BMP signalling  being one 
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decisive pathway in VSMCs osteoblastic transdifferentiation [27,31,32]: The superfamily of 

TGF-ß consists, among others, of TGF-ß and BMP [32]. In the TGF-ß signalling pathway 

(canonical and non-canonical) activation of the TGF-ß receptor results in a modulation of 

gene expression, inducing the expression and activation of transcription factors such as Runt 

Related Transcription Factor 2 (RUNX2, synonymously known as Core Binding Factor Alpha 

1 (CBFA1)), Msh Homeobox 2 (MSX2) and osterix [32]. Especially RUNX2 was identified as 

master transcription regulator, governing the phenotype transition of VSMCs to an 

osteoblastic phenotype [33]. The osteogenic transcriptome is then further driven by these 

transcription factors to express osteogenic proteins, including e.g., non-tissue specific 

Alkaline Phosphatase (ALP), BMP2, Osteocalcin as well as type 1 collagen and to suppress 

the expression of smooth muscle lineage markers [34].  

Although in the process of osteoblastic transdifferentiation VSMCs resume an osteoblastic 

phenotype, transdifferentiated VSMCs and osteoblasts remain distinctly different cell 

populations [35]. VSMCs do not reach a full osteoblast transcriptome, but rather express 

genes of the extracellular matrix and tissue mineralization that osteoblasts use for 

osteogenesis, resulting in biomineralization [35]. Yet, while osteoblastic transdifferentiation of 

VSMCs is clearly a decisive aspect in pathophysiologic calcification, several other 

mechanisms are involved in VSMC calcification, including: (1) matrix remodelling as 

consequence of increased matrix metalloproteinase production, (2) increased collagen 

synthesis and deposition and (3) induction of VSMC apoptosis, resulting in apoptotic bodies 

that can become nidi for calcification [34]. 

VC follows the process of biomineralization, that to date is incompletely understood [36]. 

Biomineralization comprises both intracellular osteogenic processes and extracellular 

crystallization processes, which remain more elusive [37]. Even under physiologic conditions 

the concentration of both calcium and phosphate is sufficient for mineralization, yet natural 

inhibiting mechanisms prevent mineralization [36].  Biomineralization requires initialisation by 

crystallization nucleators [36]. These crystallization nucleators induce mineralization by (1) 

formation of a primary crystallization nucleus or (2) the removal of endogenous inhibitors of 

mineralization [36]. Physiologically, several endogenous inhibitors exist to prevent formation 

of calcium precipitates, including Matrix Gla Protein (MGP), Fetuin A and pyrophosphate 

[12]. MGP is a gamma-carboxylated protein capable of binding both BMP-2 and calcium 

crystals [38-40]. Availability of functional MGP can be diminished by inhibition of gamma-

carboxylation, for example as a consequence of decreased Vitamin K availability or 

treatment with Warfarin [39]. Fetuin A can prevent the formation of calcium precipitations by 

binding of calcium phosphate [38]. Pyrophosphate inhibits calcium phosphate nucleation and 

is inactivated upon degradation by ALP, making expression of ALP decisive both in formation 
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of bone and VC [38]. The Co-expression of ALP and collagen 1 was found sufficient for the 

induction of (ectopic) calcification [41]. Hyperphosphatemia was found to induce both, the 

expression of ALP and extracellular matrix remodelling, inducing the synthesis of collagen 

and creating a collagen enriched extracellular matrix [34]. Extracellular matrix vesicles may 

serve as primary crystallization nuclei, as under pathophysiological conditions their loading is 

altered: they are loaded with ALP and contain high calcium as well as phosphate [37]. Also, 

apoptotic bodies serve as site of primary crystallization [42]. Calcium-phosphate-lipid 

complexes are formed in the membranes of vesicles and become nucleators for further 

accumulation of calcium and phosphate [36]. 

Although the process of VSMC calcification is in general considered harmful for the 

organism, calcification is also likely a protective repair mechanism [43]. For example, 

calcification of a plaque can result in increased stability, reducing the risk of plaque rupture 

compared to plaques that are not or only slightly (spotty) calcified [43].  

2.1. Altered Physiologic Homeostasis as Inducer of Vascular Smooth Muscle Cell 
Calcification 

VSMCs react with transcriptome modulation to several alterations of physiologic 

homeostasis. Osteoblastic transdifferentiation and calcification was found e.g., as 

consequence of hyperphosphatemia, hypercalcemia and hyperglycemia [44]. Phosphate is of 

special interest, as several clinical studies found a strong link between elevated blood 

phosphate levels and ectopic calcification [45].  

In in vitro research, hyperphosphatemia, hypercalcemia and hyperglycemia can be 

resembled by the application of culture medium supplemented with phosphate, calcium, 

increased glucose content or insulin [44]. Selected studies and the effects of respective 

supplementation on VSMCs are summarized in table 1. 
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Tbl. 1: Alterations in Culture Conditions and Resulting Modification in Vascular Smooth Muscle Cell 
Transcriptome and Calcification  

Components in Osteogenic Medium Assessed Marker of Osteoblastic 
Transdifferentiation / Calcification Source  

ß-Glycerophosphate Calcium↑ [46]  
Inorganic Phosphate RUNX2↑, BMP2↑, SM22↓, [47]  

Ascorbic Acid Calcium↑ [46]  
CaCl2 Calcium↑ [46]  

ß-Glycerophosphate 
Insulin 

Ascorbic Acid 
Calcium↑, ALP↑, SMA↓ [48] 

  

Inorganic Phosphate 
Fetal Calf Serum 

CaCl2 
RUNX2↑, BMP2↑, ALP↑, SMA↓, OPN↑ [49,50]  

Glucose (25mM) 
(in Addition to ß-Glycerophosphate and 

Ascorbic Acid) 
Calcium↑, RUNX2↑, BMP2↑, ALP↑ [51]  

Abbreviations: ALP - Alkaline Phosphatase; BMP2 - Bone Morphogenetic Protein 2; OPN – Osteopontin; RUNX2 
- Runt Related Transcription Factor 2; SMA – Smooth Muscle Actin; SM22 - Smooth Muscle 22alpha 

In vitro, application of phosphate, both organic and inorganic, increases VSMCs calcification 

and induces changes in VSMCs transcriptome towards an osteoblastic phenotype [46-49]. 

Stimulation with phosphate results in an upregulated expression of several osteo-

chondrogenic markers, including MSX, RUNX2, BMP2 and ALP and in downregulation of 

smooth muscle cell markers, such as Smooth Muscle Actin (SMA, synonymously known as 

Actin Alpha 2), Myosin Heavy Chain 11 (MYH11) and Smooth Muscle 22alpha (SM22) 

[48,49,51-54]. The effect of phosphate is dose dependent: for example, human VSMC 

cultured in medium containing 1.4 mM phosphate do not calcify, while human VSMC cultured 

in medium containing higher phosphate concentration calcify dose and time dependent [55]. 

Calcium supplementation can also increase calcification of VSMCs in a dose dependent 

effect, but in comparison to phosphate supplementation, the effect of calcium without 

additional co-stimulants is weaker [46,49]. Calcification can be further enhanced by 

supplementation with high (4.5 g/l) glucose, high concentration of fetal calf serum as well as 

by application of insulin [44,49].  

Current research revealed that stimulation with phosphate does not only induce osteoblastic 

transdifferentiation of VSMCs, but also results in upregulation of (1) oxidative stress (2) 

inflammatory markers and (3) senescence markers [47,50,56]. Wei et al. detected next to an 

increase in RUNX2, BMP2 and Osteopontin (OPN) an induction of ROS in VSMCs 

stimulated with phosphate [50]. Zhang et al. showed upregulation of both osteoblastic 

(BMP2, RUNX2) and inflammatory markers (Interleukin-6 (IL-6), Interleukin-1ß (IL-1ß) and 

Tumour Necrosis Factor alpha (TNFα)) upon stimulation with phosphate [47]. Troyano et al. 

showed upon treatment of VSMCs with ß-glycerophosphate that markers of senescence 

(p53, p16, p21) increase [56].  
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2.2. Reactive Oxygen Species as Inducer of Vascular Smooth Muscle Cell Calcification 

ROS are partially reduced oxygen metabolites with oxidizing capacities [57]. Although ROS 

as decisive elements of several signal transduction pathways and components of immune 

responses against pathogens have crucial physiologic effects, especially sustained release 

of ROS is associated with detrimental effects, including pathophysiological effects on the 

vasculature [58]. Oxidative stress is the condition, where deleterious effects of ROS 

outbalance their beneficial effects [59]. Oxidative stress can either result from increased 

production of ROS, from endogenous sources as well as due to environmental stressors, can 

be a consequence of reduced anti-oxidant capacities or can derive from a combination of 

both [57,59-61]. Increased ROS can cause oxidative damage to a variety of different 

biomolecules, including peroxidation of lipids, oxidation of proteins and DNA damage 

formation [61].  

ROS include for example the radical superoxide, hydroxyl radicals as well as hydrogen 

peroxide (H2O2) and derive in the vasculature from different sources, mainly from endothelial 

cells and VSMCs [59,60]. These sources include, among others, uncoupled endothelial Nitric 

Oxide Synthase (NOS), inducible NOS, Xanthine Oxidase (XO), Nicotinamide Adenine 

Dinucleotide Phosphate (NADPH) Oxidase (NOX) and the mitochondria [57]. Selected 

sources and forms of ROS are summarized in figure 2.  

 

Fig. 2: Reactive Oxygen Species in the Vasculature: Selected Sources, Forms and Damage to 
Biomolecules 

(Source: Own Illustration, based on [57,59-61]) 
Abbreviation: NADPH - Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide Phosphate 
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NOX are considered the most important source of ROS in the vasculature, with continuous, 

slow but sustained release of superoxide [60,62]. The isoforms NOX1 and NOX4 are of 

special relevance in the vasculature [63]. NOX1 is mainly situated at the cell membrane and 

comprises of the p22phox at the catalytic core and two further subunits required for 

activation: p47phox and Ras-related C3 botulinum toxin substrate 1 (Rac1) [64]. NOX1 

activity, resulting in increased superoxide production, can be upregulated in VSMCs as a 

response to several stimuli, including for example oxidized Low Density Lipoprotein (LDL), 

thrombin, lipopolysaccharide and pro-inflammatory stimuli like TNFα [64]. NOX1 activity can 

be enhanced by increased transcriptional expression, post-translational modification and 

complex activation [64]. After generation of superoxide, Superoxide Dismutases (SOD) can 

further convert superoxide into H2O2, which in turn can be further modified to hydroxyl 

radicals [60]. In contrast to NOX1, the constitutional active isoform NOX4 preferentially 

produces H2O2 and is situated in the plasma membrane as well as intracellularly [65]. NOX4 

activity is independent of both, Rac1 and p47phox, and is mainly regulated at the expression 

level, for example by pro-inflammatory stimuli like TGF-ß [65]. 

Several studies associate oxidative stress resulting from augmented ROS with increased 

osteoblastic differentiation of VSMC and link excess ROS to vascular calcification [60,66]. 

Selected studies are summarized in table 2.  

Tbl. 2: Sources of Oxidative Stress and Resulting Modification in Vascular Smooth Muscle Cell 
Transcriptome and Calcification 

Exemplary Stimulus for / 
Source of ROS 

Assessed Marker of 
Oxidative Stress 

Assessed Marker of 
Osteoblastic 

Transdifferentiation / 
Calcification 

Source  

H2O2 - RUNX2↑, ALP↑, Calcium↑, 
SMA↓, SM22↓ [67]  

XO (Application of 6-MP as 
Substrate) Superoxide ↑ ALP↑, Calcium↑, RUNX2↑ [68]  

NOX activity (Upregulated by 
ß-Glycerophosphate or Uremic 

Serum) 
p22phox↑, H2O2↑ ALP↑, Calcium↑, RUNX2↑, [69]  

Mitochondrial ROS 
(Upregulated by ß-
Glycerophosphate) 

Mitochondrial 
Membrane Potential↑, 

Superoxide ↑ 

RUNX2↑, MSX↑, Calcium↑, 
SMA↓, SM22↓ [70]  

Abbreviations: 6-MP – 6-Mercaptopurine; ALP - Alkaline Phosphatase; BMP2 - Bone Morphogenetic Protein 2; 
MSX - Msh Homeobox 2; NOX - NADPH Oxidase; ROS - Reactive Oxygen Species; RUNX2 - Runt Related 
Transcription Factor 2; SMA – Smooth Muscle Actin; SM22 - Smooth Muscle 22alpha; XO – Xanthine Oxidase 

H2O2 is produced by several enzymes in vascular cells [67]. Application of H2O2 to a cell 

culture of VSMCs promoted the phenotype modification towards an osteoblastic phenotype 

with upregulation in RUNX2 and calcification [67]. H2O2 induced calcification could be 

inhibited by blocking of RUNX2 and AKT signalling [67]. Prüfer et al. applied a substrate of 

XO (6-Mercaptopurine (6-MP), the cleavage product of Azathioprine (AZA)) to VSMCs and 
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showed increased production of superoxide and induction of osteoblastic markers upon 

treatment [68]. The induction of superoxide and osteoblastic markers was reduced upon co-

treatment with ROS scavenger tiron and XO inhibitor allopurinol [68]. Phosphate has been 

demonstrated by several studies to induce the formation of ROS: Sutra et al. found treatment 

with both ß-glycerophosphate and uremic serum to induce the expression of the NADPH 

subunit p22phox and increase the production of H2O2 as well as markers of osteoblastic 

transdifferentiation and calcification in VSMCs [69]. These effects were at least in part 

diminished by treatment with a NADPH inhibitor [69]. Zhao et al. detected increased 

mitochondrial membrane potential and increased mitochondrial derived superoxide formation 

in VSMCs after treatment with ß-glycerophosphate, accompanied by a pro-osteoblastic 

modulation of VSMC transcriptome and increased calcification [70]. An inhibition of the 

mitochondrial ROS generation by either inhibiting the respiratory chain or application of a 

SOD mimic reduced the phosphate induced transdifferentiation and calcification of VSMCs 

[70]. 

ROS are involved in in numerous physiological and pathophysiological processes, including 

for example acute and chronic inflammation as well as induction of cellular senescence 

[57,71]. As a link between oxidative stress and inflammation, oxidative specific epitopes, like 

for example oxidized cholesteryl esters, can be recognized as Damage Associated Molecular 

Patterns (DAMPs) by the innate immune system, resulting in a host derived activation of the 

immune system [72]. In addition, as response to oxidative damage, for example persistent 

DNA damage, cellular senescence as one stress response can be induced [71]. 

2.3. Cellular Senescence as Inducer of Vascular Smooth Muscle Cell Calcification 

Organism age has long been a well-known risk factor for the development of vascular 

calcification [73]. Organism and biological age are closely related to cellular senescence [74]. 

The concept of senescence at a cellular level was first published by Hayflick and Moorhead 

in 1961 [75]. They found that cultured cells do not expand indefinite, but have a limited life 

span for replication, finally reaching growth arrest [75]. This concept is considered dependent 

on telomere shortening and termed replicative senescence [76]. Since then, further research 

showed, that cells do not only undergo senescence because of replication and telomere 

shortening but can also stay in a temporary or persistent growth arrest due to cellular 

damage; a concept termed Stress Induced Premature Senescence (SIPS) [77]. The term 

“premature” emphasizes that chronological and biological age of organisms and cells are not 

necessarily synonymous, but that e.g., stressors can accelerate aging [73].  

An important connection between elevated oxidative stress and senescence is the formation 

of DNA damage as consequence of elevated ROS, inducing a protein cascade termed the 
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DNA Damage Response (DDR) [24]. One central aspect in this pathway is the formation of 

γH2AX, a histone modification created through phosphorylation by Ataxia Telangiectasia 

Mutated (ATM) in reaction to DNA double strand breaks [78]. γH2AX is both a marker of 

double strand DNA breaks and a component of the Senescence Associated Heterochromatin 

Foci (SAHF) [79]. γH2AX functionally acts as a recruiter and modulator for DNA repair 

mechanisms and modulates the induction of senescence and apoptosis, thus connecting 

ROS and senescence via the ATM pathway [24].  

Senescent cells are arrested and can no longer proceed through the cell cycle [74,80]. This 

growth arrest can be both beneficial, as tumour suppressive and repair mechanisms are 

provided with time for execution, or detrimental, due to reduced regenerative capacity and 

altered signalling [81]. Senescent cells, independent of their cell type, share some 

characteristics: They remain metabolically active, with altered gene and protein expression 

[76]. These changes include the expression of tumor suppressor p53 and the cyclin 

dependent kinases and cell cycle inhibitors  p21 and p16 [80]. These cyclin dependent 

kinase inhibitors are essential in tumour suppression pathways, leading to the establishment 

of senescence growth arrest [76]. In addition, changes in gene and protein expression 

include the secretion of proteins, especially pro-inflammatory cytokines, due to an acquired 

Senescence Associated Secretory Phenotype (SASP), by which senescent cells can alter 

their microenvironment [82]. Other senescence markers include DNA damage foci like 

γH2AX and other SAHF, Senescence Associated ß-Gal (SA-ß-Gal) and a flattened, 

enlarged, granulated morphology [71]. Selected inducers and markers of cellular senescence 

are summarized in figure 3.  
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Fig. 3: Inducers and Markers of Cellular Senescence 
(Source: Own Illustration, based on [24,71,74,76,77,80-82]) 

Abbreviations: IL-6 - Interleukin-6; IL-1ß - Interleukin-1ß; SA-ß-Gal - Senescence Associated ß-Galactosidase; 
SAHF – Senescence Associated Heterochromatin Foci 

As age and diseases leading to stress induced premature biological aging, such as DM, CKD 

and inflammatory disorders, are known risk factors for the development of VC, there is strong 

indication that senescence and calcification are interconnected [73]. Nakano-Kurimoto et al. 

found that replicative senescence triggered by extended cell passaging induces calcification 

and expression of calcification markers in VSMCs [83]. Since then, several markers of VSMC 

osteoblastic transdifferentiation and calcification were found to increase upon induction of 

senescence. A selection of respective studies is summarized in table 3. Among others, 

Bielak-Zmijewska et al. confirmed that extended cell passaging leads to induction of 

senescence and increased ALP activity in VSMCs [84]. VSMCs suffering from SIPS, induced 

e.g., by treatment with Prelamin A, were found to express, next to senescence markers, also 

markers of osteoblastic cell differentiation and increased calcification [85]. Similar results 

were obtained by Sanchis et al., who found CKD and dialysis to function as inducers of SIPS 

[86]. They found that VSMCs from children on dialysis exhibited increased DNA damage, 

accelerated senescence, increased calcification and osteogenic differentiation [86].  
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Tbl. 3: Induction of Senescence and Resulting Modification in Vascular Smooth Muscle Cell 
Transcriptome and Calcification 

Exemplary Stimulus for 
Senescence Induction Marker of Senescence 

Marker of Osteoblastic 
Transdifferentiation / 

Calcification 
Source 

Replicative Senescence / 
Extended Cell Passaging 

SA-ß-Gal↑, p21↑, p16↑ ALP↑, MGP↓, Calcium ↑ [83] 
SA-ß-Gal↑, p21↑, p53↑, 

p16↑, Granularity↑, 
γH2AX↑, SASP↑ 

ALP↑ [84] 

Stress Induced 
Premature 

Senescence 

CKD / 
Dialysis 

SA-ß-Gal↑, p21↑, p16↑, 
γH2AX↑, ATM↑ 

SASP↑ 

RUNX2↑, BMP2↑, Calcium↑, 
SMA↓ [86] 

Prelamin 
A p16↑, γH2AX↑, ATM↑ RUNX2↑, BMP2↑, Calcium↑, 

ALP↑ [85] 

Abbreviations: ALP - Alkaline Phosphatase; ATM - Ataxia Telangiectasia Mutated; BMP2 - Bone Morphogenetic 
Protein 2; CKD - Chronic Kidney Disease; MGP - Matrix Gla Protein; RUNX2 - Runt Related Transcription Factor 
2; SA-ß-Gal - Senescence Associated ß-Galactosidase; SASP - Senescence Associated Secretory Phenotype; 
SMA - Smooth Muscle Actin 

Research on the concurrent induction of SIPS and increased calcification in VSMCs also 

indicates that the DDR, mentioned earlier as one link between elevated ROS and 

senescence, can also link senescence and VC: In studies inducing SIPS and calcification, 

inhibition of ATM with the inhibitor Ku55933 reduced both osteoblastic transdifferentiation 

and calcification [85,86]. More recently, the work by Cobb et al. detected a direct link 

between the ATM pathway and RUNX2: They found RUNX2 to locate at sites of DNA 

damage and to be poly-ADP-ribosylated upon DNA damage, resulting in enhanced 

expression of osteogenes [87]. In addition, the induction of the SASP and cellular 

senescence results in secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines, thus directly linking 

senescence to inflammation [86,88].  

2.4. Inflammation as Inducer of Vascular Smooth Muscle Cell Calcification 

Inflammation is a physiological defence mechanism against several harmful stimuli [89]. 

These stimuli can derive both exogenously, for example from bacteria, and endogenously, 

e.g., from cancer cells [89,90]. The physiological objective is the elimination of these 

potentially harmful stimuli and the facilitation of tissue repair [89].  

Next to inflammation in response to harmful stimuli, inflammatory disorders, including 

autoinflammatory diseases and chronic low-grade inflammation, can have detrimental effects 

[89]. In patients suffering from CKD, inflammatory markers, including cytokines TNFα, IL-6 

and IL-1ß, markedly increase and contribute to chronic inflammation [91]. These cytokines 

are, among others, retained as uremic toxins in CKD patients, can influence VSMCs 

physiologic functions and are induced in VSMCs upon treatment with ß-glycerophosphate 

(table 4) [92-95]. As especially IL-6 and lL-1ß are also considered essential components of 

the SASP, their secretion is directly linked to cellular senescence [86,88]. Table 4 and figure 

4 summarize pro-inflammatory stimuli and cytokines involved in VSMCs transdifferentiation.  
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Tbl. 4: Induction of Inflammation and Resulting Modification in Vascular Smooth Muscle Cell 
Transcriptome and Calcification 

Exemplary Inflammatory 
Stimulus 

Marker of 
Inflammation 

Marker of Osteoblastic 
Transdifferentiation / Calcification Source  

ß-Glycerophosphate 
 

TNFα↑, IL-1ß↑, IL-6↑ BMP2↑, MSX2↑, RUNX2↑, 
Calcium↑ [92]  

ASC↑, NLRP3↑, 
Caspase 1↑, IL-1ß↑ Calcium↑ [93]  

TNFα - RUNX2↑, MSX2↑, ALP↑, SMA↓, 
Calcium↑ [96,97]  

IL-1ß - BMP2↑, RUNX2↑, Calcium↑ [98]  

IL-6 - BMP2↑, RUNX2↑, OPN↑, 
Calcium↑, [99,100]  

Abbreviations: ALP - Alkaline Phosphatase; ASC - Apoptosis Associated Speck-like Protein Containing a 
Caspase Recruitment Domain; BMP2 - Bone Morphogenetic Protein 2; IL-6 - Interleukin-6; IL-1ß - Interleukin-1ß; 
MSX2 - Msh Homeobox 2; NLRP3 - NOD-, LRR- and Pyrin Domain-containing Protein 3; RUNX2 - Runt Related 
Transcription Factor 2; OPN - Osteopontin; SMA - Smooth Muscle Actin; TNFα - Tumour Necrosis Factor alpha 

To assess stimuli as dangerous, the immune system can detect DAMPs [101]. DAMPs can 

either derive from pathogens and are then also termed Pathogen Associated Molecular 

Patterns (PAMPs), which include for example highly conserved bacterial structures such as 

lipopolysaccharide [102]. Endogenously, DAMPs can derive from cells that are damaged or 

dying, including for example histones, ATP, uric acid and interleukins [101]. Also, oxidative 

damage of biomolecules can result in the formation of DAMPs [72]. DAMPs can be detected 

by Pattern Recognition Receptors (PRRs), which can then activate inflammatory signalling 

[101]. Several receptors can sense PAMPs and DAMPs, among others Toll Like Receptors 

(TLRs) and Nucleotide-binding Oligomerization Domain-like Receptors (NLRs) [101].  

TLRs are type 1 transmembrane proteins and comprise of an extracellular leucine rich 

repeat, which recognizes DAMPs and PAMPs, an intracellular Interleukin 1 Receptor (IL-1R) 

domain, which is activating the downstream signal, and a connecting transmembrane domain 

[102]. To date, several subtypes of TLRs have been described, residing either on the cell 

surface or intracellularly, of which TLR2 and TLR4 are of special significance in the vascular 

system [103].  

Another signalling pathway of PRR is the formation of inflammasomes [101]. Among others 

PRRs, NLR family member Nucleotide-Binding Oligomerization Domain-like Receptor family 

pyrin domain containing 3 (NLRP3) can form an inflammasome [104]. In the process of 

NLRP3 inflammasome formation, NLRP3 as the sensor PRR oligomerizes with the adaptor 

Apoptosis associated Speck-like protein containing a Caspase recruitment domain (ASC) 

and the effector pro-caspase 1, which is activated to caspase 1 [104]. Pro-IL-1ß and pro-

interleukin 18 are then cleaved by caspase 1 into the biological active forms IL-1ß and 

Interleukin-18 (IL-18) [104]. Involvement of NLRP3 has been implicated in a variety of 

different disease pathologies, including for example CKD and CVD [105,106]. The currently 

proposed mechanism of NLRP3 activation comprises 2 steps [107]. The first step is referred 
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to as “priming”: A signal activating for example IL-1R or TLR results in an upregulation of 

gene expression of NLRP3 inflammasome components (e.g., NLRP3, ASC, caspase 1 and 

IL-1ß) and their posttranslational stabilisation via the NF-κB pathway [107]. In the second 

step, a variety of different signals induce the “activation” of NLRP3, which comprises of 

association of NLRP3 with ASC, oligomerization of the NLRP3-ASC complexes and 

recruitment of caspase 1 to the oligomer [107]. As effector mechanism, NLRP3 

inflammasome activation can then result in the release of pro-inflammatory cytokines (IL1-ß 

and IL-18) or via cleavage of gasdermin in pyroptosis [107]. A decisive feature of the NLRP3 

inflammasome is the activation in response to several different stimuli and versatile triggers, 

including for example detection of extracellular ATP, lipopolysaccharide, oxidized 

mitochondrial DNA, uric acid and calcium crystals [104]. For NLRP3 to successfully react to 

this multitude of signals with diverse chemical structures, there has to be a mechanism 

integrating the variety of stimuli towards few, universally occurring signals [104]. The most 

likely explanation to date is the integration of diverse signals into signals of cellular stress, 

including for example mitochondrial dysfunction and ROS, although the specific signals 

remain elusive to date [104].  

Figure 4 summarizes the involvement and integration of several pro-inflammatory stimuli and 

pathways into the process of VSMC calcification and shows the link to oxidative stress via 

induction of DAMPs and senescence via induction of SASP. The involvement of NLRP3 in 

calcification of VSMCs shown in figure 4 has been demonstrated by several studies, 

including the work of Wen et al. who demonstrated that treatment of VSMCs with ß-

glycerophosphate upregulates expression of NLRP3 inflammasome components and 

showed that inhibition of NLRP3 reduced ß-glycerophosphate induced calcification [93]. In 

line with these results, Han et al. found IL-1ß to induce calcification and osteoblastic 

transdifferentiation in VSMCs [98]. Also, other cytokines like IL-6 and TNFα are upregulated 

in response to treatment with ß-glycerophosphate and induce osteoblastic transdifferentiation 

and calcification in VSMCs [96,97,99,100]. 
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Fig. 4: Involvement of Inflammatory Pathways, Especially NLRP3 Activation, in VSMC Calcification  
(Source: Own Illustration, based on [93,98,104,105,107,108]) 

Activation of PRRs (e.g., IL1-R, TLR2, TLR4) results in priming of the NLRP3 inflammasome. Upon activation and 
oligomerization of the NLRP3 inflammasome (e.g., by ROS, ATP, oxidized DNA (OxDNA)), IL-1ß is cleaved from 
Pro-IL-1ß and released from the cell. IL-1ß can induce the release of inflammatory cytokines, including in the 
context of an auto-loop IL-1ß itself. Pro-inflammatory cytokines can then induce osteoblastic transdifferentiation of 
VSMC (including downregulation of VSMCs lineage markers (SM22, SMA, MYH11) and upregulation of 
osteoblastic markers (RUNX2, ALP)) and VSMC calcification. 
Abbreviations: ALP - Alkaline Phosphatase; ASC – Apoptosis Associated Speck-like Protein Containing a 
Caspase Recruitment Domain; DAMP - Damage Associated Molecular Pattern; IL-6 - Interleukin-6; IL-1ß - 
Interleukin-1ß; IL-1R - Interleukin 1 Receptor; MCP-1 -  Monocyte Chemoattractant Protein; Myh11 - Myosin 
Heavy Chain 11; NF-κB - Nuclear Factor 'kappa-light-chain-enhancer' of Activated B-Cells; NLRP3 - Nucleotide-
Binding Oligomerization Domain-like Receptor family pyrin domain containing 3; ROS - Reactive Oxygen Species; 
RUNX2 - Runt Related Transcription Factor 2; SASP - Senescence Associated Secretory Phenotype; SMA - 
Smooth Muscle Actin; SM22 - Smooth Muscle 22alpha; TLR - Toll Like Receptor; VSMC - Vascular Smooth 
Muscle Cell    
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3. Aims of Research  
 

Due to a lack of therapy options for treatment of VC and a huge patient population 

concerned, there is an unmet clinical need for pharmaceutical drugs that prevent, slow or 

even reverse the formation of VC. The objective of this dissertation is to provide deeper 

insight into the mechanisms of stress induced VSMC calcification and to unravel underlying 

signalling pathways that could be targeted by therapeutics, especially concerning the 

involvement of inflammaging in VC. In order to meet these goals, the effects of cellular 

stressors in eligible models for VC were analysed. 

For the purpose of selection of an eligible experimental setting (1) the status quo of currently 

available experimental models of VC induction was reviewed (Manuscript 1).  

Because the assessment of VSMCs transdifferentiation required an analysis on single cell 

level, (2) a protocol for the conjoint detection of markers of cellular senescence and VSMCs 

osteoblastic transdifferentiation via in situ hybridization and immunofluorescence in a VSMC 

in vitro model was established (Manuscript 2).  

By adaption of eligible models and detection methods for induction and assessment of VC, 

oxidative stress and inflammation-associated signal transduction pathways in VC were 

analysed. The purpose was to identify key targets in the signalling pathways that permit 

assessment of applicable antagonists for stressor induced calcification and thereby support 

the development of therapeutic options.  

Therefore (3) cellular stressors, including Doxorubicin (DOX), AZA and IL-1ß, were 

investigated to unravel the pathophysiological setting and interaction of reactive oxygen 

stress, pro-inflammatory conditions and senescence in VSMC during calcification 

(Manuscripts 3 and 4). In order to (4) test the potential of inhibition of stressor induced 

calcification, several targets in the supposed signalling pathways were inhibited, either by 

employment of a knock down animal model or by application of respective antagonists 

(Manuscripts 3 and 4). 
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Abstract: Calcification of the vessel wall contributes to high cardiovascular morbid ity and mortality. 
Vascular calcification (VC) is a systemic disease with multifaceted contributing and inhibiting factors 
in an actively regulatt~d process. The exact underlying mechanisms are not fully elucidated and 
reliable treatment options arc lacking. Due to the complex pathophysiology, various research models 
exist evaluating different aspects of VC. This review aims to give an overview o f the cell and animal 
models used so fa r to study the molecular processes of VC. Here, in vitro cell culture models of 
d ifferent origins, ex vivo setti ngs using aortic tissue and various in vivo disease-induced animal 
m0tleb are summarized. They reflect different aspects and depict the (patho)physiologic mechanisms 
within tlw VC process. 

Keywords: vascular calcification; in vitro; ex vivo; in vivo 

1. Introduction 

Cardiovascular disease plays a pivotal role in global morbidity and mortality. One main cause 
is alterations of the vessel structure, such as atherosclerosis and arteriosclerosis. Arteriosclerosis 
describes the literal calcification of the media vessel wall of arteries, and atherosclerosis is mainly 
caused by lipid accumulation and formation of atheromatous plaques in the intima of arteries, with 
secondary calcification occurring. The calcification in both entities is believed to share underlying 
mechanisms. Until now, the treatment of vascular calcification (VC) has been limited to management 
of risk factors with attempts at regulating the impaired calcium-phosphate metabolism. However, 
VC is an active process which the mechanisms of bone formation, inhibitors of mineralization and 
local alterations of the vessel wall take part in [1 J. One pivotal point of VC is probably the vascular 
smooth muscle cell (VSMC) with its phenotype changes ending in vessel mineralization [2]. The 
phenotype shift of VSMC seems to be induced by a variety of conditions such as inflammation [3), 
reactive oxygen species (ROS) [4,5) and senescence (6). Aside from differentiated VSMC, other cell 
types are associated with VC. Mesenchymal osteoprogenitor cells, hematopoietic progenitor cells, 
endothelial progenitor cells and myeloid cells are circulating cells that bear osteogenic and calcifying 
potential [7,8]. Not only circulating cells, but also abnormal metabolic conditions such as uremia in the 
context of chronic kidney disease (CKD) (9), impaired bone metabolism with hyperphosphatemia (10), 
hypercakemia and d iabetes meUitus type 2 [11, 12) lead to medial located calcification, depicting 
the idea of a systemic disease. The idea of a systemic disease is further supported by decreasing 
levels of endogenous inhibitors of ectopic calcification like fetuin-a, matrix gla protein (MGP) and 
inorganic pyrophosphate (PPi) being part of the pathogenesis [13,14). Under calcifying conditions 

bit. f. Mo!. Sci. 2020, 21, 2204; doi:10.3390/ijms21062204 ww,v.mdpi.com/joum~l/ijms 
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with high levels of phosphate and calcium in blood, not only cells but also their deposits act as a 
nidus for the process of mineralization. In order to reduce the intracellular calcium- phosphate burden, 
VSMC, for example, can form matrix vesicles or apoptotic bodies. Both of these extracellular deposits 
serve as a nuclt~i:ltion site for hydroxyapi:ltite i:lnd thcrdor<~ promote c;i:llcific;i:ltion (1 S-17]. Aside from 
this, degradation c>f the extracellular matrix (ECM) by matrix mdalloproteinases (MMP) fa cilitates 
hydroxyapatitc deposition and even osteoblastic transdifforentiation of VSMC (18]. This vast variety 
of probably influencing factors and different components in Lhe developmenl of VC refiecl, al leasl 
in parl, the variely of research models and vice versa . As long as Lhe undP.rlying mecha nisms of 
VC are not fully understood and treatment options are lacking, evaluation methods and research 
models will emerge. This review summarizes currently available cell and animal models Lo study the 
molecular processes of VC. The assessment and research methods for VC in humans are summarized 
elsewhere [19]. 

2. In Vitro Models 

Our comprehension of prOCl!SSes that underlie! VC expands and unravels an intriguing and 
complex interac:tion of diffrmmt C<?ll types and mechanistic signa ling. Jn vitro models are very 
successful in reducing this complexily and therefore enable scientists lo gain insights into Lhe multitude 
of mecha nisms Lhat lead to VC. 

2.1. Cell Types 

Various models allow sludying U1e processes of VC in vitro. Table 1 summarizes the cell types 
employed to study the mineralization processes of the vasculature with an emphasis on the arterial tree. 

Table 1. Selected c.cll types for researching vascular r.alcifk.ation in vitro. 

Origin Cell Type Somx:e -------
'fLm.ica Externa Myofibroblasts (20) 

l'rimary VSMC f21- 25] 

Tun.icaMeclia MOVAS (26-28) 

A7r5 (29,'.lO] 

A10 (31,32) 

Ttu1ica Intima 
Pcricytcs [33] 

Endothelial CP.lls (34) 

Circulating 
Mesenchyma] origin (:35,% ] 

Hematopoietic origin (37-39) 

Heart Valvular Interstitial Cells f40] 

VSMC are of particular importance in lhe calcification of lhe vessel media: by changing their 
phe11otype from a contractile into an osteoblast-like phenotype, they actively promote VC via different 
pathways (41]. Therefore VSMC of different origins, including human, rat, mouse and bovine, are by 
far the most widely studh,xl in vitro model for medial VC [21- 25,421. Next to them, cell lines of murine 
(MOVAS) and embryonic: rat (A7r5 and AlO) origin are u tilized [28-321. 

Myofibroblasts from the adventitii:l can transdifforcntiate bonci morphogenicprotein-(RMP2)-Msx2 
dependently into an osteobli:lst lincagl~ and contribute to medial t:i:lkific;ation (4:1]. 

Pericytes as progenitor c,1Ils have~ osteogcmic potential and can differl~ntiate, among others, 
inlo osteoblasls and chondrocytes (44,45]. In pericyle in vitro cullure, calcification does not require 
hyperphospatemia, but lakes place in physiological calcium concentration [33]. 

Endothelial cells (EC) form a rnonolayer barrier in the intimal layer of the vessel lumen. During 
development, bul also upon vascular il~ury or several slress factors, EC lose EC-specific markers 
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(e.g., CD31, PECAM-1) and gain expression of mesenchymal progenitor cells-a process referred to as 
endothelial-to-m(!S(!nchymal transition (EndMT) [46,47]. A variety of s ignaling cas<:adcs trigger the 
EndMT program including, but not limited to, inflammak)ry conditions and oxidative stress [47). The 

Lransition is characlcrized hy a sv.ri lch from a fully differentiated phenotype into a pluripotent-like 
state, where the cell is able to d(~-difforen tiate tc, other m(~S<~nchymal-derived linmgcs. Because of their 
switch in phcnotypi:, they ca n acc:deratc VC progression by secretion of ECM vt:sides, expression of 
adhesion molecules and enhanced proliferation and migration [48]. In addilion, lhey can conlribule lo 
ectopic calcification by underging osleogenic differentiation and mineralization [49]. 

Although this review focuses on calcification of the arteries, cardiovascular calcification can 
also affect the heart e.g .. in aortic valve sclerosis. Here, mineralization is mediated mainly by valve 
interstitial cells (VIC) that form calcified aggregates when cultured in calcifying medium [401. VIC 

can either transform into 1nyofibroblasts or osteoblast-like cells, a process that is triggered by several 
factors, includ ing calc:ifying mc:dium and inflammatory stimuli, but also mechankal stress and culture 
conditions (40,50]. 

Various circulating cells of mesenchymal or hemalopoielic origin can contribute lo VC, in particular 
lo intimal calcification, allhough the underlying mechanisms are no l fully understood. Tn recent 
years, several contributini cell types were identified and reviewed in detail by Albiero et al. [7] and 
Cianciolo et al. [8]. The isolation and stimulation procedures of those cells differ. Endothelial progenitor 
cells derived from rat bone marrow calcify and express markers of osteogenic transdifferentiation 
after stimulation with oxidized LDL or f3-glycerophosphate f 51 l. ln human mesenchymal stem cells, 
calcification could be induced bydexamethasone or f3-glycerophosphate [52]. The contribution ofthose 
circulating cells to VC, the driving forc(t'S for their s hift to calcification and the urnforlying mechanisms 
need additional elabor'dtion in functional models. 

2.2. Stimuli for Calcification In Vitro 

Although spontaneous calcification within 6 days of cell culture was shown, for example, for 
VSMC isolaled from spontaneously hypertensive rats [53] and for pericytes [33], most cells studied in 
in vitro experiments do not calcify spontaneously, but instead require stimuli for calcification. The 
calcification media used so far vary in the essential components as well as the additional factors 
(Table 2). Frequently, the mediurn is supplemented with 5%- 20''t'o feta! bovine serum (FBS) in low (1 
g/L) or high (4.5 g/L) glucose. Supplementation with phosphate in inorganic (sodium phosphates, 1-5 
mM) c,r organic (f3-glycer.ophosphate e.g., 10 .m.M) form has a dose- and time-dependent stimulatory 
effod cm rak:ification and additional supplementation with ca lc:ium has an additive t!ffett. Ascorbic 
acid (AA), a cofactor for a variety of enzymes, is a lso often added. AA influences mesenchymal 
differenlial:ion and promotes a phenolype switch of cells [54,55]. By Lhe sli mulalion of, e.g., type I 
and TV collagens and MMP-2 aclivily, AA promotes TICM mmodeli ng [56- 58]. Tn addition, the ALP 
activity increases in the presence of AA and ALP-enriched matrix vesicles contains more apatite-like 
minerals [58]. Furlhermore, sodium pyruvate, insulin or calciferol are frequently used supplements 
in calcification media. A recent work compared the influence of different factors such as phosphate, 
calcium and Fl3S on in vih·o calcification yield and reproducibility [59]. 

Table 2. Selec;ted s1Jpp.lements and representative dosage for in vitro induction of ca lc.ification. 

Supplement 

Se rum/FBS 
Glucose 

Inorganic Pho~-phate: Sodimn hydrogen phosphate 
Organic Phosphate: ~-glycerophosphate 

Calcium 
Ascorbic Acid 

Sodium py,·uvate 
!t,sulitt 

Common Concentration 

0%-20% 
5-25 rnM 
1.6mM 

1.25-10 mM 
2.SmMCaCJ 

10 µg/mL-50 ~lg/mL 
10mM 
10- 7 M 

Source 

[21,24,2S,33] 
[2'1,60] 

(32) 
(21,27,52] 

(43) 
(24,25,27,401 

(21 ) 
(21] 
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2.3. Limitations of Jn Vitro Models 

In vitro cell cultu re experiments are helpful to a nalyze several research ques tions e.g., screening 
subs tances for inducing/inhibito ry e ffects and/or studying the signaling pathways involved . 
Nevertheless, one must consider that in cell culture models tissue organization of cells is lost and 

processes involving cooperative interaction with the ECM cannot be investigated. Research in the 
field of calcific aortic valve disease gives a striking impression of the effects that non-physiologic 
environments can have on cell behavior: VIC cultured on a more compliant matrix in calcifying media 
acquired osteoblast-like properti0s, while cells cultur0d on a stiff matrix diffor0ntiat0 into contractil0 
myofibroblasts (40]. Calcification occurred in both cas0s: on the compliant matrix, calcification was 
found in aggregates of viable cells tha t expressed os teoblast-l ike Lranscriplion fa c tors, w hile on the 
s tiff matrix calcification was found in aggregates containing apoptotic bodies (40]. Alternative models 

include 3D cell culture models. 3D models mimic the direcl physiologic environment and can therefore 
support physiologic cell behavioc but their implementation is complex. To overcome the problem of 
myofibroblast differentiation, lljortnaes et al. developed a 3D model for the research of calcific aortic 
valve disease that comes closer to the human situation and seems to be a better drug-screening tool 
than 2D cell culture [61]. 

3. Ex Vivo Models 

Beside stimulation ofVSMC, ex vivo experiments using vessel tissue are an alternative for s tudying 

calcifica tion pathways [62]. Companxl to isolahxl VSMC, the intact vascular cell s tructure during 

stimulation procedure is one advantage. Currenlly, aortic rings from rals and mice are commonly 
used for studying vessel calcification 1.mder various conditions. The stimulation lime varies from 3-14 
days [6,24,25,28,59,62- 65]. Although the utilization of aortic rings comes closer to the physiologic 

setting, a multitude of influencing factors is s till lost. The luminal side of the aortic ring is not exposed 
to a flow resembling the blood flow, while the media and adventitia are in direct contact with the 
calcifying medium or other substances used for stimulation. Endocrine s ignaling is also missing. To 
ov,~rcome some of these lim itations, our group recently deve lop i;.>d a modifi('(J ex vivo setting of rat 

arte ry pe rfusion in a more p hys iological way. He re, an increase of mRNA expression in the aortic 
tissue comparable to in vilro settings and medial-located VC could be induced upon stimulation ·with 

high-phosphate medium for 14 days (66]. This model is usable for mouse aortas as well. 

4. In Vivo Models 

In vitro and ex vivo experiments offer a variety of feasible research models for the analysis of VC 
by providing a detailed insight into one aspect of the broad physiological picture. Nevertheless, an 
analysis of the whole organism is often required, as in vitro and ex vivo experiments cannot reflect 
the whole phys ic, log ical context, but rather individual as pects. In calcificatic,n research, rat and mice 

models have been well established as they offer certain ad vantages. As calcification is an age-dependent 
process, rat and mice models enable monitoring of the calcifica tion progression in a reasonable lime. 
The large homology of their genes with humans and the ease of genetic manipulation in addition lo 
their rapid reproduction allow the development of a variety of genetically modified mouse models. 

The following chapter will focus on rat and especially mouse models of VC (Table 3). Of course, 
the application of rat and mice in vivo models also has several disadvantages that will be discussed at 
the end of this chapter. 
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Table 3. In vivo researd1 models inducing vascular calcification in mice and rats. 

Model Type 

Naturally Occurring 

Operation 

Feeding/Substance Application 

Genetic Modification 

Predominant Localization of Calcification 

intimal 

Cholesterol Rid1 Chow 
PCSK9-AAV 

Lipoprotein System 
ApoE-I
Lld/r-1-

ApoE3 Leiden 
PCSK9-AAV 

Medial 

DBA2 mice 
cy+ ral with aulosomal dominanl 

p<>lycystic kidney <faease 
Lewis polycyslic kidney disease ral 

Kidney reduction (electrocautery, 
nephrectomy) 

Adenine 
Vitamin D 
Phosphate 

Streptozotocin 

Phosphate Metabolism 
Klotho I 
FGf23-!-
Galnt I 
Tcal/feal 

Pyrophosphate Metabolism 
Abee+ 

Enpp1-I-
Lmna-l-

Osleogenic Signaling 
Fetr.tinA l 

Opg-1-
Mgp I 
Opn.-f-

Maclh6 I 

Abb~cvialions: A.AV: adcno-associalcd vin1s vcctol"; Ahcc6: ATP binding c.1ssctlc subfamily C member 6; ApoE: 
apolipoprotcin E; Enpp: cctonuclcotidc pyi·ophosphatasc phosphodics·tcrasc; FGF23: fibroblast growth factor 
23; Galnt3: GalNAc transfcrasc 3; MGP: mattix gla pl'Olcin, OPN: ostcopontin; OPG: ostcoprotcgcrin; PCSK9: 
propro tcin Convcrtasc subtilisi.n,lkcxin t ypc 9. 

4.1. Naturally Occuring 

Spontaneous and age-dependent mineralizaUon of lhe vessel wall were found in some animal 
models. The animals develop sex-specific, mild lo moderate medially located VC. 

The heterozygous I lan:SPRD Cy rat (Cy/ +) exhibits a s lowly developing and progressive polycystic 
kidney disease (67] and develops a mild medial-located VC when fed a high phosphate (0.7%) diet (68]. 
The severity of the kidney damage is sex-specific and progresses predominantly in male rats [67]. In 
the calcification study, male animals were used [68). Another rat model suffering from renal failure is 
the Lewis polycystk kidney disease ra t. These animals develop increased arterial stiffness and aortic 
calcium content compared to Lewis ra ts with normal kidney function (69]. 

An age-dependent increase in the severity of sofl tissue calcification was also observed in DBA/2 
mice (70]. Specifically, cardiac tissue calcification was observed in 6-week-old mice followed by 
mineralization of the soft tissues ii, 39-52-week-old mice (70]. The severity of calcificatio11 was higher 

in female than in male animals (70]. Limitations of these models may include the Jong experimental 
duration as well as the Jess progressive medial calcification. However, the mild severity might be a 
benefit for intervention studies. 

4.2. induction of a Disease State by Chirurgic intervention and Substance Application 

Beside the models described abovi:•, rodents are not prone to VC, so several intervention proci:•dures 
are necessary for induction of a cerlai n degree of disease. Jn line wi lh the calcificatio n progression 
under uremic conditions in humans, rats and mice develop comparable vessel calcification upon 
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uremic conditions. For induction of chronic renal failure, several protocols exist, mainly by surgical 
reduction of kidney mass and ureter obstruction or d ietary intake of m:•phrotoxic ad(mine diet. The most 
common surgical method is the 5/6 to 7/8 reduction of functional kidney mass in rats and mice [71,72). 
Vari()us techniques and procedures have bt-en used in the past: clcctmcautcry or disst'Ction of 
renal arteries combined with fu ll ncphrcct()my on the C()ntra lak~ral sid,~ in a om~-stcp or tw()-Skp 
surgical pwccdurc (73]. The major limitations ()f these mt)dcls arc the high effort required for the 
surgical preparation, the s urgery-dependent variation in the CKD (mild lo severe) and posl-operalive 
complicalions. Furlhermore, comparable vessel calcificalion occurs afler an extended observation 
period [73 J. 

A dietary component that causes kidney failure is a high dietary inlake of adenine [74). The 
precipitation of adenine causes nephrotoxicity along the renal tubules and urinary tract [74), which 
induces severe kidney damage representative of uremic features of the hun,an condition (40,74,75). 
The disease progression is associated with moderate t() severe aortic cakificati()n localized primarily in 
th{• media of the vessel wall (40,75 83]. In contrast to the high effort required for the surgically-induced 
CKD rodenl models, lhe experi menlal process of generati ng adenine-ind uced CKD is rela tively easy. 
Howeve1~ a limitation of the older lreatment prolocols is weighl loss and lhe high biological variability 
in calcification progression. Furlhermore, the original model with a 0.75% adenine diet has many 
confounding faclors in researching VC e.g., high blood pressure, lipid d isorder, rapid malnutrition 
and high fatality at 4-6 weeks (84]. Therefore, the administration protocols in various VC studies 
with rats have been optimized for adenine content, dietary supplemen ts (vitamins, grain/casein), 
time course of treatment (2-12 weeks) and intervals of standard chow to control food intake and 
weight loss. Shobeiri et al. reduced the adenine content to 0.25% and characteri:.c.ed the calcification of 
different vascular beds after 5 to 11 weeks of treatment (76]. In this dosing protocol, extreme weight 
loss was n() t an issue (9% 12% rcducti()n of the initial weight) [76). Furthermore, a progression of 
increased calcifica tion of various v($SC1 types was found [76]. The adenine-dosing schemt'S vary 
between different treatment protocols. Some provided lhe same adenine content throughout lhe whole 
course of lhe experiment [40,76,85), whereas olhers changed the adenine con lent e.g., by dose red uction 
from 0.75% to 0.5% adenine after one week [86) or an interval period with standard chow [77,81,86). 
Between those models, blood parameters such as blood urea nitrogen (BUN), calcium and PTH seem 
to be comparable. However, weight loss of the animals varies between the studies. Interestingly, the 
severity of the vascular medial calcification is exceptionally variable. One study found moderate to 
severe mineralization in d ifferent vascular beds of Wistar rats upon feedi ng a chow with a rnnstant 
0.25% adenine content for 5 to 11 weeks [76]. In contrast, no VC was found in Wistar rats using a 
dose-reduction adenine regime (0.75o/c, adenine d iel for 2 weeks, followed by 2 weeks of 0.5% adenine 
chow and subsequent standard chow for 5 weeks) [86). Inferentially, the extent of VC depends on the 
duration and dose of adenine administration. Until recently, lhe adenine-feeding model has only been 
used in mineralization studies with rats, because a high adenine content in mice causes acute kidney 
fail ure with a mortality rale of nearly 100% within 6 days [87). Recently, Santana et al. characterized a 
mouse model for CKD using a 0.2% adenine d iet for up to 6 weeks [85). 

To answer the question if potential differences in CKD conditions using surgical or adenine-diet 
protocols exists, one laboratory compared the 5/6 nephrectomy rat model with the adenine-diet-induced 
CKD, while animal and housing conditions were consistent. The authors observed no differences in the 
blood parameters including scrum phosphate, calcium, PTH and fibroblast growth factor 23 (FGF23). 
However, the adenine-fed ra ts had a higher rate of bone turnover (86]. 

In addition lo kidney fail ure, diabetes mellilus is also associated with VC. To study diabetic arte1y 
calcifi ca~ion, a model with rals combining s lreplozotoci n-induced diabetes (SO) with high-fal diet and 
vitamin D3 h·eatment was established [88). 

Additionally to disease induction in rodents, special dietary supplements are necessa1y lo enhance 
the effects. For example, the SD rat strain was resistant to VC w hen fed a diet without increased 
phosphorus content (89]. Other authors have used various phosphorus concentrations (0.6% to 1.8%) 
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combined with dietary calcium contents ranging from 0.6% to 4% as well as supplementation with 
various amounts of vitamin O [86,89 1 m ]. The extent of arterial minerali;!:aticm depends ()n duration 
of treatment and the d iet used. Depending on the genetic background of the animal, the dietary regime 
and degree of kidney da mage, the severily and localion of VC varies. Most of Lhe sludies involved 
increased dietary calcium and phosphorus content. Moreover, supplemc:ntation with d ietary vitamin 
D (104-107) and cholestewl (105) has been fou nd to enhance arterial VC in various rodent studies. 
However~ vitamin D administration influences physical impairment and promotes weight loss [105,107]. 
The cholesterol-enriched diet was primarily used in models studying intimal calcification. Furthermore, 
nicotine (88,108- 110) has been adminish·ated to animals to induce or promote mineralization of the 
vessel wall. 

In addition to the d iet- induced effects on VC, a recent study in uremic rats investigated the 
influence of electromagnetic fields on promoting VC [111 ]. However, no effects of electromagnetic 
fields were found in rats without kidney damage (11 1 ). 

4.3. Genetically Modified Mouse Models 

In ge netically modified mouse models, a therosderotic plaque formation and calcificalion ca n be 
reinforced by ma1tipulation of cholesterol metabolism. Calcificatiott of the media can be amplified by 

interruption of vascular protective mechanisms, which physiologically inhibit calcification or increase 
serum phosphate concentration by uncoupling of physiological phosphate metabolism. 

4.3.1. Phospha te Metabolism 

Elevated phosphate can be a consequence of increased phosphate absorption, decreased phosphak• 
excretion or a shift from intracellular to extracellular phosphate. I Iormonal regu lation of phosphate 
involves the intestine, kidneys and bones and several signaling pathways, including, but not limited 
to, vitamin D, FGF23 a nd ~-Kloth(). Disturbance in vitamin D and calcium phosphate metabolism 
was shown Lo play a role in lhe progression of ectopic mineralization [112,113]. Reduction in active 
vitamin D, by either vitamin D deficient diet, disruption of the vitamin D receptor; or its gene reduced 
ectopic calcification . However, these interven tions likewise reduce phosphate blood concentration, 
whereas phosphate reduction, even when increasing active vitamin D and calcium concentration, is 
effective in reducing VC [112,114- 121 ]. Therefore, the following models are summarized as altered 
phosphate metabolism (Figure 1). 

FGF2.3: Hyperph()Sphate mia often succt-eds CKD, hypoparathyreoidism and vitamin D 
intoxication, but can also result from rare genetic d isorders like hyperphosphatemic tumoral familial 
calcinosis (hFTC). In hFTC, the FGF23 receptor cannot be activated d ue Lo a mutation of either Lhe 
FGF23, the cx-Klolho or the GalNAc lransferase 3 (GALNT3) gene (1 22). FGF23 is a n essen tial regulalor 
of phosphate homeoslasis a nd vi tamin D metabolism promoting phosphaluria. FGF23 decreases the 
surface expression of sodium-dependent phosphate co-transporters lype Ila (NPT2a) and He (NPT2c) 
in the proximal renal tubules. Furthermore, ii reduces vitamin D availability by downregulalion of the 
expression of the Cyp27bl gene, encoding l<X-hydroxylase, an enzyme required for active vitamin D 
synthesis. J:.urthermore, the expression of the Cyp24al gene is upregu1ated, which encodes vitamin D 
degrading 24<X-hydrolaS(! [120,123 126]. 'fhus, FGF23 suppresses synthesis and promotes d(>.gradation 
of vitamin D. Mice lacking FGF23 exhibit increased plasma levels of phosphate and calcium [115,127] as 
well as VC (11 5,11 7). Interestingly, whereas a phosphate-deficien t diel prevented vessel calcification in 
the FGF23-/- mice, a vilarni n D deficien t d iet d id not ind icate a significan t role for hyperphosphat·emia 
in that calcification model (115). In addition, the mice lacking FGF23 exhibit a premature aging process 
similar lo Klolho-/- (117). The aging process seems to be parlly exerted tlu·ough effects on vitamin 
D metabolism because a genetic ablation of the 1~-hydroxylase reduced the aging phenotype in the 
J:.CF23-f- mice (117). 0 -glycosylation of l/CF23 through Galnt3 reduces the susceptibility of FCF23 to 
proteolysis and therefore permits the secretion of intact FGF23 (128]. 
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Galnt3: Patients with mutations in Galnt3 suffer from hyperphosphatemia and extensive calcium 

depositions [129). Results from mice rnodels are conlradicling: Galn t3-/- mice have hyperphosphaternia 
and increased FCF23 expression, although secretion of intact FGF23 is impaired, but show no sign 
of abnormal calcification [128). In contrast, Tcal(Tcal mice, which feature a missense mulalion in 
the Galnt3 gene, feature hyperphosphatemia and extensive ectopic calcification (130). In Galnt3 I 
mice, breeding with FCF23 transgenic mice can increase the amount of intact FGF23 and reduce 
hyperphosphatemia (131]. 

Mechanistic Overview Model Source 

FGF2J-1 [117,127) 
Proteolysis 

[132,13.3) 

Gainrl- [128) 

·· · FC. F21 n'<"~ptor 

INPT2a ----,--__ . 
NPT2c - l - Cyp27b ll 

\ Cyp24a11 / 

"' '-;,nin U I 

Phosphate I 

Tcal/l'cal (130) 

Figure 1. Seletied mice models of altered phosphate metabolism and their mechanibms. Green arrows: 
activation, red arrows: down regulation, blue arrows: pathway. References: [117,127,128,130,132,133). 

Cyp24a 1: 24-hydroxyvitamin D-1 oc-hydroxylase; Cyp27b 1: 25-hydroxyvitamb, D-1 oc-hydroxylase; 

FGF23: fibroblast growth factor 23; Ga\nt3: N-acetylgalactosaminyltransferase 3; NPT2a: renal 

sodium-dependent phosphate co-transporter type Ila; NPT2c: renal sodium-dependent phosphate 
c~tran;,,porter type 11 c. 

Klotho: KloU10 is a necessary co-faclor required for FGF23 binding toils receptor. Because 
most tissues and cells express FGF receplors, Lhe Largel organs of endocri ne FGF a re determi ned by 
tissue-specific expression of Klotho (1 34 ). Klolho deficiency results in high FGF23 levels (112,135). 
Similarly to the ¥GF23-/- mice, mice deficient in the Klolho gene show ectopic soft-tissue and vessel 
mineralization and premature aging (132). In Klotho/1()(-hydroxylase double knockout mice, VC and 
soft tissue calcification were eliminated [118]. In the absence of membrane-bound Klotho, delivery of 
circulating soluble Klotho reduced serum phosphate levels and aorta mineral content in alpha Klotho 
null mice (1 33]. 

4.3.2. Absence or Dysfuntion of Calcification Inhibitor Proteins 

Mineralization is a tigh tly controlled process and several mechanisms serve as inhibitors of 
ectopic mineralization (Figure 2). Body Duids tend for mineralization as they are supersaturated 
in phosphate and calcium. Several endogenous circulating calcification inhibitors help Lo prevent 
pathophysiological mineralization. Jn addition, promotors and inhibitors of calcification could also 
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serve as biomarkers for onset and progression of VC (136). Mouse models with disrupted protective 
m{•chanisms partially feature extensive ectopic calcification. Circulating inhibitors prevent calcification 
by different mechanisms and include MGP, Fetuin-A, osteoprotegerin (OPG), osteopontin (OPN) 
and PPi, which as a non-peptide inhibitor of VC is considered later. The consensus statement of 
Back et al. (1 37) offers an excellent overview of the endogenous calcification inhibitors and their 
therapeutic potentia I. 

Mechanistic Overview 

RANK/RANKL NFKB 

Calcification Inducer 
- Hypcrphosphatcmia 
- Inflammation 
- Oxidative Strc~ 
-Aging 

SGKI WNT/1.l-c.,tenin '----\..----y~ 
Transcription Factors 

- RUNX2 
-0..x 

~ -Msx 

Conlr,,ctih., VSMC __________ SC'cr<'Lory VS,MC 

~ 1 
Ca,(0111(1-'0,l,J 

Model Source 

MGP-1- (138) 

Fch.tin A+ [139,140) 

OPG+ (141) 

OPN-t- (142) 

Madh6-1- (143) 

Figure 2. Seletied mice models with absent or dysfuntiional calcification inhibiting peptides and their 
mechanisms. Red T-arrows: inhibition, blue arrows: pathway. References: [138 143). MGP: matrix-gla 
protein; OPG: osteoprotegerin; OPN: osteopontin; Madh6: gene coding for smad family member 6. 

MGP: In mice, deletion of the MGP gene is lethal, due to extensive VC (138]. Death occurs 
within two months of age because of thMacic or abdominal aortic rupture [138). In these mice, 
VSMC undergo chondrocyte differentiation and form cartilage in blood vessels [144]. The arterial 
phenotype of MGP-deficicnt mice can be restored in a transgenic animal, where MGP is reintroduced 
in VSMC (145). The~ mc)lecular mecha nisms by which MGP prev,mts ect()pic calcification include 
prevention of mineralizalion by binding of calcium ions as well as inhibilion of the pro-osteogenic 
effects of BMP2 (reviewed in detail by Proudfoot and Shanahan (146]). MGP requires vitamin K 
dependent y-carboxylalion lo exert its calcificalion inhibitory functions. Therefore, models of vitamin 
K inhibition e.g., by application of warfarin, exhibit similar calcification of the arteries (147). 

Fetuin A: Fetuin A, also known as <X2-l leremans-Schmidt glycoprotein (ahsg), inhibits ectopic 
mineralization through the formation of fetuin-mineral complexes, which are also termed calciprotein 
particles [148,149). Mice on a C.57BL/6-129sv background deficient for fetuin show no general ectopic 
calcification, a lth()ugh sc~rum inhibiticm of apatite~ formation is diminished and some homozygous 
animals develop soft tissue calc;ificatic)n after breeding [l :\9). Feeding these animals with a chow rich 
in mi nerals a nd vitamin D resulted in an increase in calcifica lion and backcrossing these 1nice to the 
more calcification-prone DBA/2 background resulled in severe systema tic calcifi cation (140). 

OPG: OPG is a soluble decoy receplorf or the receptor-aclivaled nuclear factor KB ligand (RANKL), 
also known as tumor necrosis factor receptor superfamily member 11 B (TNFRS.Fl 1 B). As one of its 
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mechanisms, it prevents interaction of RANKL and RANK, thus inhibiting downstream signaling 
such as oskoclastic cell differentiation, survival and function [150]. Mice deficient for OPG exhibit 
calcification of the aortic media and renal arteries (141]. When mice deficient for OPG were treated with 
injt-chxl recombinant OPG, the incidence of aortic cakification was not reduced, whereas transgene 
animals showed m) ea lcification of major arteries (1 51 ). 

OPN: OPN, also known as secrett'<J phosphoprotein 1 (SPPl), is a multifunctional pwtein that 
also serves as a mineralization inhibilor and is found in abundance at siles of mineral calcification, 
but lhe precise mechanisms of aclion remain unclear lo date [152]. Deficiency in OPN alone is not 
sufficient to induce spontaneous VC, but the deficiency in OPN combined with other inducers of VC 
e.g., deficiency in MGl~ reinforces mineralization [142]. 

SMAD6: Smad6 is an inhibitor of tum or growth factor [3 (TGFf3) signaling and a negative regulator 
in 1:3MP signaling [153,154). Targeted deletion of Madh6, the gene that encodes Smad6, results in a 
mice model that experiences cardiovascular mortality, including aortic:: ossification, which is restricted 
to areas with VSMC and increases lethality (14~]. 

Taken together~ these mice models exhibil particular conditions for calcificalion. They have been 
very critical in the identification of pathophysiological mechanisms resulting in ectopic calcifi cation 
and have helped lo move the perspective of VC as a lightly controlled aclive process. 

4.3.3. Pymphosphate System 

PPi is a crucial circulating inhibitor of VC preventing calcium apatite precipitation (155]. Serum 
PPi can have several sources (figure 3). 

Mechanis tic Overview 

Lmna C608J• 
LmnaUf:f:H/+-i 

ATP 

ATP Pl'i 

intru
t.'t.'.'llul.:.J' 

p 

Model Sourl-e 

ENPf:>-J- (156] 

ENPJ:>ttw/ttw (157] 

ENPPl'-'i (158] 

Abc.c+ (159] 

[160] 

lmnaG«>9GI> (161] 

Figure 3. Selected mice models <>f reduced serom pyrophosphate concentration and their 
mechanisms. Blue arrows: pathway. References: [156-161]. Abee: adenosinte tetraphosphate-binding 
casselle subfamily C; ATP: adenosine letraphosphale; ENPPl: eclonucleolide pyrophosphalase 
phosphodiesterase; Lmna: lamin A/C gene; P: phosphate; PPi: inorganic pyrophosphate; TNAP: 
tissue-nonspecific alkaline phosphatase. 
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The hydrolysis of ATP by ectonucleotide pyrophosphatase phosphodiesterase (ENPPl) forms the 
majority of PPi [14). A significant part of ATP is provided by the release from hepatocytes via ATP 
binding cassette subfamily C member 6 (Abbc6) (162). Next to that, PPi can be directly transported 
from the intracellular to the extracellular environment via ANK [16:\). The major sources for ATP are 
the mitochondria. Therefore, mitochondrial dysfunction can reduce the avai lable amounh)f ATP, as, 
for example, in the rare genetic human diS<)rder Hutchinw n Gilford progeria syndrome. A number of 
other orphan diseases in humans feature reduced circulating PPi levels, resulling in ectopic calcification, 
includ ing generalized arteria l calcification of infa ncy and pseudoxanthorna elasticurn. 

ENPPl: The enzyme ENPPl generates extracellular PPi from ATP. Mice lacking ENPPl are prone 
to the development of VC. Different mice models for ENPPl deficiency currently exist, including 
the genetically engineered ENPPl -/- mice, the tip-toe walking mice (ENPP1tw/ Uw) and the mutant 
ENPPl a,j mice [156- 158]. All three mice models suffer from VC of the aorta. From these models, 
ENPP I mice are best studied. In ENPPl I mice, aortic calcification was developed within 2 months 
of age. Calcification is accelerak'(.l by phosphate d iet [14). However, under the same chow, aortas 
tra nspla nted from ENPP1-/- mice into WT mice did no l calcify, w hich ind ica tes that the system ic 
availabili ty of sufficien t amounts of PPi is sufficient to prevent calcification [ 14]. On a high phosphate 
diet, £Npptnv/ttw mice exhibit ectopic aortic calcification associated ,viU1 increased aortic Runx2 
expression [157]. ENPPasj mice also demonstrate an early onset of extensive arterial calcification upon 
being fed a high phosphate diet (158). 

Abcc6: ln Abcc6-/- mice, arterial calcium accumulates at the age of 16 months and was around 
2-fold higher than in wild type mice [159]. Administration of PPi and etidronate inhibited calcification, 
but was unable to reverse already existing calcification (164). Similar results were found in a study where 
early intravenous administration of a wild type human Abcc6 expressing adenovirus into Abcc6 I 
mt)use reduced mineral deposition, but la te administra tion failed to reduce mineralization [1 65]. 

Lamin A/C (LMNA): Mutations in the LMNA gene result in the synthesis of progerin, a splicing 

isofonn of the precursor protein prelamin A [166). Alternatively, a mutation in ZMPSTE24 (famcsylated 
protein-converting enzyme 1) can result in an abnormal accumulation of prelamin A (166). In G608G 
transgenic mice (LmnaG608G/+), patht)logical changes in the media layer of large vessels e.g., VSMC 
loss and cakificatit,n [1 60] have been repor ted . In heterozygous LmnaG609G/+ mice, incn~ased medial 
calcification of the aortic arch and thoracic aorta, as well as reduced PPi levels, were fow1d, resulling 

from impaired mitochondrial ATP synthesis [161 ). 

4.3.4. Lipoprolein System 

Hyperlipidemia in one of the main triggering factors in the palhophysiology of human 
atherosclerosis. In mice, the lipoprotein profile significantly differs from humans [167,168]. Mice are 
lacking the cholesteryl ester transfer protein, an enzyme that transfers cholesterol from high-density 
lipoprotein (HDL) to apolipoprotciin 6-containing lipoproteins as low-density lipoprotein (LDL) and 
very low-density particles (VLDL) [169). In addition, mice also have bile acid compositions that 
differ from huma ns [168,170], affecting the enterohepa lic cycl e of cholesterol [170]. Several models 
for the disruption of lipid metabc,lism exist e.g., including LDL receptor (LDLR) I , apolipoprotein E 
(Apo Et!-, LDLR and ApoEdouble knockout, ApoE3 leiden transgenic mice and pro protein convertase 

sublilisin/kexin type 9 (PCSK9) gain of function models (Figure 4). Additional existing models are 
reviewed in detail elsewhere [167). 

LDLR and PCSK9: LOU{ dysfunction results in the accumulation of LDL in patients with 
familial hypercholesterolemia. Mice homozygous for LDLR deficiency have a delayed clearance 
of VLDL and LDL from plasma and calcifications of the aorta [171,172]. Overexpression of PCSK9 
results in an increased degradation of LDLR [1 n J. When mice are injected a gain of function PCSK9 
adem)-assc,ciated virus vector (AAV), they develc,p increased cholestewl l(ivels, atherosclerotic lesic,ns 
and aor tic ea kifica tion (174 ). 
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ApoE: Clearance of remnants of chylomicrons and VLDL require ApoE as a receptor ligand. 

Knockout of ApoE results in atherogenic accumulation of cholesterol-rich remnants (175] and 
development of calcification of advanced lesions [176]. ApoE and LDLR double knockout mice 
developed calcifications along the aortic arch [177). Inducing uremia by partial kidney ablation 
in ApoE I mice wsulted in an acceleration {)f arterial cakification (178). A mutation in the ApoE 
gene can result in a defective protei n, w hich has rt'lfoted capacity for remnant dearance (179]. In 
transgenic Apo3 Leiden mice, a high fat/cholesterol diel induces hyperlipidemia and calcification of 
aortic lesions (1 79,180]. 

Mechanistic Overview 

Chvlur11ic.nu1~ 
Apoll 

ApoE 
•Q VLLJL 

Y · Sc.iv.utg<.·r Rc.·c.~ptor 

Model Source 

ApoE-1- [175,176] 

LDLR I [171,172] 

Apo I /LDLR I [177] 

Apo3 Leiden [179,180] 

PCSK9-AAV [174] 

Figure 4. Mice models of atherosclerotic hyperlipidemia and their mechanisms. Blue arrows: pathway. 
References: [171,172,174-177,179,180). AAV: adeno-associaled virns vector; Apo: Apolipoprolein; 

LDL: low-densily lipoprotein; PCSK9: pro-protein convertase subtilisin/kexin type 9; VLDL: ve1y 
i()w-de.nsity lip()pr()tein . 

4.4. Limitation of In Vivo Models 

The optimal choice of the animal model depends on the target lo be assessed. A general limitation 
is that mice and rats are less prone to calcification than humans. frt addition, a timespan of decades 
in humans where the disease progression occurs has to be limited for a study period of several 
""':eks in animal models. Therefore, hard stimuli for induction might hamper the comparability 
to the human situation. However, animal models allow the study of signaling pathways under 
controllable conditions. 

5. Conclusions 

The variety of influencing factors and different components in the develop men I of VC reflect, at 
least in part, the variety of research models and vice versa. Therefore, studying VC entails the challenge 
of uti lizing a manageable experimental setting depicting the complexity of its pathophysiologic 
interrelations. In vitro models employ a variety of vascular cells and inducers of calcification for 
studying pathways and screening inhibitors and inducers; however, they provide a non-physiological 
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environment. Ex vivo settings using vessel tissue meet this drawback at least partly and might 
bridge the gap to in vivo models. Animal models with rodents involve the induction of VC by 
establishing uremic conditions, genetically modified calcium- phosphate and lipid metabolism as well 
as impairment of calcification inhibitors. While offering a natural envin,nment, immense interventions 
arc needed to achieve the VC condition. The current data show that VSMC appear to be a central cell 
type within the minc~rali:1.:ation process in the media of the vessel wall. Further rc~scarch is required to 
understand the detailed mechanisms, contributors and inhibitors in the process of VC and to establish 
w orking trea tment options lo reduce and/or inhibi t calcification and stiffening of Lhe vessel wall leading 

to increased mortality. An ongoing effort should be taken to improve the experimental models studying 
VC by improving the identification and diagnostic tools for quantification of VC to achieve maximized 
comparability of the results. This might not only help to reduce animal numbers for primary cell 
isolation and in vivo settings in case of the 3R (Replacement, Reduction and Refinement) thought 
of Russel and Burch (181 ], but also identify the most promising therapeutic strategies to reduce the 
cardiovascular morbidity and mortality of the patients. 
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Abstract: Vascular calcification and stiffening of the arterial wall is a systemic phenomenon that is 
associated with aging and it can be increased by several risk factors. 11,e underlying mechanisms, 
especially the pathways of cellular senescence, are under current investigation. Easily manageable 
in vitro settings help to study the signaling pathways. The experimental setting presented here is 
based on an in vitro model using rat vascular smooth muscle cells and the detection of senescence and 
osteob lastic markers via i m mu nofl uorescence and RN A scope TM. Co-staining of the senescence marker 
p21, the osteoblastic marker osteopontin, detection of senescence-associated heterochromatin foci, 
and senescence-associated 13-galactosidase is possible within one test approach requiring fewer cells. 
11,e protocol is a fa st and reliable evaluation method for multiplexing of calcifying and senescence 
markers with fluorescence microscopy detection. The experimental setting enables analysis on single 
cell basis and allows detection of intra-individual variances of cultured cells. 

Keywords: calcification; senescence; smooth muscle cell; SA-13-galactosidase; senescence-associated 
heterochromatin foci 

1. Introduction 

Aging is associated with a variety of characteristic changes of the vessel wall [1]. There are several 
disorders, in which patients show signs of premature aging of vessels that appear much older than 
their biological age e.g., in chronic kidney d isease [2-4). A hallmark of vascular aging is a stiffening 
of the arterial wall with increasing pulse-wave velocity and the mineralization of vascular smooth 
muscle cells (VSMC) in the media layer of the vessel wall [1,5). Treatment options are currently not 
available (5). 

Resulting from clinical and basic research, there is strong evidence that vascular calcification and 
aging occur jointly [4,6,7). Several underlying mechanisms are discussed for vessel mineralization, 
including, but not limited to, oxidative stress from various sources and resulting DNA damage, 
continuous inflammation, and activation o f pro-osteogenic signaling pathways [3,7,8). I Iowever, the 
underlying pathophysiological mechanisms need further clarification. Currently, several hypotheses 
exist regarding joint or consecutive appearance of calcification and senescence in a vicious cycle in 
smooth muscle cells e.g., induced by uremic toxins (4,9). In addition, the senescence level can vary 
within and between cells and the tissue of the same individual [10]. It has to be illuminated whether, 

l11t. f. Mo!. Sci. 2020, 21, 3475; doi:10.3390/ijms21103475 ww ,v.mdpi.com/journal/ijms 
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in one cell populatio11, cells experience senescence and calcification jointly or consecutively, or whether 
aged vessels contain distinctly different cell populations of aged and calcified cells. 

A better understanding of the underlying mechanisms inducing and linking calcification and 
senescence of VSMC in the vessel wall will be necessary for establishing pmmising treatment optit)ns. 

l.xitecting c~~llular s,mescem:e is hampert'CI by the hetewgem~ity of senescence~ markers. For the 
reliable identification of DNA damage and cell senescence, the detection of severa l known markers is 
necessary. Here, lhe increased messenger-ribonucleic acid (mRNA) and protein expression of lhe cell 
cycle protein and cyclin inh ibitor p2l as well as the forma tion of senescence-associated heterochromatin 
foci (SAHF) and the accumulation of senescence-associated 13-galactosidase (SA-(3-Gal) are typically 
used (10-12). Additionally, lhe cells often undergo morphological changes that are delectable by light 
microscopy. Cell mineralization is accompanied by a shift in expression of a wide array of different 
markers e.g., osteopontin (OPN) (3,13). 

The study aims to develop a fast, robust, and easy to handle protocol by detection of SA-13-Gal, 
SAHF, p21, OPN, and control of cell morphology, on singki cdl basis in vitro in order to facilita te 
joinlly and/or conseculively aclivation of senescence a nd calcification markers within the cells in a 
parallel experimental setting. Therefore, the described method combines ultrasensitive RNAscope-r" 
in situ hybridization and immunohistochemislry in a mulliplex approach requiring few cells. Other 
currenlly available experimental sellings with their advantages and disadvanlages are summarized in 
the supplementary Table Sl. Briefly, the in situ hybridization technique enables the detection of various 
nucleotide sequences in cells and tissue by radioactive, fluorescence, or immunohistochemistry labeling 
and it permits a multiplex approach in the right experimental setting (14). The protocol presented here 
utilizes RNAscope™, a technology that applies oligonucleotide probes and immunohistochemical or 
fluoresce11ce-based detection [15]. The utilized RNAscope™ kit allows for the analysis of three targets 
of interest in one experimenta I setting by fluorescence-based detection. 

For the establishment and optimi:t-ation of the protocol steps, the~ known inductor of cell 
senescence, doxorubici n (Dox) (16), as well as a kno,vn ind ucer of cell mineralization, the uremic loxin 
uridine-adenosi ne tetraphosphate (Up4 A) (1 7), were used. The established protocol provides reliable 
data while requiring fewer primary cell numbers and, therefore, fewer animals per experiment by 
mulliplexing several markers of interest. 

2. Results and Discussion 

Currently, several senescence markers for cells and tissue are known [10,11 ]. Often, the detection 
of more than one marker is used for reliable detection and the senescence levels can vary between cells 
and tissue, respectively, within the sa me animal (1 OJ. 

H!.!rc, we provided a staining protocol for four markers of interest to detect sent-scence and 
osteoblastic d ifferentiation in cells. Besides, the pn,tocol can be expanded for the detection of o ther 
markers by usi ng a laser-sca nning microscope for image acquisition. The deteclion via fl uorescence 
slaining al lows not only the visualization in individual cells, but also q uantification for statislical 
analysis of lhe resulls. 

2.1. Detectum of SA f3 Gal 

SA-r3-Cal was selected as marker accumulating in cells during aging, according to previous 
studies (6,10]. The staining of the cells with SPiDER-SA-B-Gal upon stimulation with Dox, as a known 
inductor of cell senescence [16), results in the accumulation of SA-[3-Cal within the cytoplasm of the 
cell, as shown in Figure 1. In contrast, while Up4A ind uces cell calcifica tion (17), no accumulation of 
SA-[3-Gal could be d<>.tectcd upon stimulation of VSMC for 72 h. For counterstaining of the nucleus, 
Hoechst slain was used. The quantification of the pixel sum inlensily (Figure 2) confirmed the findings 
of the representa tive images that are show n in Figure I . 
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Ctrl. Up,A DOX 

Merge 
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SA-[>-Gal 

Hoechst 

nucleus 

Figure 1. Detection of senescence-associated j3-galactosidase (SA-j3-Gal) in primary rat smooth muscle 

cells upon stimulation with doxorubicin (Dox, 500 nmol/L) and uridine-adenosine tetraphosphate 

(Up4 A, 100 µmol/L) for 72 h. 40x objective. Representative images out of three independent experiments. 
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Figure 2. Quantification of senescence-associated j3-galactosidase (SA-j3-Gal) in primary rat smooth 
muscle cells upon stimulation with doxorubicin (Dox, 500 nmol/L) and uridine-adenosine tetraphosphate 

(Up4A, 100 ~tmol/L) for 72 h. For analysis, intensity pixel sum per channel was normalized to cell core 

area. Bar graph represents mean ± SEM of three independent experiments. Ctrl.: control. 

The results suggest that accumulation of SA-!3-Gal in rat vascular smooth muscle cells (rVSMC) 
depends on the inductor and may be dependent on time for different inductors. This underlines the 
fac t that the detection of more than one senescence marker often seems necessary [10]. 

2.2. OPN and p21 mRNA Detection and Detection of SAHF 

OPN was selected as a calcification marker, because its gene expression was increased by 
stimulation with different calcification inducers in previous experiments [17]. The gene expression 
of the cyclin inhibitor p21 is one typical marker used for the detection of cellular senescence [6,10]. 
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Several experimental protocols currently exist for the detection of calcification or senescence markers 
in vascular cells (summarized in Table Sl ). However, the current goal was to use a single cell-based 
identification of a senescence and osteoblastic marker while using RNA in situ hybridization via 
RNAscope™ technology. The significant advantage is the multiplexing possibility of several target 
genes of interest in a cell and tissue sample in a robust way with high sensitivity [15]. Dox strongly 
induced SAHF and mRNA expression of p21, but only slightly induced OPN mRNA expression upon 
48 h of stimulation, as shown in Figure 3. In contrast, upon Up4A stimulation, OPN mRNA expression 
is induced profoundly, but no SAHF could be detected and p21 mRNA expression is not induced 
inVSMC. 
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Figure 3. Detection of osteopontin (OPN), senescence-associated heterochromatin foci (SAHF), and 
p21 in primary rat smooth muscle cells upon stimulation with doxorubicin (Dox, 500 nmol/L) and 
uridine-adenosine tetraphosphate (Up4A, 100 µmol/L) for 48 h. 40x objective. Representative images 
out of three independent experiments. Ctrl.: control. 
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The quantification of the pixel sum intensity confirmed the findings for channel Atto 647 (Figure 4). 
The crosstalk between the channels Alexa 488 and Alexa 555 and the resulting background impedes th(! 
quantification of OPN mRNA expression and SAHF formation with a standardized, automated, and 
reproducible ZEN protocol in this experimental selting. Several options exist to overcome this issue: 
next to the application of alt(!rnative softwarepE:rmitting manual identification of targets and subsequent 
qua ntification, which can be pr(me to reSC!,HCher bias and, therefore, is not presented here, imaging 
w ilh a confocal microscope could facilitate q uantification by reducing cross talk and background. 

2.5x104 p21 (Atto647) 

ro * Cl) ,_ 
2.0x104 ro 

Cl) ,_ 
o-u C\I 

- E 1.5x104 
Cl) ::i 
(,) ">, 
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(l) ,_ 

1.0x104 c.. (9 ~-·w 
C: 

5.0x103 Cl) ..... 
C: 

0 .0 
Ctrl. Up4A Dox 

Figure 4. Quantification of p21 in primary ra t smooth muscle eel Is upon stimu lation w ith doxorubici.n 

(Dox, 500 n mol/L) and uridine-adenosine telraphospha le (Up4A, 100 11mol/L) for 48 h. For analysis, 
intensity pixel sum per channel was normalized lo cell core area. Bar graph represents mean 1. SEM of 
three independent experiments. Ctrl.: control. 

Stimulation with different inducers as Dox and Up1A varies in the markersanalyzed for calcification 
and senescence. This underlines that, often, the detection of more than one senescence and calcification 

marker seems to be necessary for reliable and comparable results. ln addition, in our experimental 
setting, we observed a certain level of cell batch specific variances in the expression levels of markers 
that are comparable to alternative protocols, like Western Blot and polymerase chain reaction (PCR). 
However, reprt'Sentative images also illustrate differences in marker expression between individual 
cells, espeda lly for the investigated calcifi cat ion marker OPN. This information is critica 1 in order 
to understand lhe mechanisms and paU1ways wilhin one cell during the calcification process. This 
informatio n is lost in protocols that joinlly analyze cell b ulks. The current protocol ca n allow for the 
analysis of co-localization analysis within one cell and differences between cells of the same cell batch. 

2.3. Limitation$ 

The experimental design that is presented here is established for an in vitro experiment. 
Nevertheless, a transfer from cells to tissue should be possible. The development of appropriate 
pre-treatment and imaging of tissue section will require further optimization steps. In the case of 
SA-[3-Cal staining in tissue, we recommend using freshly frozen tissue and process the material 
immediately, as s torage even at -80°C reduces enzyme activity. In a proof of concept experiment, we 
teskd RNAscope™ staining in frozen and paraffin-embedded aortic sections (unpublished data). We 
found a similar background in both materials and betler resulls in paraffin-embedded lissue, which we 

attribute lo easier handling. Allernative targets might be of interest, according to the focus of research. 
llere, our protocol provides some opportunities for variation: alternative target genes can be analyzed 
with the RNA in situ hybridization technique. The u tilized protocol allows up to three different target 
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genes. We used one of the available channels for immune-histological staining to make use of the 
optimal capacity of our microscope. If (iquippE!d wi th alternativ(>. hardware, combination with another 
secondary antibody for immune histological staining is possible, thus enriching the opportunities 
for mulliplexing. 

We arc aware that ther,: is a vari,:ty of alternativ,~ protocols. Alternative research models, 
such as primary cells from mouse or human, cell lines, as well as tissue sc'dions from dinical 
or laboratory origin, are suitable alternatives. Next lo lhal, a huge variety of differenl methods 
for the detection and quan tificalion of our selected targets are possible. Each comes with its 
advantages and disadvantages that are shortly summarized in Table Sl. ln comparison to 
5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-(3-D-galactopyranoside (X-Gal/1:lCIG) staining, we found fluorescence 
staining of SA-[3-Gal to be more robust, faster, and easier to image. 

3. Materials and Methods 

Figure 5 summarizes the complete and stepwise workflow of the experimental proccd ures. Primary 
VSMC from rat thoracic aorta was selected for experi ments. Further special orderi ng information for 
kits with its componen ts and a ntibod ies can be fou nd in the Supplernentaty Material (Tables S2 and S3). 

Sacrifice+ Passaging + _,,,,_o CellExplantation 0 ~ 
RNAinSitu +SAI IF: 

48 h Stimulation, 
Staining Over Night 

SPiDER SA-8..c;al: 
72 h Stimulation, 
60 min Staining 

-Imaging II 
Imaging 

Figure 5. Scheme of the complete experimental workflow. SAHF: senescence-associated heterochromatin 
foci, SA B Cal: =cxcnoc .wwciat1;,-d B galacto-Jida::;c. 

3.1. Cell Isolation and Culturing 

The study was in accordance with the EU Directive 2010/63/EU for animal experiments and it was 
approved by the Landesamt fur Gesundheit und Soziales Berlin, Germany (f021 l/02) and the animal 
facility of the Charite-Universitatsmedizin Berlin, Germany. The aorta of Wistar rats was prepared 
after euthanasia with sodium pentobarbital (400 mg/kg body weight) per intraperitoneal injection. 
After remova l of the adventitia of rat thoracic aorta, primary rat VSMC were isolated by cxplant 
outgrowth, as describe'(] previously [17]. VSMC were cultured in Dulbecco Modified Eagle Medium 
(DMEM, Bioch rom AG) contai ning 1 g/L glucose, supplemented with 10% feta I calf serum (FCS, 
Biochrorn AG), penicill in (100 U/mL, Biochrom AG), and strep tomycin (O.l rng/mL, Bioch rorn AG). 
The cells were cullured in a humidified incubator a l 37°C with 5% carbon dioxide. Cells at passages 4 
were used for experiments. The cells were seeded in lBlDI 8 Well µ- Slides (ibidi GmbH) for SA-B-Gal 
staining and 8-well LabTec Chamber Slides (Thermo Scientific) for RNA in situ hybridization. Cells 
were cultured for 24 h to a confluence of 70-80%. It is essential to ensure subconfluence of cells prior 
stimulation, because confluence itself was described as an inducer of SA-[3-Gal activity [18]. T he cells 
were scrum starved for 24 h prior stimulation in DMEM containing 4.5 g/L glucose, supplemented 
with 1% glutamin and antibiotics (penicilli n lOO U/rnL, streptomycin 0.1 mglmL). This medium was 
also used for stimulation. For SA-[3-Gal staining, the cells were stimulated for 72 h, whereas for mRNA 
and SAHF detection a stimulation lime of 48 h was used. 

3.2. Experimental Setting for Detection of SA fl Galactosidase 

Information regarding the kit components and ordering information are summarized in the 
Supplementary Material (Table S3). 
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3.2.1 . Preparations 

• Heat incubator k) 37 "'C (no humidity and carbon dioxide wntrol) . 

• Warm 4% formalin and PBS to 37 °C. 

• Prepare Mcllva ine buffer: Mix 7.4 m L 0.1 mol/L citric acid solution a nd 12.6 m L 0.2 mol/L sodi um 

phosphate solution and sel pH lo 6.0. 

• Solve 20 11g SPiDER-SA-[3-Gal (Gerbu I3iotechnologie) in 35 1tL dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO). Store 
aliquots at 20°c. 

• Dilute Mdlvaim>. buffer 1 :5 in u ltrapure water and warm d ilufon to 37 °C. Dilute SPiDER-SA-B-Gal 

1:500 in Mdlvaine buffer in order to obtain the working solution. Protect working solution 
from light. 

• Prepare H()f!Chst working solution by d issolving Hoechst 33342 (Thermo Fisher) in the appropriatf: 

amounl of water lo oblain a stock concenlralion of 10 mg/mL. The s lock concentration can be 
aliquoted and slored a l -20°C. To obtain the working solution, dilute Hoechsl 1:2000 in PBS. 
Protect working solution from light. 

3.2.2. Stai ning Procedure 

The step-by-step staining procedure according to the manufacturer's (Dojindo) recommendations 
is given below. Figure 6 summarizes the main steps with a n incubation time less than 40 min for the 

whole procedure. 

l. Afler stimulation, aspirate mediwn and wash cells once wilh PBS. 

2. Add 300 ~tL of 4% bu ffered formalin to each well and fix cells for 3 min at room temperature, 
ensure the exact fixation time. 

3. Aspirate formalin and wash three times with warm PBS. 

4. Add 300 µL of working solution per well and incubate for 30 m in in the incubak)r under lig ht 

protection. Caution: Ensure the right fixation times and pH conditions this is critical for the 
13-Gal stai ning. 

5. Aspirate working solution and wash cells twice w ith PBS. 

6. Counterstain with Hoechst working solution for 5 min under light protection. 
7. Aspirate solution and wash once w ith PBS. 

8. Add 300 flL of PBS and image within 24 h . ,, 
2. Mxation "1th formalin 

3min-RT 

~ 
4. Add SA-8-G<tl Workin,i Solution 

30min~ 

6. Counter:stain with Hoedisl 
S min-RT 

~ 
8. Cover with PBS for imaging 

Figure 6. Staining procedure for senescence-associated-j3-galactosidase (SA-B-Gal). Numbering 
represents steps in staining procedure. Drop corresponds to wash step. RT: room temperature. 
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3.3. Experimental Setting for Detection of OPN, p21 and SAHF 

All kit components for staining with the o rdering information arc summarized in the 
Supplementary Material (fable 53). 

3.3.1. Preparations 

• Add purified water to the humidity control tray and heat oven to 40 °C. 
• Thaw Prolong™ diamond antifade medium (l'hermo Scientific) at room temperature. 

• Prepare wash buffer (ACD Bio) according to manufacturer's instructions. 
• Heat mRNA pmbes (ACD Bio) gently at 40 "C for 10 min in a water bath, centrifuge probes and 

mix according to manufacturer's instructions. 
• Dilute Protease III (ACD Bio) 1 :15 with PBS. 

• Prepare washing dishes for PBS and wash buffer. 
• Prepare 10% Roti™lnu11unol:3lock (Carl Roth) by diluting in PBS. 

• Prepare 1:500 dilution of primary antibody anti-histone H2A.X (phosphoS139) antibody 
[EP854(2)Y] (abeam) in 1% Roti™lmmunoBlock/PBS. 

• Prepare 1:1,000 dilution of secondary goat anti-Rabbit IgG (II+L) highly cross-adsorbed antibody, 
Alexa Fluor 555 (lnvitrogen) in 1% RotiTMlmmunoBlock/PBS. 

• If applicable: Prepare Hoechst slain, as explained above. 

3.3.2. Staining Procedure 

The step-by-step staining procedure according to the manufactures' recommendations (ACD 13io) 
is given below. Figure 7 summarizes the main points with several incubation steps, including t)nC 

overnight incubation time. 

1. After stimulation aspirate medium and wash cells once with PBS. 

2. Add 300 i~L of 4% buffered formalin to each well and fix cells for 30 min at room temperature. 
3. Aspirate formalin and wash twice with PBS. 
4. Careful ly detach the chamber from the slide according to the manufacturer's instruction and 

place the slide in a PBS filled washing d ish. Caution: The glue is strong. Make sure to remove th(! 
glue of the chamber properly, otherwise the slide-coverslip combination becomes loo thick. 

5. Remove slide from the washing dish and thoroughly apply a barrier around each well with the 
lmmEdgen1 hydrophobic barrier pen (ACD IJio) and place slide again in Pl3S. 

6. Remove the slide from PBS, remove allaching PBS by gently inverting the slide and add 50 µL of 
diluted Protease III to each well. Place slide in the humidity control tray, close humidity control 
tray, and incubate in the oven for 15 min. 

7. Remove slides from tray; remove protease from sl ide by inverting the slide and place slide in 
fresh PSS. Ca ution: The movement should be gently, but s till removi ng the majority of liquid . 

8. Remove slide from PBS, remove PBS by gently inverting the slide, and add 50 µL of diluted 
target probes or one drop of positive or negative control lo the according wells, place slides in the 
humidity control tray, and incubate in the oven for 120 min. 

9. Take slides out of the tray, inverse, and wash twice for 2 min each in wash buffer. 

10. Remove attached liguid by gentle inversion and add one drop of amplifier 1-fluid (Amp 1-FL) to 
each well. Put slides in the humidity control tray in the oven for 30 min. 

11. Take slides out of the tray, inverse, and wash twice for 2 min each in wash buffer. 

12. Remove attached liquid by gentle inversion and add 1 drop of Amp 2-FL to each well, place in 
the humidity control tray in the oven for 15 min. 

13. After 15 min take slides out of the tray, inverse and wash twice for 2 min each in wash buffer. 
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14. Remove attached liq uid by gentle inversion and add 1 drop of Amp 3-FL to each well, place in 
the humidity control tray in the oven for 30 min. 

15. Take slides out of the t ray, inverse and wash twice fo r 2 min each in wash buffer. 
16. Remove a ttached liq uid by gentle inversio n and add 1 drop of the selected Amp 4-FL to each 

well, p lace in the humidity control tray in the oven for 15 min. Caution: For the multiplexing 
protocol we used Amp 4-FL A. 

17. Take slides out of the tray, inverse and wash twice fo r 2 min each in wash buffer. 

18. Add 100 µ.L of 10% RotiTMlmmunoBlock/PBS to each well and block for 1 h in the closed humidity 
control tray at room temperature. 

19. Remove attached liquid by gentle inversion and wash once with PBS. 
20. Add 50 µL 1:500 d ilution of primary anti-histone H2A.X (phospho5139) antibody [EP854(2)Y] 

(Abeam) in 1% RotF"ImmunoBlock/PBS per well and incubate in the closed humidity control 
tray in the fridge overnight. 

21. Remove attached liquid by gentle inversion and wash twice with PBS. 
22. Add 50 µ.L 1:1,000 dilution of secondary goa t anti-rabbit IgG (H+L) Highly Cross-Adsorbed 

antibody, Alexa Fluor 555 (lnvitrogen) in 1 % Roti™ImmunoBlock/PBS per well and incubate in 
the closed humidity control tray at room temperature for 60 min. 

23. Remove attached liquid by gentle inversion and wash twice w ith PBS. 
24. Add 1 drop of 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) per well and incubate for 1 min at room 

temperature (alternatively add 50 µ.L 1:2,000 Hoechst working solution and incubate for 5 min at 
room temperature). 

25. Remove attached liquid by gentle inversion and wash once with PBS. 

26. Add two d rops of Prol ong TM diamond antifade medium (Thermo Scientific) to each slide and 
gently apply the lid, make sure to gently remove all bubbles, and harden overnight in the 
fridge. Caution: The medium is highly viscose and can easily dry out. The cover slid is still 
moveable, even after drying. Be careful when cleaning the slide for imaging. Sealing the slide-lid 
combination with nail varnish can help in preventing the drying out and preserving the slides for 
later imaging . 

~ • I 
2. fo ixation with rormalin 

30min - RT 

•I 
4. Detach Chamber 

•I 
6. Perrneabilize with 1:15 Protease III 

IS min - Ovcn 

16. Add the Selected Amplifier 4 
15 min - Ovcn 

•I 
14. Add Amplifier 3 

30 min - Oven 

•I 
12. Add Amplifier 2 

15min - Oven 

•I •I 
8. Hybridize with mRNA Probes 10. Add Amplifier 1 

120 min - Oven 30 min · Oven 

~ • 

18. Block with 100k Roti™ Block/T'BS 

~·~ 

20. Add 1:500 Primary Antioody 
Overnight - Fridg~ 

•I 
22. Add 1:1,000 Secondary Antibody 

60 min - RT 

•I 
24. Countentain with DAPI / Hoechst 

5 min - RT 

•! 
26. Seal with Cover Lid 

Figure 7. Staining procedure for RNAscopern and senescence-associated heterochromatin foci. Numbering 

represents steps in staining procedure. Drop corresponds with washing step. RT: room temperature. 
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3.4. imaging 

For imaging a ny fl uorescencc m icroscopc with appropriate filler selling or a confocal microscope 
is possible. We obtained the images while using a Zeiss Axiovert 200M inverted transmitted light 
microscope using the filler sets, as illustrated in Table 1. For image acquisition, the 40x F-Fluar objective 
with Immersol"M oil and lhe Zen software (Zeiss, Zen2 blue edition) was used. Each experiment was 
done in three independent experiments with duplicates for each stimulation drug. An acquisition of 
five images per well was done for analysis. 

Table 1. Excitation/Emission Wavelength of the Dyes and Hlters Used. 

Dye 
SPiDER Hoechst 

Alexa 488 Alexa 555 Atto647 DAPI 
SA-f!,-Gal 33342 

Beam 532 395 495 570 660 395 Splitter 

Filter Ex. 500-530 335-383 450-490 538-562 625-665 335-383 
Wavelength 

Filter Em. 
545-605 420-470 500-550 570-640 665-715 420-470 Wavelength 

Ex. 
Wavelength 528 348 493 553 644 348 

of Dye 

Em. 
Wavelength 547 455 517 568 670 455 

of Dye 

3.5. Quantification of Fluorescence intensity 

The fluorescence intens ity pe r channel was quantified while! using the Zen2 software (Zeiss, blue 
~!dition). Five images per well/s timulation were ana lyzed for three independent experiments . 

3.6. Statistical Analysis 

Mea11 ± SEM is given in the bar graph. Statistical significance between stimulation and respective 
control was analyzed using the Mann-Whitney-U Test. Ap value< 0.05 was set as statistically significant. 

4. Conclusions 

In conclusion, the new experimental sets that are presented here allow for multiplexing and 
quantification of several markers of inte rest for calcification and senescence analysis in primary VSMC. 
This might not only help to reduce animal numbers for primary cell isolation and in vivo settings with 
regard to the 3R (Replacement, Reduclion, and Refinement) thought of Russel and Burch [19], bu t a lso 
allow the visualiza~ion of markers of inte rest on a single cell bas is . 

Supplementary Materials: Supplementary materials can be found at http://www.mdpi.com/1422-0067/21/10/ 
3475/sl. 
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Supplen1entary Material 

1.1. Comp,uision of curren tly available detection methods 

The suppL Table 1 Slunmariz.es a comparison of the currently availab le detection methods for 
detection and measurement of mRNA or protein expression of men tioned senescence and osteoblastic 

markers during vascular calcification in cell culture experiments. 

Table 51. Summary of pros and cons of currently available detection methods. 

Methods Disadvantaves Advantavu 

qPCR - Bulk of cells a.re analyzed - Multiple target genes can 
jointly, individual be analyzed 
d ifferences a.re not visible - Analysis easily 
in this method reproducible 

- Quantification usually 
relative 

Single Cell P CR - Multi.step, complex - Variety of target genes can 
method be a.nalyzed 

- Difficult to train and erro r - Cluster analysis p ro 'vides 

prone additional information 
- Versatile hardware 

reauired 

Immunohistochemisby - Due to issues o f sped.ficity - Proced ure with 
of antibodies often requires functioning protocol easily 

extensive p rotocol manageable, easy to teach 
establishment and leam 

- Monoclonal and polyd onal - Recombinant antibodies 

antibodies are of animal are animal free produced 
origin and can suffer fro m and have less issues with 
batch variances batch variances 

- Development of suitable - Few hardware required 
pro tocol (blocking, - Multiplexing possib le 
pretreatment, etc.) often 
time and material 

consuming process 
- Only Semi-Quantification 

possible 

- limited number of targets 
- Multiplexing can be 

complicated, especially if 
d ifferent secondary 
antibodies are employed 

RNA In Situ H ybridiz,ation - Depending on the protocol,. - Different labeling and 
the number of targets is detection possible 
limited ; in the presented (radioactive, fluorescence 

pro tocol, the number of and immunohisto-
targets that can be chemistry) 
analvzed parallellv is - Hu £e varietv of tare:ets can 

1 
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limited to3 be a.nalyzed , as pro bes can 

- Extensive hardware be custom designed to 
required targets 

- Single cell analysis in the 

tiss"\.te context is possible 
- Multiple target genes can 

be a.nalyzed at once 

- Small grow th area red1.1ces 
necessary number of cells, 
w orking hours and 
material 

X0 Gal - l ong incubation time - Cheap 
- Process of staining - Frequently published 

vulnerable to external protocol 
influences (e.g., pH - little hardware required 
variation due to long -
st.mungtimes) 

- Semi-Quantification 
difficult 

- N o Mu ltiole:cin'1: 
SPiDIRN Jl Gal Stain - Multip lexing is d ifficult, as - Short and easy staining 

perm.eabilization of cells - Semi-Quantification 
us"\.tally required for possib~, as image is easy 
multiple.:cing facilitates to visualize 

w ashou t of stain - Multiplexing is possible 
- Extensive hardware 

required 

1.2. Rea.gents for cell stimula.tion 

Table 52. Reagents for cell stimulation 

Material Comoan,• Order Nuntber 

Doxorubicin hvdrochloride Thermo Fisher BP25I6-l0 
Up,A Jena Bioscience NU-5265 

1.3. Kits a.nd a.ntt'bodies for fluorescence detection 

Table 53. Kits and antibod ies for fluorescence detection 

Material Company Order Number 

SPiDIRN Ge.rbu BiotedU\olotrie SG02-10 
RNA.s.copen, Target Retrieval ACD Bio 322000 

Reagents 
Containing: 
Protease III 

RNAscope,,,. Fluorescent ACDBio 320SSO 
Multiplex Reagent Kit 

Containing: 
Amo l •Fl 

2 
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Amp2•Fl 
Amp3•Fl 
Amp 4-Fl 

DAPI 
RNAscopen, Wash Buffer ACDBio 310091 

Reavents 
ImmEdgeTU Hydrophobic ACDBio 310018 

BanierPen 
RNAscopeTU Probe • Rn• ACDBio 423851-C3 

Cdlml a 
RN.As.cope"" Probe• Rn•Snnl AC0Bio 405441 
RNAscopeN 3·plex Positive ACDBio 320391 

Control Probe .. Rn 

RNAscope"" 3•plex Negative AC0Bio 320Sn 
Control Probe • Rn 

Anti•Hi.stone H2A.X (phospho abeam ab215967 
5139) antibodv [IP854(2)Y] 
Goat anti-Rabbit IgG (H+l) Invitrogen A-21429 

Highly Cros~Adsorbed 
Secondary Antibody, Alexa 

Fluor SSS 
ProLongTU Diantond antifade Thermo Fisher Scientific Pl0144 

mediun1 

3 
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Stressor-lnduced "lnflammaging" of 
Vascular Smooth Muscle Cells via 
Nlrp3-Mediated Pro-inflammatory 
Auto-Loop 
Jaqueline Herrmann 1•2

, Mengdi Xia 1•
3

, Manasa Reddy Gummi 1, Anna Greco 1, 

Annika Schacke 1, Markus van der Giet 1• , Markus Tolle 1 and Mirjam Schuchardt 1 

'Department of Nephrology and Medical Intensive Care, Charite - Universitatsmedizin Berlin, Cooperate Member of Freie 

Universitat and Humboldt Universitat, Berlin, Germany, 2 Department of Chemistry, Biochemistry and Pharmacy, Freie 

Universitat Berlin, Berlin, Germany, 'Department of Nephrology, Second Clinical Medical Institution of North Sichuan Medical 

College (Nanchong Central Hospital), Nanchong, China 

Calcification of the vessel wall as one structural pathology of aged vessels is associated 

with high cardiovascular mortality of elderly patients. Aging is linked to chronic sterile 

inflammation and high burden of reactive oxygen species (ROS), leading to activation of 

pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) such as Nlrp3 in vascular cells. The current study 

investigates the role of PRR activation in the calcification of vascular smooth muscle 

cells (VSMCs). Therefore, 1n vitro cell culture of primary rat VSMCs and ex viva aortic 

st imulations were used to analyze osteogenic, senescence and inflammatory markers 

via real-time PCR, in situ RNA hybridization, Western Blot, photometric assays and 

histological staining. Induction of ROS and DNA-damage by doxorubicin induces a shift 

of VSMC phenotype toward the expression of osteogenic, senescence and inflammatory 

proteins. Induction of calcification is dependent on Nlrp3 activity. 11-1 ~ as a downstream 

target of Nlrp3 induces the synthetic, pro-calcifying VSMC phenotype. Inhibition of 

PRR with subsequent reduction of chronic inflammation might be an interesting target 

for reduction of calcification of VSMCs, with subsequent reduction of cardiovascular 

mortality of patients suffering from vessel stiffness. 

Keywords: calcification, senescence, inflammation, Nlrp3, smooth muscle cell 

INTRODUCTION 

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the most critical age-related cause of death. Almost 70% of patients 
with new CVD are over 75 years old, so that the age might be the most prominent cardiovascular 
risk factor (I). One sign of structural pathology of the vessel wall associated with vascular aging 
is medial calcification, leading to increased vessel stiffness and pulse-wave velocity (2, 3). Medial 
calcification is common in patients with other comorbidities as e.g., chronic kidney disease (CKD) 
(2, 4, 5). Until now, no therapy exists to effectively reduce the increased cardiovascular risk 
associated with vessel calcification (3). 

In particular involved in calcification of the medial layer of the vessel wall is the accumulation 
of senescent vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs) with a senescence-associated secretary 
phenotype (SASP) (6). Senescent cells express typical senescence markers [e.g., p53/p21 , lysosomal 
senescence-associated ~-galactosidase activity (SA-~-Gal), yH2A.X], and show an increased 
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vulnerability to exogenous stressors (7- 9). VSMCs 
physiologically have a contractile phenotype and express 
specific VSMC marker proteins (e.g., SM22et, Myhl 1, Cnnl, 
Acta2). Due to phenotype plasticity, VSMCs can adapt an 
osteoblast-like phenotype characterized by decreased expression 
of VSMC markers and increased expression of osteoblast 
markers e.g., core binding factor alpha-! (Cbfa-1), tissue 
non-specific alkaline phosphatase (Alp), osteopontin (Opn), 
and bone morphogenetic protein-2 (Bmp-2) (9, 10). Recently, 
Shanahan's group pointed out that the DNA damage-induced 
calcification is dependent on activation ofCbfal in VSMCs (1 1). 
They found Cbfal to be involved in DNA damage response and 
therefore bridging osteogenic transition and apoptosis in the 
mineralization process ( 11 ). 

During physiological aging, a chronic sterile inflammation, 
known as "inflammaging;' develops. This "inflammaging" is 
primarily based on mechanisms of the innate immune system 
that involve activation of pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) 
(1 2, 13). PRRs are a link between inflammation and cellular 
senescence. PRRs are mainly transmembrane toll-like receptors 
(Tlrs) and cytoplasmic Nod-like receptor (Nlr) inflammasomes 
(14). The Nlrp3 is the best characterized inflammasome and is 
expressed in VSMCs (1 5). The activation of Nlr inflammasomes 
induces the secretion of ll-1 cytokines e.g., ll-lB (16). ll-lB 
has strong pro-inflammatory effects by activating different Il
l receptors (11- lRs). It induces the expression of other pro
inflammatory cytokines, especially Il-6, and can increase its own 
expression by a positive feedback mechanism (17). Cytokines 
and chemokines as major pro-inflammatory mediators can 
contribute to chronic inflammation and senescence (1 8). 

Doxorubicin (DOX) is an anthracycline antitumor drug (19). 
DOX is known to induce several kinds of DNA damages 
by intercalation, generation of free radicals, DNA-binding, 
alkylation and cross-linking, DNA strands separation, influenced 
helicase activity and inhibition of topoisomerase II ( 19). Previous 
studies have not only investigated effects of DOX on stress
induced senescence (20) but also, induction of Alp activity upon 
DOX treatment; however, only after seven days of treatment 
(20). In addition, recent studies have shown the important role 
of DNA-damage response and the Cbfal-dependent link to the 
calcification process of VSMCs (9, 11). Cobb et al. pointed 
out that the DNA damage-induced calcification is dependent 
on activation of Cbfal in VSMCs ( 11). They found Cbfal to 
be involved in DNA damage response and therefore bridging 

Abbreviatio ns: Acta2, Actin alpha 2; Alp, Alkaline Phosphatase; Asc, Apoptosis
Associated Speck-like Protein Containing a Caspase-Recruitment Domain; 
ATM, Ataxia-Telangiectasia Mutated; BCA, Bicinchonic Acid; Bmp-2, Bone 
Morphogenetic Protein-2; Cale M, Calcification Medium; Cbfa-1. Core Binding 
Factor alpha I; Cnn I, Calponin; Ctrl M, Control Medium; CVD, Cardiovascular 
Disease; DAMP. Damage Associated Molecular Pattern; DHE, Dihydroethidium; 
DMEM, Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium; DOX, Doxorubicin; FCS, Feta! 
Calf Serum; II-I~, Interleukin I ~; Il-6, Interleukin 6; Myhll, Myosin Heavy 
Chain 11; Nlr, Nod-like Receptor; Nlrp3, Nod-like receptor family pyrin domain 
containing 3; Opn, Osteopontin; PBS, Phosphate Buffered Saline; PRRs, Pattern 
Recognition Receptors; ROS, Reactive Oxygen Species; Tlr, Toll-like Receptor; 
SA-~-Gal, Senesce nce Associated ~-Galactosidase; SASP, Senescence Associated 
Secretory Phentoypc; Sm22", Smooth Muscle Protein 22-alpha; VSMCs, Vascular 
Smooth Muscle Cells. 
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osteogenic transition and apoptosis in the mineralization 
process (11). 

However, there are no detailed studies on the relationship of 
stress-induced senescence as e.g., caused by DOX, subsequent 
activation of Nlrp3-dependent pro-inflammatory signaling and 
calcification in VSMCs. We aim to show that stressor-induced 
senescence in VSMCs results in a pro-inflammatory response 
and induction of calcification. Accordingly, we used DOX as 
stressor. We are aware that DOX might not reflect the whole 
spectrum of senescence induction in VSMCs; however, DNA 
damage, upregulated under treatment with DOX, is a known and 
well-documented inducer of cellular senescence (9, 11). 

Therefore, the current study investigates the effects of 
the stressor DOX on the initiation of processes of acute 
"inflammaging" and vascular calcification. The increase 
in calcification upon DOX treatment was dependent on 
the activation of the Nlrp3 inflammasome. Il-lB as Nlrp3 
downstream effector amplifies its own expression. The 
initial stressor-induced acute "inflammaging" process then 
can be continued via a Nlrp3 inflammasome-mediated 
auto-inflammatory loop resulting in SASP and calcification 
ofVSMCs. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

All cell culture components were obtained from Biochrom AG 
and Bio and Sell. DOX was obtained from Thermo Fisher. 
Recombinant rat 11-6 and II- I B were purchased from PeproTech. 
VAS2870 was obtained from Sigma Aldrich and MCC950 from 
Invivogen. Tiron was purchased from Biozol and TAK242 
from Biomol. 

Animals 
All experiments with animals were done under minimal 
animal suffering and in accordance with the EU Directive 
2010/63/EU. The experiments were approved by the Landesamt 
fuer Gesundheit und Soziales Berlin (T0211/02), Germany and 
the Charite - Universitatsmedizin Berlin, Germany. 

Wistar rats were purchased from Janvier Labs. Nlrp3-/ 
and Nlrp3+/+ (genetic background: C57BL/6) were bred at the 
Charite-Universitatsmedizin Berlin animal facility. 

Euthanasia of animals was accomplished with intra peritoneal 
injection of sodium pentobarbital (rats: 400 mg/kg body weight, 
mice: 200 mg/kg body weight). 

VSMCs Cell Culture 
Primary rat VSMCs from aortic tissue (aortic arch and thoracic 
aorta) of Wistar rats (mean age 4 months, male/female) were 
cultured by the outgrowth technique described previously (21 ). 
VSMCs at passages 3 to 7 were used for experiments. Cells 
were cultured in a humidified incubator at 37°C with 5% 
carbon dioxide. If not stated otherwise, VSMCs were cultured 
in Dulbecco Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) containing 1 
g/1 glucose, supplemented with 10% feta! calf serum (FCS), 
penicillin (100 U/ml) and streptomycin (O.J mg/ml) (culture 
medium). For gene expression, ROS detection, protein secretion 
and immunohistology experiments, cells were serum-starved for 
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24 h and stimulated using DMEM with 4.5 g/1 glucose (w/o 
phenol red), supplemented with I% glutamine, penicillin (100 
U/ml) and streptomycin (0.1 mg/ml). 

Preparation of Aortic Rings for ex vivo 
Experiments 
For ex vivo stimulation of aortic tissue, the adventitia was 
removed. Thoracic aortas of rats (mean age 4 months, male) 
or Nlrpr/ - and Nlrp3+/+ mice (mean age 11 months, 
male/female) were dissected into aortic rings of equal size and 
incubated in a well-plate with the respective stimulation medium 
for 24 h or 14 days, respectively. Each stimulation contained 
several aortic rings from different aortic parts (aortic arch, 
d ifferent segments of descending aorta proximal to distal), which 
were equally distributed between stimulation and respective 
controls. The incubation procedure of the tissue took place in a 
humidified incubator at 37°C and 5% carbon d ioxide. 

In vitro and ex vivo Calcification 
Calcification was induced by exposing VSMCs or aortic rings (rat 
and mice) to DMEM containing 4.5 g/1 glucose, supplemented 
with 15% FCS, 284 µ.mol/1 ascorbic acid and 5 mmol/1 inorganic 
phosphate, penicillin (100 U/ml) and streptomycin (0,1 mg/ml) 
[Calcification Medium (Cale M)]. As Control Medium (Ctrl M) 
served DMEM containing 4.5 g/1 glucose, supplemented with 
antibiotics. Calcification was induced over 14 days of stimulation 
with Ctrl M, Cale M and in co-stimulation with DOX (10 or 
100 nmol/1), 11-6 (JOO ng/ml), 11-B (JOO ng/ml) and MCC950 (SO 
µ.mol/1). Medium was replaced every two to three days. 

Gene Expression 
VSMCs were serum-starved for 24 h prior to stimulation for 
48 h. Cells were washed after stimulation with phosphate buffered 
saline (PllS) on ice and lysed with RLl'™ cell lysis buffer 
(Qiagen). RNA was isolated according to the RNeasy™ Mini 
kit protocol (Qiagen). The RNA was reverse transcribed using 
the High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription KitTM (Applied 
Biosystems) according to the manufacturer's instructions. For 
the quantitative determination of mRNA expression, the 
iQ™ SYER Green SuperMix and the CFX384 real-time PCR 
detection system (Biorad, CFX software version 3.1) were used. 
The oligonucleotides (Supplementary Table 1) were synthesized 
by TibMo!Biol. Each sample was performed as technical 
duplicate for real-time PCR. B-actin and Gapdh were used as 
housekeeper genes for normalization. Analysis was performed 
with the t.t.CT-method. 

Measurement of Alp Activity 
After stimulation, VSMCs were lysed and scraped in 0.2% 
Triton X/PBS lysis buffer. Alp activity was assessed using a p
nitrophenyl phosphate-based Alp Assay Kit (Abeam) according 
to the manufacturer's recommendations. Protein content was 
determined with the bicinchoninic acid (BCA) protein assay 
kit (Pierce) and was used for normalization. Photometric 
measurements were conducted with a Multiskan Spectrum 
(Thermo Electron Corporation). 
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Quantification of Calcium Content 
For quantification of calcification, VSMCs or aortic rings were 
decalcified in 0.6 mol/1 HCI overnight or for 24 h , respectively. 
After decalcification, cells were washed with PBS and lysed 
in 0.1 mol/1 NaOH/0.1 % SDS buffer. The protein content 
was quantified using BCA protein assay kit (Pierce). Aortic 
rings were dried and weighed. Calcium content was quantified 
using the colorimetrical o-cresolphthalein method (Colorimetric 
Calcium Assay, ScienCell) according to the manufacturer's 
recommendation. Photometric measurements were conducted 
with a Multiskan Spektrum (Thermo Electron Corporation). 
Protein content (in vitro) or aortic dry weight (ex viva) was used 
for normalization, respectively. 

Histological Staining of Calcium Deposits 
Upon stimulation of VSMCs for 14 days, the cells were 
fixed with 4% buffered formaldehyde, washed with PBS 
and distilled deionized water and treated with Alizarin 
Red solution (2%, pH 4.2) for 20 min, then washed again 
and imaged. 

Upon stimulation of aortic rings for 14 days, the tissue was 
fixed overnight, transferred to 70% ethanol, and embedded in 
paraffin via automatic procedure. The aortas were serially cut 
into 4 µ.m sections, stained with Alizarin Red solution (0.5%, 
pH 4.2) and imaged. For all histological imaging, the Axiovert 
200M microscope (Zeiss) with Zen2 software (Blue edition, Zeiss) 
was used. 

ROS Staining 
VSMCs were seeded in 8-well slides (LabTec, Thermo Fisher, µ. 
slide, Ibidi), serum-starved for 24 h, and stimulated for 30 min 
as indicated. Afterwards, cells were washed and treated with 
30 µ.mol/1 dihydroethidium (DHE) (Molecular Probes) for 
30 min. Cells were fixed with cold formalin (4%) for 5 min 
and subsequently washed with PBS. LabTec were mounted with 
Prolong™ Gold antifade mount (Thermo Fisher) and stored 
in the dark until imaging. For µ. -slides, wells were covered 
with PBS and immediately imaged. A more detailed description 
of the staining procedure and data analysis can be found in 
the Supplementary Material. For all imaging of fluorescence 
stainings, an Axiovert 200M microscope (Zeiss) with Zen2 
software (Blue edition, Zeiss) was used. 

lmmunohistology and mRNA in situ 
Staining 
VSMCs were stained for SA-B-Gal activity, histone yH2A.X, 
Bmp-2, Opn and p2 l mRNA according to a previously published 
protocol (22) with some modifications. Briefly, cells were seeded 
in 8-well LabTec chamber slides (Thermo Fisher) or µ.-slide 
(Ibidi), serum-starved for 24 hand stimulated for 48-72 h. Cells 
were stained for the desired target and imaged. A more detailed 
description of the staining procedure and data analysis can 
be found in the Supplementary Material. Quantification of 
fluorescence intensity was done with Zen2 (Blue edition, Zeiss) 
and Fiji/ImageJ. 
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Western Blot 
VSMCs were stimulated with DOX (SOO and 1,000 nmol/1) 
and 11- lf} (lOOng/ml) in cell culture medium for 48h. For 
protein extraction, cells were washed with ice-cold PBS and 
lysed in cold RIPA buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Protein 
content was assessed with BCA protein assay kit (Pierce). 
15-10 µ,g protein per lane (p21: 15 µ,g, all others 10 µ,g) was 
applied on the respective gel. Protein samples were mixed and 
dissolved in 4x Laemmli buffer (Biorad) and heated to 95°C for 
15 min. The proteins were separated on 12% TGX Gels (Biorad) 
and transferred onto a polyvinylidene difluoride membrane. 
The membranes were immunoblotted overnight at 4°C with 
primary antibodies: rabbit anti-p21 (1 :2,500, ab109199, Abeam), 
rabbit anti-Alp (1:500, 7HllL3, !nvitrogen), rabbit anti-Cbfa! 
(1:1,1000, sc-10758, Santa Cruz), and mouse anti-f}-actin 
(1 :5,000 8HIOD10, Cell Signaling Technology). After washing 
five times for five min each with TBST, the membranes were 
incubated with conjugated fluorescent secondary antibodies 
[anti-rabbit-Star Bright B1ue700 (1:2,500, # 12004162, Bio rad) 
and anti-mouse-Star Bright B1ue520 (1:2,500, # 12005867)]. 
The bands were visualized using a ChemiDoc MP Imaging 
System (Biorad). 

Luminex™ 
VSMCs were serum-starved for 24 h prior to stimulation with 
II- If} (JOO ng/ml) and respective antagonists [VAS2870 (10 µ,M), 
MCC950 (50µ,M), Tiron (IOmM), TAK242 (10µ,M)] for 48h. 
Rat aortic rings were stimulated with DOX (!OOO nmol/1) and 
MCC950 (SO µ,M) for 24 h. After stimulation, supernatant was 
collected for cytokine quantification. Cytokine concentrations in 
the supernatant were determined using the Milliplex™ Cytokine 
Kit (Millipore) according to the manufacturer's instructions. 
Measurements were conducted using the Bio-Plex device and 
respective Bio-Plex software (version 6.1, Biorad). Cells were 
washed with cold PBS and lysed in NP40 buffer, followed by 
protein quantification using BCA protein assay kit (Pierce). 
Aortic rings were dried and weighed for normalization. 

Statistical Analysis 
Data are provided as mean ± SEM of at least 3 independent 
experiments. Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad 
Prism software (version 6.0). The one-way Anova with multiple 
comparisons or Wilcoxon matched paired test were applied to 
evaluate differences between treatment groups. A p-value < 0.05 
was considered as statistically significant. 

RESULTS 

Stressor-lnduced Calcification With 
Osteogenic Transition 
Stimulation with calcifying medium robustly induced 
calcification of VSMCs after 14 d (Figure IA). Co-stimulation 
with DOX significantly and dose-dependently reinforced 
calcification ofVSMCs in vitro: quantification (Figure IA) shows 
a significant and dose-dependent induction of calcification under 
co-stimulation of calcification medium and DOX. This is also 
visualized by Alizarin Red staining (Figure lB). To confirm 
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these in vitro findings, an ex vivo setting using aortic rings was 
conducted. Calcium content of rat aortic rings was quantified 
upon 14 d of stimulation, and calcification was visualized 
via Alizarin Red staining (Figures l C,D). DOX stimulation 
in calcifying medium dose-dependently increases calcium 
deposition ex viva. 

Further evidence for the pro-calcifying potential of DOX 
derives from mRNA detection of osteogenic markers as Bmp-
2, Cbfal and Opn, all of them significantly increased upon 
DOX stimulation. VSMC marker as Acta2, Cnnl, Myhll, 
and SM22a slightly, but not significantly, decreased under 
stimulation with DOX (Figure 2A). The osteogenic transition 
is further confirmed by detection of Alp activity increase upon 
DOX treatment (Figure 2B). The induction of calcification 
markers after stimulation with DOX was confirmed by in 
situ hybridization analysis for Bmp-2 and Opn. Both markers 
were visualized via fluorescence staining and quantified by 
counting signal dots per whole image (Figure 2C). Although 
DOX influences cell behavior and growth, the cytotoxicity of 
DOX in our cell model did not reach statistical significance in 
the used setting (Supplementary Figure 1). 

Stressor-lnduced Induction of 
"lnflammaging" 
Il- lf} and Il-6 are known essential components of the SASP 
(23). Therefore, we investigated the effect of DOX on the 
expression of both cytokines. DOX induced Il- lf} and Il-6 mRNA 
expression in VSMCs (Figure 3A). It is already known from 
the literature that the Nlrp3 inflammasome is involved in the 
phenotype switching of VSMCs and in Il-f} production (15). 
Therefore, we measured the mRNA expression of Nlrp3, its 
cofactor Asc and the associated enzyme caspase-1 that cleaves 
the preform of Il- lf} (pre-II- If}) into active II- If}. The mRNA 
expression of all three proteins was significantly increased 
upon DOX stimulation (Figure 3A). Also, the secretion of li
lt} was significantly upregulated after DOX stimulation, while 
no significant secretion of Il-6 was found upon DOX treatment. 
The DOX-induced Il- lf} secretion was reduced by co-stimulation 
with Nlrp3 inhibitor MCC950 (Figure 3B). As II- If} and 11-6 
are both components of the SASP, we tested the pro-calcifying 
potential of both substances and found Il-lf} to significantly 
induce calcification, whereas 11-6 did not exhibit calcifying 
potential in our model (Figure 3C). To validate the role of the 
Nlrp3 inflammasome for calcification, we used an ex vivo setting 
with aortic rings from Nlrp3-/- and respective control mice 
(Nlrp3+/+). While DOX significantly induced aortic calcification 
in Nlrp3+/+, the effect is lost in aortas from Nlrp3-/ - mice 
(Figure 3D). 

To further verify the involvement of Il- lf} as effector 
molecule of the Nlrp3 inflammasome and of Il-6, we investigated 
their effect on mRNA expression of inflammation, senescence 
and calcification markers using real-time PCR and in situ 
hybridization. II- If} significantly induces the expression of Il-
6 and, in the context of a very potent pro-inflammatory auto
loop, ll- lf} itself. In addition, 11- lf} induces the expression 
of Nlrp3 (Figure4A). Upon Il- lf} treatment, VSMCs release 
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FIGURE 1 I Induction of calcification wrth doxorubicin. VSMCs (A,B) or rat aortic rings (C,D) were stimulated with control medium or calcification medium 

supplemented with DOX as indicated for 14 d. Calcium content was quantified w ith o-cresolphthalein (A,C) and normalized to protein content (1,9) (Al or aortic weight 

(mg) (C). Calcium deposits were stained with Alizarin Red (B,D). Data represent mean ± SEM. n::: 3, ·p < 0.05 vs. indicated control, #p < 0.05 vs. calcification 

medium. Pictures show one representative experiment of n ;:: 3 (B,D). the scale bar indicates a 200 ,,m section (D). 

Il-6 (Figure4B). While the Il- lB-induced expression of the 
osteogenic marker Bmp-2 increased, the VSMCs marker SM22a, 
Acta2, and Cnn I decreased upon 11-1 B {Figure 4C). The 
increased mRNA expression of Bmp-2 upon 11- IB stimulation 
was confirmed by in situ hybridization technique. While for Opn 
mRNA expression via real-time PCR no significant effect could 
be detected, the in situ hybridization found a slight induction 
(Figure 4D). 
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As already shown in Figures 1- 4, both DOX and Il-lB 
induce several markers of calcification. In addition, the protein 
expression of Cbfal and Alp, detected via Western Blot, is 
increased upon DOX and Il- l B, respectively (FiguresSA,B). 
However, the effects of Il-lB and DOX on senescence markers 
differ in our experimental model. As shown in Figure SC, 
ROS (superoxide production) is significantly increased by DOX 
and Il-lB. ROS are one inducer of DNA damage, which can 
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phosphate-based Alp Assay and normalized to protein content (11g/ µI) before normalization to control (B). mRNA expression of Bmp-2 and Opn were visualized with 

RNA in situ hybridization staining and were quantified by counting signal dots per whole image, normalized to the DAPI positive cell core area per image (1.,m2) (CJ. 
Data represent mean ± SEM, n 2: 3, ·p < 0.05 vs. control. Pictures show a section of a representative experiment of n 2: 3. the scale bar indicates a 1011m section 

(CJ. Full representative images are shown in Supplementary Table 3. 

result in double-strand DNA breaks. A marker of double
strand DNA breaks, the formation of yH2A.X, was significantly 
increased upon DOX treatment, while it is not affected by II
I B stimulation (Figure SC). In line, while DOX stimulation 
results in upregulated expression of the senescence markers p21 
and SA-B-Gal, both were not induced by Il- IB (Figure 5C). 
This could be confirmed by p21 protein detection via Western 
Blot (Figure 50). mRNA detection via real-time PCR confirmed 
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the findings of increased p21 mRNA expression upon DOX 
(Figure SE) and no effect on p21 expression upon 11- l B treatment 
(Figure5F). Neither DOX nor 11-IB induced pl6 mRNA 
expression in our cell model (Figures 5E,F). 

Involved Signaling Pathway 
As 11-IB strongly stimulates its own expression, we tested possible 
mediators of the signaling pathway involved in Il- lB-induced 
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stimulated in quiescence medium with 1,000 nmol/1 DOX and MCC950(50 11M) as indicated for 24 h {B).Aortic rings from Nlrp3-/ - mice and respect ive controls were 

stimulated for 14 d in calcificat ion medium with DOX (100 nmol/1) as indicated {D). mRNA expression was measured with quantitative real t ime PCR {A). Measured 

thresholds of the respective targets were normalized to the corresponding threshold of housekeeper gene actin before normalization to control {A). Protein secretion 
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SASP activation. A schema of the Nlrp3 inflammasome activation 
and the therefore used antagonists is provided in Figure 6A. 
MCC950 was used as Nlrp3 inhibitor. It is already known 
from the literature that Tlrs work as one initial stimulus for 
Nlrp3 assembly and that the activation of Tlr2 and Tlr4 are 
involved in II-Ill release (24, 25). A previous study by our own 
working group has shown that the Tlr4 is constitutively active 
in our VSMCs cell model, whereas the Tlr2 is subsequently 
activated (26). Therefore, we tested the Tlr4 inhibitor TAK242. 
As increased ROS production serves as second stimulus for 
Nlrp3 activation (25), we also tested tiron as ROS scavenger. In 
VSMCs, the NADPH oxidase is one of the leading ROS producers 
(27). Therefore, the Noxl inhibitor VAS2870 was also used. 
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Both, Tlr2 as well as Tlr4 expression (first stimulus) and Noxl 
expression (second stimulus), were induced in VSMCs upon II- Ill 
stimulation (Figure 6B). Both signals for Nlrp3 assembly could 
be significantly diminished by co-treatment with VAS2870 and 
tiron (Figures 6C,D). Nlrp3 mRNA expression itself was also 
diminished by tiron and MCC950 co-treatment, while VAS2870 
and TAK242 have no significant effect (Figure 6E). Downstream, 
the Il-1 ll expression is significan tly blocked by VAS2870, tiron, 
TAK242, and MCC950 (Figure 6F). The secretion of Il-6 could 
be significantly reduced by inhibition of ROS via tiron and Nlpr3 
inhibition via MCC950 (Figure 6G). To verify the role of the 
Nlrp3-dependent pathway, we also tested Nlrp3 inhibition with 
MCC950 for calcification as endpoint. As shown in Figure 6H, 
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FIGURE 4 111-1 ~ induced changes in osteoblastic and pro-inflammatory gene expression and protein secretion. VSMCs were stimulated for 48 h with 100 ng/ml 11-1 ~
mRNA expression was measured with quantitative real-time PCR (A,C). Measured thresholds of the respective targets were normalized to the corresponding average 

threshold of housekeeper genes actin and Gapdh before normalization to control (A,C). Secretion of 11-6 was measured with Luminex™ and normalized to protein 

content (1<9) (B). Expression of Bmp-2, Opn were visualized w~h RNA in situ hybridization staining and were quant ified by counting signal dots per whole image, 

normalized to the DAPI positive cell core area per image (µ m2) (D). Data represent mean ± SEM, n c: 3, 'p < 0.05 vs. control, pictures show a section of a 

representative experiment of n c: 3. the scale bar indicates a 101,m section (D). Full representative images are shown in Supplementary Table 4. 

both the DOX-and 11-~-induced calcifications are significantly 
inhibited by MCC950 co-treatment. 

DISCUSSION 

In the current study, we investigated the effect of ROS induction, 
DNA damage, and inflammation on the process of cellular 
senescence and calcification in in vitro and ex vivo models 
using rat VSMCs and thoracic aortas from rats and mice. After 
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induction of ROS and DNA-damage by the primary stressor, 
the Nlrp3 inflammasome is activated with a subsequent auto
inflammatory loop driven by its effector molecule Il-1~. 

As primary stressor molecule for VSMCs the anthracycline 
DOX was used. It has already been shown in literature that 
DOX causes DNA damage via induction of double strand 
breaks and ROS and promotes cellular senescence (20). Bielak
Zmijewska et al. investigated several markers of senescence in 
VSMCs upon DOX treatment (20). Although DOX might not 
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FIGURE 51 (A,B,D). Formation of superoxide was assessed with DHE, expression of yH2AX was ana~ ed immunohistochemically, mRNA expression of p21 was 

assessed with RNA in situ hybridization and formation of SA-~-Gal was assessed with Spider staining (C). For quantification of the expression of yH2A.X, mRNA 

expression of p21 and formation of SA-~-Gal, intensity of the respective fluorescence signal was measured alter application of a threshold procedure as described in 

the supplement and the signal intensity then normalized to the DAPI positive cell core area per image (i,m2). For quantification of DHE, regions of interest were 

detected with a threshold procedure as described in the supplement and measured intensity was normalized to the area of interest detected by the threshold 

procedure. Alp protein, Cbfa1 protein and p21 protein were assessed with Western Blot (A,B,D). mRNA expression was measured with quantitative real-time PCR 

(E,F). Measured thresholds of the respective targets were normalized to actin (E) or the corresponding average threshold of housekeeper genes actin and Gapdh (F) 
before normalization to control. Dala represent mean ± SEM, n ~ 3, ·p < 0.05 vs. Centro!. The Western Blots show a representative experiment of n = 3. Full blots 

are shown in Supplementary Figures 3-5. Pictures show a section of a representative experiment of n ~ 3, the scale bar indicates a 10 IJ.m section (yH2AX, p21, 

SA-~-Gal) or a 20 11m section (superoxide). Full representative images are shown in Supplementary Tables 3- 5. 
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FIGURE 6 I Possible signaling pathways in Nlrp3 dependent calcification. Scheme with inhibitors used (A). VSMC were stimulated for 48 h (B-GJ or 14 d (HJ with 

11-1 ~ (100 ng/ml), DOX (100 nmol/l), VAS2870 (10 11M), MCC950 (50 µ M), TAK242 (1011M) or Tiron (10 mM) as indicated. mRNA expression was measured with 

quantitative real-t ime PCR (B-F). Measured thresholds of the respective targets were normalized to the corresponding average threshold of housekeeper genes actin 

and Gapdh before normalization to control (B-F). Secretion of 11-6 was measured with Luminex™ and normalized to protein content (119) (G).Calcium content was 

quantified with o-cresolphthalein and normalized to protein content (µg) (HJ. Data represent mean ± SEM, n ~ 3, ·p < 0.05 vs. Control, #p < 0.05 vs. Respective 

agonist (100 ng/ml 11-1 ~ or 100 nmol/l DOX). 

reflect the whole spectrum of senescence induction in VSMCs, 
DNA damage is a known and well-documented inducer of 
cellular senescence (9, ll ). As shown recently by Shanahan's 
group, the formation of nuclei positive for yH2A.X and ATM 
in VSMCs is induced by calcium phosphate and correlates 
with the induction seen by other DNA damagers as DOX 
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and hydrogen peroxide treatments (9). yH2A.X is a marker 
of double-strand DNA breaks, which are specific domains 
of facultative heterochromatin that contribute to silencing of 
genes promoting proliferation in senescent cells and are one 
known marker of senescence-associated heterochromatin foci 
(SAHF) (28). The phosphorylation of yH2A.X by ATM is a 
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key response mechanism to DNA damage, which can result 
in the activation of senescence pathways, including p21 (29). 
In line, in our experimental model treatment with DOX also 
induces DNA damage as yH2A.X and increases senescence 
markers p21 and SA-tl-Gal. SA-tl-Gal catalyzes the hydrolysis of 
tl-galactosidase to monosaccharides in senescent cells. Cellular 
senescence is a dynamically regulated process, with activation 
of the p53/p21 and p16 pathways (30). In our experimental 
setting the p53/p2 l pathway was upregulated by DOX, whereas 
pl6 was not significantly affected (mRNA expression). While 
the senescence growth arrest via the p 16 pathway seems not 
reversible, the p53-induced growth arrest is reversible upon p53 
inactivation (31 ). 

As in the previous study by Bielak-Zmijewska et al. only 
limited markers and only seven days of stimulation were 
investigated to study induction of calcification by DOX (20), 
we aimed to investigate DOX as primary stressor of DNA 
damage and senescence in order to analyze pro-inflammatory 
response and induction of calcification in VSMCs. In our 
experimental setting using primary VSMCs from rat thoracic 
aortas, DOX induces mineralization of VSMCs detected via 
calcium quantification and Alizarin Red staining after 14 days. 
The calcification induction was verified in an ex vivo setting 
using thoracic aortic rings. Analysis of the mRNA expression 
via real-time PCR and partly also in situ hybridization, enzyme 
activity and Western Blot confirmed the findings of osteogenic 
transformation of VSMCs; osteogenic markers as Cbfal, Alp, 
Bmp-2, and Opn increase upon DOX treatment. 

Senescent cells also have a metabolic active and pro
inflammatory phenotype termed as SASP. Cytokines of the 
Il-1 family and Il-6 are known to be part of this SASP 
(32). Furthermore, the induction of senescence by cytokines 
of the JI- I family, e.g., II- I tl was investigated in cell culture 
and animal models (33). A microarray study has shown that 
senescent VSMCs reveal differential regulation of Matrix Gia 
Protein, Bmp-2, Osteoprotegerin, and Il- ltl (34). In our own 
previous work, we demonstrated that plasma concentrations of 
Il-ltl and Il-6 were significantly increased in rats treated with 
azathioprine, another known cellular stressor and ROS inducer, 
over a 24-weeks period of treatment (35). Increased expression 
of II- Itl and Il-6 was also detected in the aortas of treated 
rats, which were associated with increased expression of the 
osteogenic proteins Bmp-2, Alp and Cbfal (35). Therefore, we 
examined the effect of DOX on the expression of 11- ltl and Il-
6. The mRNA expression of Il- ltl and Il-6 were significantly 
increased upon DOX stimulation, with higher induction for li
lt\. The Nlrp3 inflammasome, the most widely characterized 
inflammasome and known to be expressed in VSMCs (15), 
serves as most significant source of II- I tl production ( 16). Beside 
Nlr inflammasomes, transmembrane Tlrs are the main types 
of PRRs (14). The activation of PRRs mainly induces sterile 
inflammation associated with extensive transcriptional pro
inflammatory cellular reprogramming (36). This is temporarily 
useful in acute situations, while chronic activation is detrimental 
(37). Due to their potent pro-inflammatory potency, the Nlrp3 
activation and assembly is a strictly controlled process with an 
initial stimulus e.g., activation of Tlr, and a second stimulus 
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e.g., increased production of ROS (25). Subsequent activation 
of caspase-1 leads to cleavage and activation of pro-Il- ltl into 
its active form II-Itl (25). PRRs are a link between the innate 
immune system, inflammation, and cellular senescence. VSMCs 
express small inflammasomes with low and slow onset, but long
lasting activity leading to a continuous release of II-I cytokines 
(1 5, 38). This mainly induces cellular hyperactivity and chronic 
sterile inflammation, which can maintain itself independently of 
the initial trigger (39). The cells retain their full viability and 
include II-I cytokines in the repertoire of their pro-inflammatory 
secretome (39). It was already shown that inflammasomes are 
involved in the calcification process and age-related diseases 
(40- 42). In calcified VSMCs, Nlrp3, its cofactor Asc, and the 
cleavage enzyme caspase-1 are upregulated with subsequent II- I tl 
production, while Nlrp3 inhibition prevents in vitro calcification 
(38). In our experimental model, the expression of Nlrp3, Asc 
as well as caspase-1 is significantly upregulated upon DOX 
stimulation in VSMCs. Simultaneously, the expression of Tlr2 
and Noxl also increases. The NADPH oxidase, with Noxl as 
one subunit, is one of the major sources for superoxide anion 
release in VSMCs (43). In VSMCs, the Tlr4 is constitutively 
active, while the Tlr2 is upregulated upon an inflammatory 
response (26). 

As already known from a previous study by Wen et al., 
II- It\ can promote osteogenic differentiation and induction 
of calcification of VSMCs (38). In line, in our experimental 
setting, both 11- 1 tl and DOX induce VSMC calcification. The 
DOX-induced mineralization could be significantly reduced by 
MCC950. This could be confirmed in the ex vivo setting with 
Nlrpr/- mice, where the calcification induction by DOX is also 
inhibited compared to control mice. This finding is comparable 
to our previous results regarding the stressor azathioprine, whose 
calcifying effect could also no longer be seen in aortic rings 
from Nlrpr/- mice (35). Therefore, II- It\ appears to be a very 
important effector cytokine, especially for the maintenance of a 
SASP after primary initiation of the SASP by the induction of 
"inflammaging" due to a cellular stressor. Thus, 11-1 cytokines 
might become an essential part of the respective pathogenesis 
by forming an auto-inflammatory loop, independent of the 
initial trigger. 

II- Itl increases its own expression as well as the expression and 
secretion ofil-6. Moreover, II-It\ also enhances the expression of 
relevant components of the signaling pathway, particularly Tlr2, 
Noxl and Nlrp3, also shown to be involved in DOX-mediated 
"inflammaging." Yet, in contrast to the DOX-induced effects 
in VSMCs, II- I tl does not affect the expression of senescence 
markers, such as p21 or SA-tl-Gal, nor induces DNA breaks 
detected via yH2A.X in our model using primary rat VSMCs. 
In contrast, a recent study found induction of senescence in a 
co-treatment of 11- ltl and phosphate in human umbilical cord 
VSMCs (42). Different effects on calcification were also seen for 
11-6 when the origin ofVSMCs differs: while pro-calcifying effects 
of Il-6 were found in human umbilical artery VSMCs in non
osteogenic medium (44), others found these effects only in co
stimulation with the soluble Jl-6 receptor in osteogenic medium 
in human VSMCs (45). At least one explanation might be the 
different origin of VSMCs that differ in protein expression, as 
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demonstrated by proteomic analysis (46). Like Il-1~, processes 
of cellular senescence are not affected by Il-6 in our model 
(Supplementary Material), whereas an 11-6 production itself is 
a component of the SASP and therefore a sign of VSMCs 
senescence (32). 

This study has some limitations that might hamper the direct 
translational aspects of the results: It was performed only in 
in vitro and ex vivo settings using cells and thoracic aortas 
from rats and mice. Further in vivo studies verifying the major 
role of Nlrp3 and 11-1~ as a potential therapeutic target for the 
treatment of vessel "inflammaging'' are necessary. In addition, the 
transferability in the current study is not shown for human aortic 
or other vessel beds. 

In conclusion, the inhibition of PRRs could represent an 
essential approach for the therapy of systemic vascular diseases. 
The CANTOS study demonstrated for the first time in humans 
the importance of chronic vascular inflammation for CVD and 
the association of cardiovascular mortality with signs of systemic 
inflammation (47). The current study results provide further 
indications of a potential benefit of an interruption of the Nlrp3-
associated auto-inflammatory loop. 
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Supplementary Material 

1. Quantitative real-time PCR 
The oligonuclcotidc sequences arc summarized in Supplementary Table 1. 

Supp ementa rv Ta bl e 1. 0 igonuc eoti d e sequences rat) 
Gene Fwd 5'-3' Company Reference 

Rev 5'-3' 

Acta2 ACC ATC GGG AAT GAACGCTT TibMol (!) 
ere TCA GCA ATG cer GGG TA 

(5-Actin TCC CTC ACA CCA TCC ACA AC TibMol Primer Bl;;ist 
CTC AGG AGG AGC AATGAT CTTGAT 

Bmp-2 ACT TCC CCA CCC TTC TTC TTC A TibMol (2) 

GGC CAC TTC CAC CAC AAA CC 
Cbfal GCCGGGAATGAT GAG AAC TA TibMol Primer Blast 

CCA CCC TCC ACT CTC ACT TT 

Cnnl GCCCAGAAA TACGACCACCA TibMol (!) 
CCG GCTGGA GCT TGT TGA TA 

Gapdh TGC CAA GT A TGA CAT CAA GAA G TibMol Primer Blast 
AGC CCA GGA TGC cer TTA GT 

Tl-lp CCT ATC CCA ACT CTC CCT CA TibMol Primer Bl;;ist 
AAG GGC TTG GAA GCA ATC CTT A 

11-6 CTC CTC TTC TCC ACT TCC GT TibMol l'rimcr Blast 
TCC TCC TTA CCC ACT CCT TCT 

pl6 GGC TTC ACC AAA CGC CCC GA TibMol Primer Blast 
GCT GCT TTG GGG GIT GGC er 

p21 TAT GTA CCA GCC ACA GGC AC TibMol Primer Blast 
ATC GGC GCT TGG ACT GAT AG 

M_yhll CAC TCA GAG CAA TCA CCC CA TibMol (1 I 
TCT GAG TCC CGA GCA ICC AT 

Nlrp3 CCA GGG CIC TGT TCA TTG TibMol (3) 

CCI TGG CTT TCA CTT CG 
Asc TT A TGG AAC ACT CTG GAG CTC TC TibMol l'rimcr l3last 

CCA ATC ACT CCT TCC CTC TC 

Caspase-1 GGA GCT 'I CA GTC AGG TCC A'l C TibMol Primer Blast 
CTT GAG CCA ACC ACT CCC TC 

Tlr2 GGT CIC CAG GTC AAA TCT CAG AGG A TibMol Primer Blast 
CCC AGG TTC ACA CAG CCT CCC 

Tlr4 GGC ATC ATC TTC ATT GTC CTTG TibMol (4) 

AGC ATT GTC CTC CCA CTC G 
Noxl CTG CTC TCC TTC CTG AGG GGC ACC TGC T TibMol (S) 

GAC AATCCC CCC CAGGCC ATG GATCCC TA 
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2. Cytotoxicity 
Cytotoxicity was assessed w ith the CytoTox-GJoTM Cytotoxicity Assay (Promega) according to the 
manufacturer's instruction. VMSC were seeded in 96-well plates, serum starved for 24 h and 
stimulated for 48 h or 72 h . Luminescence was measured with the Mithras LB940 device and the 
MicroWin software (version 5.22, Berthold Technologies). 
We found no statistically significant induction of cytotoxicity after stimulation with DOX, 11-6 and Il
l~. Nevertheless, although the effect does not reach statistical significance, the results indicate a dose
dependent cytotoxic effect of DOX after stimulation for 72 h that is also visible via light microscopy. 

A 250~ 
~ ~ e 200 

.~§ 
-~ ~ 150 
0 0 

ii 100 
(.) :i= 

:, 
.§. 50 

0 
Ctrl. 100 500 1000 11-6 11-1P 

DOX (nmol/1) 

B 250 

e 200 
~c 
:~ ~ 150 
0 0 

ii 100 
(.)E 

:, 

.s 50 

0 

72 h 

Ctrl. 100 500 1000 11-6 11-1p 

DOX (nmoln) 

Supplementary Figure 1. Cytotoxidty upon stimulation with DOX, 11-6 and 11-lj:! 
VSMCs were stimulated as indicated with DOX, 100 ng/ml 11-6 and 100 ng/ml Il-1~ for 48 h (A) or 72 h (B). 

Cytotoxicity was determined using the CytoTox-GloTM Cytotoxicity Assay. Data represent mean±SEM, n8. 

3. Western Blots after stimulation with DOX and 11-lj:! 

Suppl. Figure 2 shows the full representative multi-plex Western Blot for Figure 50. Supplementary 
Figure 3 shows the full representative Western Blot for Cbfal from Figure SA. Supplementary Figure 4 
shows the fu ll representative Western Blot for Actin from Figure SB. The unspecific bands most likely 
comes from the secondary antibody. 
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Supplementary Figure 2. p21 WB after stimulation with DOX and Il-1~ 

3 

VSMCs were stimulated as indicated with 500 nmol/1 or 1000 nmol/1 DOX or 100 ng/ml Il-1~ for 48 has indicated. 
Protein content of p21 and Actin were identified with Western Blot. The Western Blot is a full representative 
image of n=3. 
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Supplementary Figure 3. Cbfal and Actin WB after stimulation with DOX and 11-lfl 

4 

VSMCs were stimulated as indicated with 1000 nmol/1 DOX or 100 ng!ml Il-1 ~ for 48 h. Protein content of Cbfa1 
and Actin were identified with Western Blot. The Western Blot is a fuJJ representative image of n=3. 
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Supplementary Figure 4. Alp and Actin WB after stimulation with DOX and 11-113 

5 

VSMCs were stimulated as indicated with 1000 nmol/1 DOX or 100 ng!ml Il-113 for 48 h. Protein content of Alp 
and Actin were identified with Western Blot. The Western Blot is a full representative image of n=3. 

4. Gene Expression after Il-6 Stimulation 

Gene expression was measured after stimulation with Il-6 after 48h in quiescence medium. 

6~-----------------~ 

11-6 

Supplementary Figure 5. Gene Expression upon stimulation with 11-6 
VSMCs were stimulated as indicated with 100 ng/ml Il-6 for 48 h and mRNA expression was measured with 
quantitative real-time PCR. Measured thresholds of the respective ta rgets were normalized to the corresponding 
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average threshold of housekeepers Actin and Gapdh before normal ization to control. Data represent mean±SEM, 
n;,,3. 

5. RNA in situ hybridization 
VSMCs were seeded in LabTec chamber slides (Thermo Fisher). Cells were serum starved for 24 h and 
stimulated for 48 h. Staining of mRNA was performed with the RNAscope® Fluorescent Multiplex 
Assay (ACD) according to the manufacturer's protocol. The materials used are given in suppl. Table 2. 

Supplementary Table 2. Components for RNA in sih1 hybridization 
Material 

RNAscopern Target Retrieval 
Reagents 
RNAscopern Fluorescent 
Multiplex Reagent Kit 

RNAscopern Wash Buffer 
Rea~nts 
Imm Edge"' Hydrophobic Barrier 
Pen 
RNAsco~rn Probe - Rn-Cdknla 
RNAscopern Probe - Rn-Sppl 
RNAscope"' Probe - Rn-Bmp2 
Prolong Diamond antifade 
medium 

Company 

ACDBio 

ACDBio 

ACDBio 

ACDBio 

ACDBio 
ACDBio 
ACDBio 

Thermo Fisher Scientific 

Order Number 

322000 

320850 

310091 

310018 

423851-C3 

405441 

581071 

P10144 

Cells were imaged with an Axiovert 200M microscope. The channel Atto647 was quantified with Zen2 
software (Blue edition, Zeiss) using a 3-Sigma-threshold approach. Nuclei a rea was calculated with 
Zen2 software (Zeiss) with manual threshold determination. Due to background and channel cross 
talk, the channels Alexa488 and Atto550 were analyzed manually with ImageJ. Briefly, pictures were 
exported from Zen in jpg-format, inverted and targets were identified, marked manually, and 
counted. 

6. y H2A.X staining 
VSMCs were seeded in LabTec chamber slides (Thermo Fisher). Cells were serum starved for 24 hand 
stimulated for 48 h. After permeabilization with Triton X (0,1%) cells were stained with (sc-101696) 
1:500 in 10% RotiBlock/PBS for 1 h at RT, followed by incubation with the Alexa Fluor SSS-coupled 
secondary antibody (Invitrogen, A-21429) 1:1,000 in 10% RotiBlock/PBS for 1 h at RT. Nuclei were 
counterstained with Hoechst33342 (Thermo Fisher) according to the manufacturer's protocol. Cells 
were imaged with an Axiovert 200M microscope. The channel "Alexa 555" was quantified with Zen2 
software (Blue edition, Zeiss) using a 3 Sigma threshold approach. The cell core a rea was determined 
with Zen2 software with manual threshold determination. 

7. SA-~-Gal Staining 
VSMCs were seeded in µ-Slides slides (Ibidi). Cells were serum starved for 24 h and stimulated for 72 
h . After stimulation, cells were washed with PBS, fixed for 3 min at room temperature with 4% 
Formalin and washed with PBS. A 2 µM working solution of SPiDER- '3 - Gal in 1:5 w ith ultrapure 
water diluted Mcilvaine buffer was incu bated for 30min at 37°C. Afterwards cells were washed, 
counterstained with Hoechst 33342 (Thermo Fisher) according to the manufacturer's protocol, covered 
with PBS and immediately imaged. The channel "BODIPY R6G" was quantified with Zen2 software 
(Blue edition, Zeiss) using a 3 Sigma threshold approach. The cell core area was determined with Zen2 
software with manual threshold determination. 
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Supplementary Table 3. Representative Images of RNA in siht hybridization, y H 2A.X staining and f3-Gal 

staining upon OOX stimulation 
YSMCs were stimulated with 1000 nmol/1 DOX, for 48 h (RNA Scope and yH2A.X) staining or 72 h (SA-!3-Gal). 
YSMCs were stained with RNA in situ hybridization technique for mRNA expression of Bmp-2, Opn and p21, for 
formation of y H2A.X immunohistochemically or for the formation of SA-(3-Gal with Spider. Representative 
images are shown for n2'3 experiments. The scale bar indicates a 20 µm section. 

Ctrl. oox 
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Supplementary Table 4. Representative Images of RNA i1I sit11 hybridization, yH2A.X staining and SA-J3-Gal 
staining upon 11-6 and 11-1[3 stimulation 
VSMCs were stimulated with 100 ng/ml Il-113 or 100 ng/ml Il-6 for 48 h (RNA Scope and yH2A.X staining) or 72 h 
(SA-J3-Gal). VSMCs were stained with RNA in situ hybridization technique for mRNA expression of Bmp-2, Opn 
and p21, for formation of yH2A.X immunohistochemically or for the formation of SA-f-Gal with Spider. 
Representative images are shown for 112:3 experiments. The scale bar indicates a 20 µm section. 

Ctrl. Il-113 Il-6 
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8. DHE staining 
The detailed staining procedure is described in the main text. Cells were imaged with an Axiovert 
200M microscope. The channel "ethidium homodimer" was quantified with Zen2 software (Blue 
edition, Zeiss) using an Otsu threshold approach. The detected intensity of the channel was 
normalized to area identified by the threshold procedure. 

Supplementary Table 5. Representative Images of DHE staining 
VSMCs were stimulated with 1000 nM DOX, 100 ng/ml 11-113 for 30 min. VSMCs were stained with DHE. Pictures 
show a representative experiment of iu3. 

"E u 

>< 
0 
Cl 
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A bstracl: Media I vascu Jar ea k i fka lion ( m \IC) is closely rt>la ted to cardiovascu Jar disease, especially 
in patients suffering from chronic kidney d isease (CKD). Even after successful kidney transplantation, 
rnrdiovas,.:ular mortality n.•rriains incrcaS<.•<l. 'fhen.• is evidence that inununusuppressive <lrugs might 

influence pathophysiological mechanisms in the vessel wall. Previously, we have shown in vi tro that 
m VC is induced in vascular smooth muscle cells (\ISM Cs) upon treatment with aza thioprine (AZA). 
This effect was confi rmed in the r urrent study in an in vivo rat model treated with A7.A for 24 weeks. 

The calcium content increased in the aortic tissue upon AZA treatment. The pathophysiologic 
mechanisms involve /\ZA catabolism to 6-thiouracil via xanthine ox.idase (XO) with subsequent 
ind uction of oxidative stress. Proinflammatory cytokines, s uch as interleukin (TL)-rn and IL-6, 

increase upon AZA treatment, both systemically and in the aortic tissue. 1-'urther, VSMCs show an 
i11creased expression of core-binding factor oc -1, alkaliJ,e phosphatase and osteopontin. As the A"L.A 

effect could be decreased in Nl RP3- / - aortic rings in an ex vivo experiment, the signaling pathway 
might be, at least in part, dependent on the NLRP3 inflammasome. Although hwnan studies are 

necessary to confirm the harmful efk><:ts of A"L.A on vascular stiffening, these results provide further 
evidence of induction of VSMC calcification under AZA treahn ent and its effects on vessel structure. 

Keywords: aging; azathioprine; calcification; mineralization; senescence-associated secretary phenotype 

1. Introduction 

Vascular disease in genera l and arterioscle rosis in particular remain a major cause o f 
canliovascular morbidity anJ mortality, not only in patients s uffering from chronic renal 
failu re, but also in elderly patients. Up to now, convincing clinical therapy concepts are not 
available (1). A long itudinal study w ith k idney trans plant patien ts revealed sub stantial 
medial vascular calcification (mVC) within four years even when cardiovascular m ortality 
d ecreases after transplantation [2,3). Besid e the infl uence of urem ic toxins on vascular 
smooth muscle cell (VSMC) phys iology [4] in patients with ch ronic kidney disease (CKD), 
evidence exis ts that immunos uppressive therapy can influence s ignaling pathways in 
vascu lar cells and thereby affect the progression of vascular al terations [SI. One of those 
po tent immunosuppressive drugs is azathioprine (AZA) (6,7). Even though AZA has 
been replaced in patients who have undergone sol id organ transplantation f 6], it is still 
routinely used a s a treatment of several auto-immw1e d iseases (7- 9). Several indications 
exis t that AZA treatment has an impact on the cardiovascular risk and pathophysiology o f 
the vessel wall [8,9 ]. Jn a previous study, w e found a n induction of m VC and oxidative 
stress upon treatment with the cleavage p rod uct of A2A, 6-mercaptopurine (6-MP), using 
an in v itro model with rat VSMCs (10]. Extensive research in the field of VSMC calcification 
revealed the involvement of several m echanisms including osteogenic, senescence and 
inflam matory s ignaling. VSMCs are characteri:,ed by a phenotype sh ift from a contractile 

8iomettici11es 2021, 9, ::r27. https://uoi.org/10.3390/biome<l idne,;9030327 https://www.mupi.com/ journal/biome<lid nes 
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to a secreting cell called the senescence-associated secretory phenotype (SASP) [11- 13]. 
Recently, Sha naha n' s group cha raderized the SASP of VSMCs by gene expression of several 
calcification markers, e.g., alkaline phosphatase (ALP), interleukin (IL)-18 and p21 [13). 
In the pathogenesis of CKD, inflammation and calcification are present in patients, even 
in early CKD stages [14]. A relevant role ofNLRP3 inflammasome activation and IL-18 
production has been reported for the calcification process [15]. At least in vitro, IL-1.B 
stimulates VSMC calcification, while NLRP3 knockdown inhibits it [15]. Furthe1~ it has 
been shown that IL-6 induces calcification of human VSMCs in vitro [16]. In patients 
h·eated with AZA, the IL-6 plasma level and oxidative sh·ess markers increase (17]. In the 
current s tudy, the calcifying effect of AZA was investigated in an in vivo rat model treated 
with AZA for 24 weeks to support evidence of possible harmful effects on vessel sti ffening 
in pa tients who underwent long-term AZA treatment over years. 

2. Materials and Methods 
2.1. Animals 

Male Wistar rats (n = 29) were purchased from Janvier (Le Genest-Saint-Isle) at the 
age of 8 weeks. At the age of 14 weeks, rats were d ivided ra ndomly into 2 groups. For 
24 weeks, the treatment group (n = 16) received AZA (10 mg/kg body weight) orally via the 
dri nking water and the control group (n = 13) received no therapy. The dri nking solution 
for the animal treatment was prepared daily and the amount of drinking water per cage 
was monitored to determine the mea n AZA uptake per animal and day. Health and body 
weight statuses were monitored in short intervals during the trial period. After 24 weeks, 
a nimals were sacrificed by in tra peritoneal injection of pentobarbital (400 mg/kg body 
weight). Blood was obta ined and organ specimens were prepared for ciyofixation and 
fom1alin fixation. Heparin plasma was collected by centrifugation, aliquoted and frozen at 
-80 °C un ti l use. NLRP3+/+ and NLPR3-/- mice (C57 /8L6 background) were sacrificed 
by intraperitoneal injection of pentobarbital (200 mg/kg body weight). Blood was obtained 
in heparinized tubes; heparin plasma was collected by centrifugation and aliquoted frozen 
at - 80 °C until use. Rats and mice were kept on a 12 h light/ dark cycle with chow and 
water ad libitum. The room temperature was around 22 °C. Chow was purchased from 
Ssniff (Soest). 

2.2. Blood Parameters 

Blood parameters were analyzed in heparin plasma by a blood dry chemistry analyzer 
(Fuji) for alkali ne phosphatase (ALP), calcium (Ca) a11d inorga nic phosphate (IP) according 
to the manufacture's recommendations. Parathyroid hormone (PTH) (Rat Biointact PTH 
ELISA, Irn mu topics), seru m amyloid A (SAA, Rat SAA CUA Kit, ElabScience), 8-oxo-2-
deoxyguanosine (MyBioScource), Fetuin-A (LS Bio), Caspase-1 (Biorbyt) and MGP (LS Bio) 
plasma concentrations were measured via ELISA according to the manufacture's protocol. 
Plasma concentration of 23 cytoki nes was determined using Milliplex (Mill ipore) according 
to the manufacturer's instructions. 

2.3. Histological Staining 

Histological stains of the aorta were performed in 4 µm sections of parnffin-embedded 
tissue. Deparaffinized sections were subsequently stained using von Kossa staining. Images 
were acquired using a Zeiss AxioVert ZOOM light microscope with ZEN2 software (Zeiss, 
blue edition). 

2.4. Quantification. of the Tissue Calcium Con.tent 
Extracellular calciwn content of different vascular beds was determined as previously 

published [10,18]. 
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2.5. Ex Vivo Stimulation of Aortic Tissue 
The thoracic aorta of NLRP3+/ + and NLRP3-/- mice was stimulated with calcification 

medium: Dulbecco's modified Eagle medi um (DMEM) 4.5 g/Lglucose, supplemen ted with 
15% feta! calf serum, 1 % penicillin/streptomycin, 5 mmol/L sodium hydrogen phosphate 
and 0.284 mmol/L ascorbic acid. In co-stimulated sa mples, medium supplemented with 
0.1 mmol/L AZA was used. The aortic tissue was stimulated for 14 days, and the medium 
was cha nged every three days. Afterwards, the aorlk tissue was decalcified for 24 h with 
0.6 mol/L hydrochloric acid (HCI). The tissue was dried, and dry weight was measured 
for normalization. 

2.6. Gene Expression 

Cryoconserved tissue was homogenized using the Tissue Ruptor with disposable 
probes (Qiagen). RNA was isolated using Trizol® (Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) 
and afterwards reverse tra nscribed using the High-Capacily cDNA Reverse Tra nscrip
tion KitTM (Applied Biosystems) according to the manufacture's protocol. Quantitative 
determination of mRNA expressio n was conducted usi ng the iQTM SYBR Green supermix 

and the CFX384 real-time PCR detection system (Biorad, CFX software version 3.1). The 
oligonucleotide sequences are given in Supplementary Table Sl. GAPD, Ppia and Rpl13A 
were used as housekeeping normalization for each sample. The Ct average of the respective 
control mice was used for Ct normalization. 

2.7. Statistical Analysis 

Data are provided as mean ± SEM. Statis tical analysis was performed using Graph
Pad Prism software (version 6.0). To evaluate differences between treatment groups, the 
Mann- Whitney U test or Wilcoxon matched pairs test was applied. A p-value < 0.05 was 
considered as statistically significant. 

3. Results 
3.1. In Vivo Model 

The AZA treatment over 24 weeks was well tolerated by all rats. Both groups, the 
control and treahnent groups, gained significantly in weight d uJing the observation period 
without any significant difference between the two groups. Furthermore, there was no 
significant difference between the groups in organ weight of the heart and kidney (Table 1) 
and in the plasma concentration of the blood parameter IP. In contrast, Ca plasma levels 
and ALP plasma concentration increased significantly during long-term AZA treatment. 
However, the calci urn phosphate product was not significantly different between both 
groups (Table 1). The PTH plasma concentration increased upon AZA treatment for 
24 weeks but did not reach statistical significance. 

Table 1. Body weight, blood parameters and organ weight of rats. Hearl and kidney weights are given as wet tissue weight 
normalized to animal weight. Mean ± SEM. 

Rat 8odyWeight Heart Kidney ALP IP Ca PTH Group 
N tsl Weigh t Weight [U/LJ lmmol/LJ lmmol/LJ 

Co IP 
lpg/mLJ Ini ti al vs. Final [mg/gl [mg/gl 

Control 13 m.1 :1: 6.2 2.54 :!: 0.06 5.09 :!: 0.10 148.50 :!: 18.49 2.03 :!: 0.12 2.41 :!:0.07 49 :!: 0.34 888.0 :!: 
5(}1 .2 ± 10.S • 1S.S.4 

AZA 16 
344.9 :!: s.o 

2.00 :!: 0.09 5.21 :!: 0.13 204.30 1 ± 2.10 :!: 0.07 2.63 ± 0.08 • 55 :!: 0.25 
1,347.0 :!: 

511 .4 ± 11,9• 23,511 it 387.7 

AZA: azathioprine, ALP: alkaline phosphatase, IP: inorganic phosphate, Ca: calcium, PTH: pardthyroid hormone. 1 Animal nwnber 11, 
M p < 0.05 initial vs. final of the same group, • p < 0.05 control vs. AZA. 

3.2. Effed of Azathioprine on. Vessel Mineralization after 24 Weeks of Treatment 
The degree of calcification of the Aorta (A) thoracales and A abdominales was 

determined by measurement of tissue calcium content and via von Kossa staining. The 
distribution and frequency of the calcium content of investigated vessels are given in 
Figure 1 A. The majority of animals in the AZA-treated group (85%) had elevated tissue 
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calcium in both A thoracales and A abdominales. The calcium content was higher in 
the distal vessel part. The von Kossa-stained histological sections (Figure 18) of AZA
treated rats demonstrate diffuse calcium deposits localized in the media of the vessel wall, 
indicating the progression of calcification. The p lasma concentrations of the calcification 
inhibitors Fetuin A and MGP are not diffe rent between both groups (Table 2). 

A 16 C w/o azalhioprine • w azathioprine 

oi 50% 85% 50% 85% 

E 8 • ..._ 
0) cc • 2. C ••• • E cc ~ 
:::, 

4 .. '1:rac .......... "·. ·c:; 

~ Dec •••• •• 
C C 

Q) • • • :::, ........... 
If) 2 ·M·····-..······ If) 
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Figme 1. Quantification of m ineralization of aortic tissue from rats. (A) Distribution and frequency of 

calcium content in different vessels (median). Each data point represents one animal; the dotted line 

represents the control median of azathioprine (AZA)-untreated animals; the% represents the number 

of animals above the control median (w/o AZ.A: n = 12, w AZA: n = 16). (B) l\vo representative 
images per group of von Kossa-stained aortic sections (A. abdominales). Arrow indicates vessel 

mineralization crystals. 
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Tablc- 2. Plasma concentration of calcification inhibitors. Mean ± SEM. 

Group 

Control 
AZA 

Rat 
Ntm1bcr 

13 
16 

AZA: azalh.iop1'ine, MCP: mab'ix Gia p1'0te in. 

Feh1in-A 
(ng/mL) 

89.22 ± 0.28 
89.21 ± 0.17 

MGP 
[ng/mL) 

92.25 ± 4.17 
84.42 ± 2.81 

5 of 14 

3.3. Azathioprine Treatment Induces Oxidative Stress and Reduces Antioxidative Capadty in 
Aortic Tissue 

A short schema of the AZA metabolism is given in Figure 2A. The prod rug AZA is 
cleaved non-enzymatically or by glutathione S-transferases (GST) to 6-MP, which is then 
further metabolized enzymatically by xanthine oxidase (XO) and hypoxa nthine-guanine 
phosphoribosyl transferase (I-IRPT1) to 6-thiouracil or 6-thioionosine monophosphate. Af
ter AZA LTeatment, the HRPTl rnRNA in aorlk tissue is significantly decreased (Figure 28), 
while XO is significantly increased after AZA treatment (Figure 2C). 
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Figure 2. Oxidative and antioxJdative capacity upon azath ioprine (AZA) trea tment. (A) Sche ma 

o f AZ.A me ta bolism. (B,C,E-G) mRNA expression in aortic tissue fro m rats (w /o AZA: n ~ 10, w 

AZA: n = 13), Mean ± SEM. * p < 0.05 vs. control. (D) Reactive oxygen sp ecies (ROS) plasma level 

via detection of S-oxo-2-deoxyguanosine. Each data point represents an animal (med ian, w / o AZA: 

n = 13, w AZ.A: n = 16); the dotted li.ne represents the control m edian o f AZA-untreated ru,irna ls; the 
o/o represents the number of animals above lhe control median. 

During AZA catabolism via XO, reactive oxygen species (ROS) are generated. There
fore, 8-oxo-2-desoxyguanosine plasma levels as a ROS marker were measured. The distri
bution and frequency of the ROS increase upon AZA treabnent are shown in Figure 20. 
To investigate the antioxidative capaci ty, S001, 2 and 3 mRNA expression was measured . 
SODl and S003 mRNA expression was not found to be different in the AZA-treated group 
compared to the un h·eated controls. For SOD2, the mRNA expression slightly increased 
upon AZA treatment; however, it did not reach statis tical significance (Figure 2E-G). 
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3.4. Azathioprine Treatment Induces SASP: Cytokine Plasma Level 
Secretion of proinflammatory cytokines is one sign of the SASP of cells [19]. Therefore, 

the plasma levels of different cytokines were measured as system ic markers of inflam
mation. Out of 23 investigated cytokines, plasma concentrations of six are increased 
(Figure 3A) and three are decreased (Figure 38) upon AZA treatment compared to the 
control group. In the treatment group, the plasma concentration of IL-113, H.r6 and vascular 
endothelial growth factor (VEGF) significantly increased, whereas the concenh·ation of IL-7, 
GM-CSF and MIP-1 ex only tends to be increased. Interestingly, the plasma concentration of 
IL-18, RANTES and serum amyloid A (SAA) significantly decreased in the treatment group. 

A 

B 

200 Cl wlo aza:hlopnne • w av,thlop~ne 
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i 
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~ 
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IL-12(070) TN F<X 
IL-13 MCP-1 
IL-17A 

Figure 3. Cytokine plasma concentration in rats. (A) Cylokines tha t increase in plasma upon aza

thioprine (AZA) treatment and (B) lhal decrease compared lo the untreated animals . Mean ± SEM, 

• p < 0.05. (C) Further measured cytokines without a s ignificant d ifference between AZA-tmtreated 

and -treated groups. 

3.5. Azathioprine Treatment Tnduces SASP and Mineralization in Aortic Tissue 

Cells change their expression profile during SASP response [13]. Therefore, the mRNA 
expression of osteoblastic, inflammatory and senescence markers in aortic tissue was 
determined. In the treatment group, the expression of the osteoblastic marker protein 
core-binding factor cxl (Cbfal ), the tissue non-specific ALP and osteopontin (OPN) signifi
cantly increased, w hereas the expression of the VSMC marker protein SM22cx significantly 
decreased compared to the control group. In addition to the increased systemic expression 
of the proinfla rnrnatory cytokines IL-115 and IL-6, their mRNA expression in aortic tissue 
was significantly upregulated after 24 weeks of AZ.A treatment. The expression of cell cycle 
proteins p 16, p21 and p53 was not altered (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Expression of senescence-associated phenotype markers in aortic tissue from rats upon 
azathioprine treatment. mRNA expression in aortic tissue of aza thioprine (AZA)-treated ra ts vs. 
control animals. Mean ± SEM, • p < 0.05. 

3.6. SASP Inducti.on Is NLRP3-Dependent 

There is evidence that the NLRP3 intlammasome complex is involved in mVC (15). 
Therefore, w e tested the mRNA expression of ASC, LRP3 and Caspase-1, in the aortic 
tissue of our model. In the treatment group, the expression of NLRP3, ASC and Caspase-1 is 
significantly increased in the aortic tissue (Figure 5A-C). The systemic plasma concentration 
of Caspase-1 is not s ignificantly different between treated and untreated rats (Figure SD). 
To further investigate the pathw ay via NLRP3 in the calcification process, aortic dngs 
from the A. thoracales ofNLRP3-/- mice and respective NLRP3+/+ control animals were 
stimulated ex vivo for 14 days with calcification medium alone and with calcification 
medium supplemented with AZA. The plasma levels of ALP, IP and Ca do not significantly 
differ between knockout and control animals. However, in aortic rings of NLRP3+/ + mice, 
calcification media s ignificantly induce tissue calcium content, and co-s timulation with 
AZA further increases tissue calcium content in these animals. In NLRP3- / - mice, the 
induction effect of AZA is significantly reduced (Figure SH). 
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Figure 5. NLRP3-dependent induction of senescence-associated phenotype markers. (A- C) mRNA 

expression in aortic tissue from rats. (D) Caspase-1 plasma concentration in azathioprine (AZA)
treated and -untreated rats. (E- G) Plasma concentration of alkaline phosphatase (ALP), inorganic 

phosphate (IP) and calcium (Ca) in NLRP3+/ + and LRP3-/- mice. (H) Aortic tissue rings of 

NLRP3+/+ and NLRP3- / - mice were treated for 14 days ex vivo using control and calcification 

media in the presence or absence of AZA (0.1 mmol/L) and tissue calcium contents were quantified. 
Arrows indicating calcification foci. (E-H ) n = 6. (A-H) Mean ± SEM, • p < 0.05 vs. control,# p < 0.05 

vs. CM. 

4. Discussion 

In the current study, we examined the in vivo long-term effect of AZA treatment on 
mVC in rats. In line with our in vitro data [10), we show thatAZA treatment over24 weeks 
induces vessel calci fication and proinflammatory SASP activation in the aortic tissue. The 
effect is, at least in part, driven by the NLRP3 inflammasome (Figure 6). 

Contractile phenotype Osteoblastic phenotype 

Figure 6. Proposed mechanism of azathioprine-induced vessel mineralization. 6-MP: 6-
mercaptopurine, 6-TU: 6-thiouracil, ROS: reactive oxygen species, IL-B: interleukin 1-B, IL-6: in

terleukin 6, SASP: senescence-associated secretory phenotype, NLRP3I: NLRP3 inflammasome, 

SM22cc smooth muscle protein 22 <X, cbfal: core-binding factor alpha-I, OPN: osteopontin, ALP: 

alkaline phosphatase. 
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AZ.A is a potent immunosuppressive drug that it is still routinely used as a treatment 
of several auto-imrnune diseases [7- 9]. Evidence exists that AZA h·eah-nent increases the 
cardiovascular risk of patients [8,9). Arteriosclerosis and subsequent stiffening of the vessel 
wall are some of the risk Factors for cardiovascular events, not only in patients w ith CKD 
or after organ transplantation [2,3]. 

In a recent in vitro study, we already observed an induction of VSMC calcification 
upon 6-MP treatment [10]. 6-MP is the active metabolite of AZA which is cleaved non
enzymatically or via GST (8,20]. In line with the in vitro data, the present study shows 
an increased mVC of the aortic tissue in the tTeatment group. Howeve1~ even though the 
calcification was induced by AZA treatment, the effect was less robust than expected from 
the in vitro data. The animals in the current study were treated with 10 mg/kg bodyweight 
for 24 weeks. 

For other animal studies, the drug dose of AZA or its active metabolite 6-MP differs be
tween 2 and 60 mg/kg bodyweight depend ing on the research questfon and model [21- 28]. 
The drug dose for humans is usually 1-4 mg/kg body weight and depends on the individ
ual indication. As the dose in animals is mostly higher than in humans, the application 
time in the animal experiment is relatively short compared to the treatment period of often 
decades in humans. In line with previous studies for different treatment periods, we found 
no significant difference in rat body mass upon AZA treatment [24,29]. 

In contrast to the in vitro situation, where only one cell type is typically investigated 
in an artificial environment, tl1e in vivo situation is influenced by multiple systemic fac
tors (30) that might contribute to differences observed in vitro and in vivo. The mechanisms 
in m VC are multi.factorial and in vivo triggered by an imbalance between mineralization 
inducers and inhibitors [11]. First, we looked at blood parameters typically associated 
witll m VC. Plasma concentrations of IP, PTH and the calcium phosphate product do not 
signi fi cantly differ between the treatment and control groups in our rat model. Under 
patllophysiological conditions, calcium and phosphate concentrations typically exceed 
their solubility. Endogenous inhibitors such as Fetuin-A and MGP are required to prevent 
ectopic precipitation of calcium phosphate complexes. Fetuin-A has potent inhibitory 
effects on calcification by protecting crystal growtll and deposition [31]. MGP is highly 
expressed in calcified VSMCs, acts via a vitamin K-dependent pathway and has a high 
binding affinity to calcium ions [32]. However, plasma concentrations of Fetuin-A and 
.MPG are not significantly different between the treatment and control groups and therefore 
cannot explain the observed effects. 

As show n in vih·o, the induction of calcification upon 6-MP was, at least partially, 
dependent on ROS generation via XO (10). Therefore, we investigated tlle mRNA gene 
expression of HPRT-1 and XO, tlle main catabolic enzymes of 6-MP, in the aortic tissue. 
The expression o f HPRT-1 was red uced, whereas the expression of XO was significa ntly 
enhanced. The increased plasma level of 8-oxodehydrogenase supports the finding o f an 
ROS-dependent effect of AZA tTeatment via XO, which is in accordance with our forrner 
in vitro results [10). In vessels from children on dialysis (13), 8-oxodehydrogenase could 
also be detected in calcified medium-sized muscular arteries, which shows the releva nce of 
ROS for the induction of mVC as discussed elsewhere [33). In our rat model, the expression 
of S0Dl, 2 and 3 in aortic tissue as a measure of antioxidant capacity was not sig nificantly 
altered between the groups. 

The enhanced production of inflammatory cytokines/chemokines, such as IL-1, IL-6 
and VEGF, is associated with the prevalence of mVC and age-related diseases [34- 37]. 
Therefore, we first measured the systemic plasma levels of 23 potentially relevant analytes 
from the class of cytokines/chemokines and growth factors w ith potentially proi nflamma
tory properties in our rat model. Indeed, the known SASP cytokines IL-18, IL-6 and VEGF 
are significantly increased upon AZA tTeatment. The activation of those $ASP cytokines 
is in line with further research that found an induction of "paracrine senescence" in cell 
cul ture as well as mouse models [38]. Furthermore, the plasma level of IL-7, GM-CSF and 
NUP-lix tends to be increased upon AZA treahnent for 24 weeks. IL-7 has been shown to be 
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upregulated in some age-related diseases [34). Although the main sources of origin of the 
cytokines are different, cells of the blood vessels such as macrophages, T cells, monocytes 
and platelets, as well as endothelial cells and VSMC, could also produce cytokines [39). 

Beside upregulation of inflammatory cytokines, the plasma levels of IL-18, RANTES 
and SAA are significa ntly decreased in AZA-lTeated ani mals corn pared to their respective 
controls. SAA acts as a proinflammatory cytokine on VSMCs via activation of, among 
others, toll-like receptor (TLR) 2 and 4 to activate monocyte chernoattractant protein-
1 production (MCP-1) (40]. MCP-1 and RANTES have chemoattractive properties on 
macrophages in the vessel wall (21 ). Pols et al. found an inhibition of MCP-1 upon 6-MP 
treatment, whereas no significant effects could be shown on RANTES production [21). 
The atheroprotective properties of 6-MP were observed in a mouse model of hypercholes
terolemic apoE animals, whereby the inhibitory action was mainly triggered by a reduction 
in monocyte activation (21 ). Beside the detection of systemic SASP markers, we inves
tigated the SASP activation directly in aortic tissue. Here again, the mRNA expression 
of IL-lB and IL-6 is significantly increased upon AZA treatment. IL-6 is known as an 
inducer of mineralization in VSMCs (16,41,42). In part, IL-6 influences MPG's inhibitory 
action [43]. In addition, IL-6 induces bone morphogenetic protein (BMP)-2, ALP and 
OPN expression in VSMCs in vih·o (42]. The neutralization of IL-6 reduced the osteogenic 
mRNA expression in an in vitro model [44). For IL-18, a calcification induction in VSMCs 
was also shown (15). Further, typical osteogenic markers such as the transcription fac tor 
Cbfa l and its downstream genes ALP and OPN significantly increase in the aortic tissue of 
A2A-treated animals. Cbfal, also known as Runx2, is not only a regulatory transcription 
factor of osteoblastic differentiation but also an initial osteoblastic differentiation factor 
of VSMCs that is required for medial calcification in mice [45,46). OPN provides strong 
affinity for hydroxyapati te, due to its negatively charged phosphoserines, and therefore 
acts as an inhibitor of mVC by preventing crystal growth [47]. In healthy arteries, OPN 
is not detectable but was found increased in calcified tissue (48). The inhibitory effect of 
OPN on mVC has been shown in vi rro and in vivo [49- 51 ]. As all o f these proteins are 
upregulated in aortic tissue upon AZA treatment, this underlines the harmful effect on 
vessel physiology. Although the inductions of senescence markers such as p16, p21 and 
p53 are also described as SASP components, we found no significant induction of those 
in our model upon AZA treatment. The missing induction of the investigated senescence 
markers p21, p16 and p53 in the aortic tissue might be one expla nation for the lesser 
calcification induction compared to our in vitro model (10). Here, AZA ind uces p 16, p21 
and p53 (unpublished da ta). Induction of VSMC calcification by hyperphosphatemia 
also induces p21 [52). However, IL-6 production itself is a sign of senescent VSMCs [53). 
Furthermore, IL-18 induces senescence of VSMCs and promotes osteogenic differentia
tion [35]. Severa I pieces of evidence exist of a vicious cycle of ea lcification and senescence 
in VMSCs; however, whether th is is a conjoint or consecutive pathway is not clear up to 
now. Microarray analysis of senescent VSMCs reveals differential regulation of calcifyi ng 
markers such as MGP, BMP2 and OPG as well as inflammation markers such as IL-18 and 
tissue remodeling markers such as VEGF [36). Howeve1~ one has to keep in mi nd that some 
of the experimental settings investigate bulk cells and single-cell-based methods seem to 
be necessary to answer that question. 

To further examine the intracellular signaling pathway of SASP induction in the 
aortic tissue, we investigated the NLRP3 inflammasome, which is believed to play a role 
in the mineralization process and conh·ibute to age-related disease [15,34,54]. NLRP3, 
ASC and Caspase-1 are upregulated in calcified VSMCs and lead to a subsequent IL-Js 
production (15). The inhibition of the NLRP3 prevents calcificatio n in vitro (15). In the 
aortic tissue of AZA-treated rats, we found a significant increase in NLRP3, ASC and 
Caspase-1 rnRNA expression, w hich is in line with the detected aortic IL-lfs expression. 
However, the systemic Caspase-1 plasma levels were not found to be significantly induced 
upon AZA treaht1ent. To further verify the critical role of NLRP3 activation in our model, 
we studied aortic tissue in a n ex v ivo setti ng for 14 days upon AZA incubation. Our 
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results confirm that NLRP3 inflammasome activation may be, at least, one crucial signaling 
pathway in A2 A-ind uced mVC. 

Limitations of the study: The current study investigated vessel alterations such as 
media calci fication upon AZA lTeabnent. We wa nted to investigate the effect of AZA on 
adult rats and therefore started the six-month h·eatment at the age of 14 weeks. Although 
only slight mineralization foci were found in the aortic tissue, a more extended treatment 
period was not possible d ue to the 3R (Reduce, Replace, Refine) thought of Russel a nd 
Burch [55) due to the increased tumor risk in older rats (56). The current study did not 
invesl·igate vessel stiffness parameters upon treatment such as pulse wave veloci ty, pulse 
pressure and systolic/diastolic blood pressure. However, the mRNA expression profile 
in the aortic tissue shows changes in the expression pattern of typical marker proteins for 
stiffened, mineralized vessels. Here, bone remodeling was not investigated. However, from 
other studies, it is known that AZA treatment in rats induces bone remodeling disorders 
by inhibiting bone formation and bone mineralization [29). 

5. Conclus ions 

In conclusion, the current study confirmed the possible harmful effect of AZA treat
ment on vessel structure that was previously found in vitro using ra t VSMCs (1 OJ. Beside 
mineralization foci in the media of the aortic vessel wall, several changes in the SASP 
profile could be detected in the aor tic tissue. Even though the effect seems not to be as 
strong as expected from our in vitro results [10], one has to keep in mind that humans are 
treated over years with AZA, w hereas in the current model, only a smaller period could be 
investigated. In add ition, A2A-treated patients mostly suffer from several comorbidities 
that could further reduce the antioxidat ive capacity of the organism and therefore pro
nounce the A2A-ind uced oxidal·ive stress effect on VSMCs. Howeve1~ the hypothesis has 
to be confirmed in human studies. 
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Supplementary Materials 

Suppl. Table 51. Oligonucleotide sequences rat 

Gene Fwd 5'-3' Company Reference 

Rev 5' -3' 

HRPT-1 GAC TTT GCT TTC CTT GGT CA Biozol, Eching Ord.er Nr. 

ACT CAA GGG CAT ATC CAA CA RHK-1 

Xdh TGG ACA ACT AGA GGG CCC AT Tibmolbiol, Berlin Primer 

ACA CAG CCC TTT CCC ATC TT Blast 

SOD1 TTT TGC TCT CCC AGG TTC CC Tibmolbiol, Berlin Primer 

CCC ATC CTC CCC TTC ACT TA Blast 

SOD2 CAC CGA GGA CAA GTA CCA CC Tibmolbiol, Berlin Primer 

TGG GTT CTC CAC CAC CCT TA Blast 

SOD3 GAG AGC TTG TCA GGT GTG GA Tibmolbiol, Berlin Primer 

GTC AAG CCC GTC TGC TAA GT Blast 

Cbfal GCCGGG AATGATGAG AACTA TibmolbioL Berlin Primer 

GGA CCC TCC ACT GTC ACT TT Blast 

ALP TCC GTG GGT CCC ATT CCT Tibmolbiol, Berlin [48J 

CCC CCC CCA AGA GAG AAA 

OPN TGG TTT CCC TTT CCC TGT TC Tibmolbiol, Berlin Primer 

TCT CCT CTG AGC TGC CAA ACT C Blast 

SM22a AGA GGG CCC TCA CAG GCT GG Tibmolbiol, Berlin Primer 

ACA GCT GGG AAC AGG CCC CA Blast 
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p53 AGC TCC AGT TCA TTG GGA CTT Tibmolbiol, Berlin Primer 

CAG TT A TCC AGT CTT CAG GGG A Blast 

NLRP3 TCT CTG CAT GCC GTA TCT GG Tibmolbiol, Berlin Primer 

ACG GCG TTA GCA CAA ATC CA Blast 

Caspase-1 GGA GCT TCA GTC AGG TCC ATC Tibmolbiol, Berlin Primer 

CTT GAG GGA ACC ACT CGG TC Blast 

ASC TT A TGG AAG AGT CTG GAG CTG TG Tibmolbiol, Berlin Primer 

GCA ATG AGT GCT TGC CTG TG Blast 

p16 CAG A TT CGA ACT CCG AGG AC Biomol, Hamburg Order Nr. 

(Cdkn2a) CCC AGC GGA GGA GAG TAG AT VRPS-1014 

p21 TGG TCC TTT CCC AGT ATT GA Biomol, Hamburg Order Nr. 

(Cdknla) CAC GTG GGA GGT TTA CAA TC VRPS-1011 

IL-IB AGA GTG TGG ATC CCA AAC AA Biomol, Hamburg Order Nr. 

AGT CAA CT A TGT CCC GAC CA VRPS-2929 

IL-6 CTT CCT ACC CCA ACT TCC AA Biomol, Hamburg Order Nr. 

ACC ACA GTG AGG AAT GTC CA VRPS-2952 

GAPD AGA CAG CCG CAT CTT CTT GT Biozol, Eching Order Nr. 

CTT GCC GTG GGT AGA GTC AT RHK-1 

Ppia CTG GTG GCA AGT CCA TCT AC Biozol, Ecl1ing Order Nr. 

CCCGCA AGTCAA AGA AATTA RHK-1 

Rpl13A GTC AGG GCA TCA ACA TTT CT Biozol, Eching Order Nr. 

CAT CCC CTT TTT CTT GTC AT RHK-1 
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5. Discussion  
Even though VC is a known risk factor of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality, treatment 

options are scarce and to date mainly available for IVC [22]. For MVC, although risk factors 

for disease progression like age, DM and CKD are predicted to increase, no causal treatment 

is available [109]. This unmet clinical need arises in part from the fact that even though 

numerous inducers and participating pathways of VC are described in literature, the 

molecular pathogenesis is still incompletely understood [22].  

5.1. Models and Detection Methods for Vascular Calcification 

For the development of clinically effective treatment options, further insight into the 

pathogenesis of VC is necessary to unravel druggable targets [22]. But even though, or 

maybe because, basic research has already unravelled a multitude of different pathological 

pathways involved in VC and clinical research found a plurality of inducers, the development 

and selection of an encompassing model for VC, reflecting the human situation, is difficult 

[44]. One explanation is that different models and detection methods are often non-

comparable and limited transferability from animal to human situation hinders translation 

from bench to bedside [110]. Apart from the development of more encompassing models and 

detection methods for VC, there is need for an assessment and contextualisation of currently 

available models and methods [110].  

5.1.1 Heterogeneity of Models and Detection Methods Hinders Translation of Research 
Results 

Several in vivo, in vitro and ex vivo models exist: Experimental heterogeneity in research of 

VC results from (1) the application of different models and (2) different methodologies for the 

detection and quantification of VC [44,110].  

The variety in research models mirrors the different influencing factors of VC. But except for 

rare genetic disorders, like Pseudoxanthoma Elasticum and General Arterial Calcification in 

Infancy, these models only reflect one or few aspect(s) of the clinical picture of human VC 

[44]. Therefore, the available models of VC account only for parts of VC pathogenesis seen 

in the majority of the human patient population [44]. The assertion of the interconnection of 

underlying pathways and the interplay between different inducers is hindered by the fact that 

most models, in vitro as well as in vivo, require several stimuli for development of 

calcification [44,110]. Mice and rats, typical models for preclinical research, are not prone to 

VC [44]. Although in some models spontaneous calcification occurs, most models require a 

combination of different inducers to robustly induce calcification that resembles the human 

pathology [44,110]. These include (1) genetic manipulation (e.g., manipulation of cholesterol 
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metabolism or interruption of vascular protective mechanisms), (2) induction of disease state 

(e.g., CKD by adenine feeding or nephrectomy) and (3) application of additional calcification 

inducers (e.g., high phosphate or high fat diet) [44].  

Besides variation in experimental models, the applied analysis methods vary over studies 

[110]. A basic problem is that VC as a heterogeneous disease can occur in different vessels 

as well as in different vessel layers (intimal, medial) and in different sizes (micro- and macro-

calcification) [12]. There is no unifying marker for VC, but several methods are eligible for the 

detection of VC [110]. Both, in clinical and preclinical research, several detection methods for 

biomarkers of calcification, as well as for identification of calcium depositions in vessels and 

vessel stiffness as clinical endpoint are applied [110]. Yet, results from different assessment 

methods are often not comparable, thus hindering the comparability of different studies and 

the integration of results [22]. To facilitate navigating this massive quantity of different 

techniques, a recent review summarized and evaluated established and emerging methods 

for the detection and quantification of VC [110]. 

One promising opportunity to unravel the underlying mechanisms of VC derives from the 

recent progress and increased availability of single cell analysis methods, for example for 

analysis of genome, transcriptome, proteome, and metabolics [111,112]. These techniques 

include e.g., single cell sequencing or labelling of desired targets with chromophores or 

fluorophores, for example via RNA in situ hybridization [112]. Single cell protocols will further 

help to assess the influence and interconnection between different inducers of VC, like ROS, 

inflammation and senescence and will help to unravel signalling cascades and druggable 

targets in VSMCs calcification. 

5.1.2. Detection of Calcification and Senescence Markers on Single Cell Level 
In the context to VSMC calcification, one research objective is to monitor osteoblastic 

transdifferentiation of VSMCs. VSMCs are renowned for their phenotype plasticity [113]. 

Genetic reprogramming of VSMCs can result in various population subsets, which are known 

to have a decisive influence on disease progression [114]. Nevertheless, most of the 

research on interconnection between senescence and calcification in VSMCs has so far 

been conducted with protocols for bulk cell analysis, revealing that in VSMCs phenotype 

transition, markers of senescence, oxidative stress and calcification often appear conjointly 

[86]. Yet, also methods for analysis of bulk cells such as Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) 

are well established and extremely helpful to assess transcriptional changes, they are limited 

to showing the average expression profile of all constituent cells of the bulk. With standard 

PCR, it is not possible to assess, whether the cell bulks consist of uniformly 

transdifferentiated cells that are senescent and osteoblastic or whether the cells do 

differentiate into two or more distinctly different cell populations, with one subset being 
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senescent and one being osteoblastic. Individual cellular profiling is necessary to clarify the 

question, whether oxidative stress, inflammation and senescence, although clearly 

interconnected, are conjoint or consecutive processes. 

Several technologies for analysing transcription changes in single cells become increasingly 

available, for example single cell quantitative PCR (scq PCR) and single cell RNA 

sequencing (sc-RNA-seq) [115]. Both, scq PCR and sc-RNA-seq permit the analysis of more 

transcriptionally altered targets than traditional Fluorescence In Situ Hybridization (FISH). For 

FISH, multiplexing has been limited in the number of available fluorescence channels e.g., 

due to channel crosstalk, but new technologies like for example sequencing FISH are 

evolving in the last years [116]. As a major disadvantage of these new and emerging 

technologies, they are expensive and work intensive [115]. Yet, for these technologies, high 

throughput measurements are essential to overcome the technological entailed problem of 

measurement noise and high variability [115]. We developed a protocol that had to enable 

single cell analysis under compliance with several restrictions, thus limiting the applicable 

protocols [117]: (1) detection of at least one marker of senescence and calcification in a 

multiplexed format, (2) no or low investment in additional hardware, (3) compact and robust 

workflow, (4) easy protocol alteration for additional targets and (5) possible modification for 

analysis of tissue. In accordance with these conditions, we developed a fluorescent 

microscopy-based protocol combining mRNA in situ hybridization and immunohistology 

[117]. For several alternative protocols, advantages and disadvantages of these techniques 

in comparison to the developed protocol are embodied in the supplement of manuscript 2 

[117].  

A drawback of the developed protocol and transcription analyses in general is their non-

eligibility for longitudinal studies [117,118]. Each experiment can only present a snapshot at 

a single time point [118]. For RNA in situ analysis, fixation and permeabilization of cells is 

necessary, thus preventing an assessment of genotypic changes of one cell over time [117]. 

In the assessment, whether senescence and calcification are consecutive processes, 

longitudinal information would be highly relevant. One emerging possibility offering 

assessment at multiple time points is the establishment of a live cell reporting system, for 

example by tagging p53 and p21 with fluorescent protein tags [118]. 

5.2 Cellular Stressors as Inducers of Vascular Calcification 
Even though research in the past years has detected an ever-growing number of different 

cellular stressors and signalling pathways inducing VSMC calcification, decisive questions 

remain unanswered: How are these different pathways interconnected and how does this 

interconnection integrate into possible druggable targets? Considering the broad range of 

possible cellular stress responses, both endogenous and exogenous [119], our work focused 
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on the formation of oxidative stress and DNA damage as inducers of senescence, 

inflammation and calcification of VSMCs. 

5.2.1. Induction of Calcification and Senescence upon Treatment with Azathioprine  
Several cellular stressors are considered possible inducers of cardiovascular risk and VC in 

CKD patients [60,120]. Next to the accumulation of uremic toxins as consequence of kidney 

insufficiency, oxidative cellular stress can also be drug-induced [121,122]. For example, 

immunosuppressive agents, which are applied for the prevention of draft rejections in kidney 

transplanted patients, can cause clinically relevant cardiovascular toxicity [123,124]. Even 

though the reasons for increased cardiovascular risk are certainly multi-factorial, induction of 

oxidative stress by the metabolism of xenobiotics is one possible source of cellular stress: 

E.g., the metabolism of 6-MP by XO can result in the formation of ROS [68]. Clinically, the 

application of AZA is associated with increased cardiovascular risk [125]. However, the 

cardiovascular risk associated with the application of AZA seems lower when compared to 

other available immunosuppressive agents [123]. AZA itself is a prodrug and cleaved to 6-

MP [124]. 6-MP evokes multiple immunosuppressive properties after conversion to 6-

thioinosine and 6-thioguanine: (A) inhibition of DNA synthesis, (B) inhibition of purine 

biosynthesis (reduction in leukocyte proliferation), and (C) induction of apoptosis of T-cells 

[124]. Previous results indicated that the application of 6-MP to rat VSMC in vitro and ex vivo 

induced oxidative stress and calcification [68]. To assess AZA induced ROS, senescence 

and VC in a more physiological setting, an in vivo rat model with repeated application of AZA 

over a time course of 24 weeks was established [126]. 

In rats, treatment with AZA over 24 weeks induced VC in the aorta thoracales and 

abdominales: The majority of AZA treated animals had increased calcium content and 

upregulated expression of osteogenic markers in the aortic tissue [126]. Yet, in contrast to 

the prior in vitro and ex vivo results, where a very potent induction of calcification upon 

treatment with 6-MP was found, the results were less pronounced in the in vivo model 

[68,126]. Treatment with AZA also resulted in slightly increased ROS and significantly 

increased serum concentrations of pro-inflammatory cytokines (Vascular Endothelial Growth 

Factor, IL-6 and IL-1ß) [126]. Interestingly, pro-inflammatory cytokines increased even 

though AZA’s immunosuppressive properties might systemically inhibit leukocytes. With 

respect to transferability, it also has to be considered that in this model, AZA treatment was 

tested in healthy animals, which are not subject to disease associated increased 

inflammatory burden [126]. Patients with autoimmune diseases, such as rheumatic arthritis 

or psoriasis, on the other hand have a pathophysiological overactive immune system, 

resulting e.g., in higher baseline cytokine levels [127]. It might well be, that with regard to VC, 

these patients might benefit more from the reduction of systemic inflammation under AZA 
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treatment than they suffer from AZA metabolism associated ROS production and pro-

inflammatory cytokine secretion.  

Interestingly, even though in the in vivo AZA model SASP components (e.g., IL-1ß and IL-6) 

as markers of cellular senescence significantly increase, expression of senescence markers 

associated with cell cycle arrest (p16, p21 and p53) do not increase in vivo [126]. In total, 

even though ROS production, calcification and some markers of  senescence were induced 

by AZA treatment in vivo, the effects were less pronounced than expected from the in vitro 

model [68,126] There are several possible explanations for the discrepancies: Counter 

regulatory mechanisms were found to take place in vivo, for example measurement of anti-

oxidative SOD showed a slight increase in SOD2 and SOD3 in aortic tissue upon treatment 

with AZA [126]. In addition, it cannot be confirmed that regarding drug metabolism, 

distribution and the functional endothelium as possible barrier, the concentration of AZA in 

the aortic media was comparable to the in vitro model. Together with the relatively short 

treatment period in the in vivo model, the accumulation of DNA damage could be less 

pronounced in the aorta of our in vivo model than in the in vitro model, which could account 

for the discrepancies in finding between the two models.  

5.2.2. Induction of Calcification and Senescence upon Treatment with Doxorubicin 
DOX is a widely used, potent anti-neoplastic drug, employed in the treatment of 

hematopoietic cancer and solid tumours [128]. To date, doxorubicin’s mechanisms of action 

are not fully unravelled: At least in part the mechanism of action is dependent on 

doxorubicin’s ability to intercalate into the nuclear DNA, thereby inhibiting DNA replication 

and cellular proliferation [129]. In addition, DOX can intercalate into the mitochondrial DNA 

and can uncouple the mitochondrial oxygen chain, resulting in the formation of ROS 

[129,130]. Formation of ROS is one important aspect of the severe and dose limiting 

cardiotoxicity of DOX, observed also in the clinical usage [131]. ROS is also induced by 

modification of the anthracycline’s quinone structure via an electron transfer into a 

semiquinone radical by several cellular oxidoreductases, including NADPH, XO and NOS 

[132]. We confirmed upregulation of superoxide formation upon DOX stimulation in VSMCs 

in our experimental setting [108]. 

DOX also inhibits topoisomerase II, resulting in double strand breaks of DNA [129]. The 

induction of DNA damage, both directly by DNA double strand breaks and as consequence 

of increased ROS, can result in overwhelmed and thus defective DNA repair mechanisms. 

As a major marker of DNA damage, we found γH2AX upregulated upon DOX stimulation 

[108]. As induction of persistent DNA damage can result in cellular senescence, we found 

stimulation with DOX to induce markers of cellular senescence: Stimulation with DOX 

induced the expression of p21, both on gene expression and on protein level, as well as SA-
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ß-Gal and pro-inflammatory SASP components IL-6 and IL-1ß [108]. Our results on induction 

of oxidative stress, DNA damage and senescence are in line with the respective literature 

[84]. Especially the induction of senescence upon treatment with DOX is well recognized and 

considered a decisive effect in doxorubicin’s mechanism of action as cancer treatment [133]. 

In addition to the induction of oxidative stress and senescence, we also found DOX to 

upregulate the osteogenic transdifferentiation of rat VSMCs: Expression of the master 

transcription factor RUNX2 as well as ALP, BMP2 and OPN increased significantly upon 

stimulation with DOX, while the VSMC markers SM22, MYH11 and  Calponin 1 (CNN1) 

decreased slightly, but not significantly [108]. Furthermore, stimulation with DOX upregulated 

protein content and activity of ALP and dose dependently increased the calcium content both 

in vitro and ex vivo [108]. Considering the therapeutic necessity of chemotherapy and the 

severe short-term adverse effects of DOX, possible long-term effects on VC have rarely been 

considered a clinically particular relevant side effect of DOX therapy so far. However, several 

recent studies highlight the long-term effects of DOX therapy on arterial stiffness in mice and 

humans [134-136]. Even though the induction of aortic stiffness upon chemotherapy is not 

limited to anthracyclines alone, a recent study acknowledges the need for specific vascular 

monitoring upon therapy with anthracyclines [135].  

5.2.3. Stressor Induced Calcification is NLRP3 Dependent 
Several pathways can link cellular stressors and vascular calcification, including the 

activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome, which becomes increasingly recognized as one 

pathway involved in vascular disease [93,137]. NLRP3, ASC and caspase 1 are upregulated 

in phosphate stimulated, calcifying VSMCs and inhibition of NLRP3 results in decreased 

calcification [93]. Considering the increased levels of IL-1ß we detected both in our AZA and 

in our DOX model we analysed the expression of NLRP3 components [108,126]. 

In the aortic tissue of the AZA rat model, the expression of NLRP3 components ASC, 

caspase 1 and NLRP3, as well as IL-1ß and IL-6 increased [126]. Upon treatment with DOX, 

we found upregulation in mRNA expression ASC, caspase 1 and NLRP3, as well as IL-1ß 

[108]. Treatment with DOX also resulted in an increased secretion of IL-1ß, strongly 

indicating an involvement of NLRP3 assembly and activation upon DOX treatment [108]. 

These results are in line with recent insights from the research on DOX induced 

cardiotoxicity: DOX was also found to NLRP3 dependently induce pyroptosis [138] and in 

cardiomyocytes, DOX upregulated NLRP3, ASC and caspase 1 expression and increased 

IL-1β secretion [139]. To verify the involvement of NLRP3 inflammasome in the calcification 

upon AZA treatment, the effect of AZA treatment was tested in an ex vivo aortic ring model in 

NLRP3-/- and Wild Type (WT) mice [126]. In WT mice, stimulation of aortic rings with 

calcifying medium induced calcification and this effect was significantly enhanced by co-
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stimulation of calcifying medium with AZA [126]. The calcification inducing effect of AZA was 

abolished in NLRP3-/- mice, where no significant difference between culture in calcifying 

medium and a co-culture with calcifying medium and AZA was detectable [126]. Similar 

results were obtained from the ex vivo aortic ring model in NLRP3-/- and WT mice for 

stimulation of calcification medium with/without DOX: The calcification inducing effect of DOX 

was abolished in NLRP3-/- mice [108]. In addition, the DOX induced calcification of VSMCs in 

vitro was abolished by co-stimulation with the NLRP3 inhibitor MCC950 [108]. Noteworthy, 

while knockdown of NLRP3 significantly reduces calcification induced by AZA and DOX, it 

does not affect the baseline calcification induced by the applied calcification medium in our 

experimental setting [108,126]. 

IL-1ß is one of the NLRP3 inflammasome’s effector molecules, cleaved from pro-IL-1ß by the 

NLRP3 inflammasome and considered a component of the cellular SASP [140]. IL-1ß has 

been implicated as an important inducer of VC and vascular disease both in vitro [98] and in 

the context of atherosclerosis in the Canakinumab Anti-Inflammatory Thrombosis Outcome 

Study (CANTOS) [141-143]. CANTOS investigated the use of a human, monoclonal antibody 

against IL-1ß in a study population with established atherosclerotic disease and prior 

Myocardial Infarction (MI) [142,144]. In the verum group, canakinumab was applied in 

addition to pharmacological secondary prevention regimes for MI, including lipid lowering 

therapies, anti-platelet therapies and pharmacological blood pressure control, e.g., by beta-

adrenergic blockers and/or inhibitors of the renin-angiotensin system [141,143]. Treatment 

with canakinumab met the study’s primary endpoints and reduced non-fatal stroke, non-fatal 

MI and cardiovascular death in the verum group, without significant alterations of LDL 

[141,143]. Therefore, the CANTOS study strongly confirmed the involvement of inflammatory 

processes in IVC. To date, no clinical trial for studying anti-inflammatory therapies for 

arteriosclerosis is under way, but recent research indicates an involvement of IL-1ß also in 

MVC [98].  

As we detected upregulation and secretion of IL-1ß upon stimulation with the cellular 

stressors AZA and DOX, we analysed the pro-inflammatory and pro-calcific potential of IL-1ß 

in our in vitro model [108,126]. IL-1ß increased gene expression of markers of osteogenic 

transdifferentiation, including upregulation of ALP, BMP2 and RUNX2 and down-regulation of 

VSMC marker proteins such as SM22, MYH11 and CNN1, strongly indicating an osteogenic 

transition of VSMCs [108]. Stimulation with IL-1ß also increased calcification of VSMCs and 

we detected increased ROS production as well as induction of IL-6 expression and secretion 

[108]. In a potent auto-loop, IL-1ß increased its own expression [108]. The pro-calcifying 

effect of IL-1ß is NLRP3 dependent, as by co-stimulation with the NLRP3 inhibitor MCC950 

the IL-1ß induced calcification is inhibited [108]. In line with our results, other researchers 
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found an inhibition of induced calcification upon co-treatment with MCC950 [145] as well as a 

reduction of DOX-induced myocardial dysfunction by inhibiting NLRP3-mediated pyroptosis 

with MCC950 [138]. Yet, considering potential off-target effects of NLRP3 inhibition, in an 

interesting study analysing DOX-induced cardiotoxicity, researchers found knockout of 

NLRP3 in mice to enhance the susceptibility to DOX-induced cardiotoxicity [146]. In this 

study, this effect was independent of IL-1ß but depended on a decreased Interleukin-10 

production in macrophages in the mouse model, which was due to NLRP3 knockdown [146]. 

These differences clearly highlight the interconnection between different physiological 

pathways that make it so difficult to transfer potential druggable targets from bench to 

bedside. Our research findings on VSMCs calcification upon stimulation with cellular 

stressors and IL-1ß, as well as the effects of co-treatment with MCC950 is summarized in 

figure 5. 

Interestingly, although we found an induction of calcification and inflammation in rat VSMCs 

treated with IL-1ß in our model, IL-1ß did not induce senescence markers (including p21, 

p16, SA-ß-Gal and γH2AX) [108]. Even though we found induction of superoxide and 

increased expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines upon stimulation with IL-1ß, we detected 

no IL-1ß induced DNA-damage [108]. This indicates that stimulation with IL-1ß in this 

experimental setting does not trigger the DDR and therefore does not induce senescence. 

Even though these results seem to be in opposition to recently published results by Han et 

al., who found an induction of senescence upon treatment with IL-1ß, it has to be considered, 

that their study analysed senescence upon co-treatment of IL-1ß with phosphate [98]. 

Overload with phosphate is a known inducer of senescence itself [29]. Potentially, synergistic 

effects of the co-treatment of phosphate and IL-1ß might account for the discrepancies in 

finding. A similar effect was found for co-stimulation of phosphate with IL-6, which was 

shown to synergistically induce senescence in VSMCs [147]. In our experimental setting, 

treatment with IL-6 did neither induce senescence nor calcification [108].  
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Fig. 5: NLRP3 Dependent Induction of VSMC Calcification by Cellular Stressors and IL-1ß  
(Source: Own Illustration, based on [93,98,104,105,107,108]; green arrow: induction; red arrow: inhibition) 

Cellular stressors (e.g., doxorubicin) and IL-1ß induce priming of the NLRP3 inflammasome (increased 
transcription of NLRP3 components) and provide signals (e.g., ROS) for the activation of the NLRP3 
inflammasome. Subsequent there is release of IL-1ß, induction of VSMC osteoblastic transdifferentiation and 
VSMC calcification. IL-1ß induced transcription of NLRP3, doxorubicin induced secretion of IL-1ß and calcification 
of VSMCs can be inhibited by treatment with a NLRP3 inhibitor (MCC950). 
Abbreviations: ALP - Alkaline Phosphatase; ASC – Apoptosis Associated Speck-like Protein Containing a 
Caspase Recruitment Domain; DAMP - Damage Associated Molecular Pattern; IL-6 - Interleukin-6; IL-1ß - 
Interleukin-1ß; IL-1R - Interleukin 1 Receptor; MCP-1 -  Monocyte Chemoattractant Protein; Myh11 - Myosin 
Heavy Chain 11; NF-κB - Nuclear Factor 'kappa-light-chain-enhancer' of Activated B-Cells; NLRP3 - Nucleotide-
Binding Oligomerization Domain-like Receptor family pyrin domain containing 3; ROS - Reactive Oxygen Species; 
RUNX2 - Runt Related Transcription Factor 2; SASP - Senescence Associated Secretory Phenotype; SMA - 
Smooth Muscle Actin; SM22 - Smooth Muscle 22alpha; TLR - Toll Like Receptor; VMSC - Vascular Smooth 
Muscle Cell 
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5.3. Interconnection between Senescence, Inflammation and VSMC Calcification – the 
Concept of Inflammaging  

There is strong indication of interconnection between senescence, inflammation and 

calcification. Evidence derives from clinical observations as well as from basic research: In 

clinical observations, (1) patients suffering from specific aging diseases, resulting in high 

biological age, such a HGPS, (2) patients with increased oxidative and inflammatory burden, 

like patients on dialysis, or (3) patients with high chronological age all share an increased risk 

for VC [148-150]. In basic research, markers of calcification and senescence were found to 

conjointly occur in several studies, including stimulation of VSMCs with 6-MP [68], 

stimulation of VSMCs with DOX [108] and vessels from children with dialysis [86]. The 

mechanism of subsequent DNA damage, senescence and formation of the SASP has been 

proposed, among others, by Rodier et al., who found persistent DNA damage to induce the 

SASP [151]. As recently reviewed by Birch and Gil, components of the SASP do not only 

show a high association with age in human plasma, but levels of inflammatory factors are 

also reduced by removal of senescent cells, further highlighting the connection between 

inflammation and senescence [82]. 

Yet, results on the exact mechanism, linking DNA damage and induction of senescence with 

SASP formation and calcification, are scarce. This may be in part, because the complex 

orchestra of signalling involved in the SASP aggravates the identification of a specific 

signalling pathway. Several mechanisms were found to be linked in the induction, 

transcriptional control, epigenetic regulation and post-translational modulation of the SASP 

and in the induction of calcification [24]. Among those signalling pathways are (A) NFkB, (B) 

p38 Mitogen-Activated Protein Kinase, (C) AKT/Mammalian Target of Rapamycin 

(Akt/mTOR) and (D) ATM [24]. Although several separate studies link these pathways in 

different experimental settings to either induction of the SASP or VC, yet, for the exception of 

ATM, studies directly linking SASP and calcification to the underlying pathway in one joint 

experimental setting are warranted. For ATM, a kinase that phosphorylates the histone H2AX 

upon DNA damage, functioning as an essential component in DDR, the link between DNA 

damage, induction of the SASP and calcification has been recently established by several 

working groups: Liu et al. found in a model of HGPS associated calcification that inhibition of 

ATM with small interfering RNA or the ATM inhibitor Ku-55933 was successful in inhibition of 

calcification [85]. Sanchis et al. reported a successful inhibition of calcification and a 

reduction in expression of SASP markers in VSMC from children with dialysis upon treatment 

with Ku-55933 and inhibition of ATM with small interfering RNA [86]. Cobb et al. identified 

RUNX2 as a component of the DNA damage control, directly linking DDR and calcification: 

They found RUNX2 to be poly-ADP-ribosylated and located at the sites of DNA damage, 
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serving as a promotor for osteogenic targets, an effect that could be alleviated by application 

of an ATM or poly-ADP-ribose polymerase inhibitors [87].  

Our results are in line with the proposed mechanism of primary induction of DNA damage 

and subsequent formation of pro-inflammatory SASP and calcification: In our models, we find 

primary stressors (DOX, AZA, 6-MP) to induce senescence, inflammation and calcification, 

while the pro-inflammatory cytokine (IL-1ß) that we consider one of the downstream signals, 

induces the formation of markers of inflammation and calcification, but not senescence 

[68,108,126]. Although IL-1ß further reinforced the expression of SASP components like IL-

1ß, IL-6 and BMP2, for no other marker of cellular senescence an increase was detected 

[108]. Explicitly, we detected no DNA damage in form of γH2AX upon stimulation with IL-1ß, 

thus indicating that the DDR is not triggered by stimulation with IL-1ß [108]. Although 

senescence and formation of SASP can be the initial trigger, in our in vitro system the IL-1ß 

dependent autoinflammatory loop independently of cellular senescence forms a circulus 

vicious, resulting in significant calcification in the absence of senescence markers, apart from 

induction of the SASP [108]. Even though calcification in our model can also occur in the 

absence of a majority of common senescence markers [108], Budamagunta et al. found 

senescent cells to not only express higher basal levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines, but 

also reported senescent cells to react to pro-inflammatory stimuli (stimulation with IL-1ß, 

lipopolysaccharide and TNFα) with an exacerbated gene expression of pro-inflammatory 

cytokines, compared to non-senescent cells [152]. This is of special importance considering, 

that even though data on an increase in IL-1ß serum concentration in elderly is conflicting, 

research indicates that resident, non-circulatory cells might be critically involved in the 

pathology, fuelling release of cytokines, such as IL-1ß [153]. And indeed, the accumulation of 

senescent cells is related to a variety of age-associated diseases, with secretion of pro-

inflammatory cytokines by the SASP of (senescent) cells accounting for at least parts of 

human pathology of CVD [74,154,155]. 

5.4. Inflammaging as Therapeutic Target in Prevention and Treatment of Vascular 
Calcification  

Even though a variety of different treatment options for CVD became available in the last 3 

decades, such as cholesterol lowering statins and angiotensin 1 receptor antagonists, CVD 

associated mortality continues to increase and patients suffering from MVC face an unmet 

clinical need [156]. Treatment options for MVC are particularly scarce, but desperately 

needed to improve patient outcome, especially for patients with high chronological age, but 

also for patient suffering from high biological age resulting from underlying diseases such as 

CKD and DM. Some pharmacological treatments are currently applied: Bisphosphonates as 

substances analogous to the endogenous calcification inhibitor pyrophosphate are applied 
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and treatment with etidronate has been shown effective in some clinical trials and case 

reports for the treatment of rare genetic calcification disorders [157,158]. Vitamin K 

supplementation has been shown in one study to have no significant effect on the 

progression of VC in hemodialysis patients [159]. Patients with CKD can profit from treatment 

with calcimimetics and phosphate binders [22,160,161] and inhibition of hydroxyapatite 

formation is currently researched for the treatment of MVC [162]. Targeting the diverse 

aspects of inflammaging emerges as a new and promising therapeutic avenue not only for 

MVC but also for several other age associated disorders [73,89,143,163].  

Several concepts (summarized in figure 6) have been proposed to date and therapeutic 

options can include a reduction of oxidative stress, clearance of senescent cells  (often 

referred to as senolytic therapy) and inhibition of the pro-inflammatory SASP (often called 

senomorphic therapy) [156,164]. 

 

Fig. 6: Inflammaging as Decisive Process in VSMC Calcification and Evolving Therapeutic Strategies  
(Source: Own Illustration, based on [66,73,156,164-167]) 

Merged in the concept of inflammaging, oxidative stress, inflammation and stress induced premature senescence 
are linked via several pathways. These include for example the oxidative stress induced formation of DAMPs, 
whose detection by PRR can activate pro-inflammatory signalling. Oxidative stress can also induce DNA damage, 
followed by activation of the DNA damage response and induction of senescence. The induction of the SASP 
upon senescence links senescence with pro-inflammatory signalling. Based on this concept several therapeutic 
approaches offer the possibility to interfere with inflammaging induced vascular calcification e.g., by targeting 
oxidative stress (ROS-inhibition), pro-inflammatory signalling (senomorphics) or clear senescent cells (senolytics). 
Abbreviations: DAMP - Damage Associated Molecular Pattern; PRR - Pattern Recognition Receptors; ROS - 
Reactive Oxygen Species; SASP - Senescence Associated Secretory Phenotype; VMSC - Vascular Smooth 
Muscle Cell 
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5.4.1 Targeting Oxidative Stress 

Oxidative Stress as cause of cellular damage is considered a major inducer of cellular 

senescence and VC and therefore an important therapeutic target [156]. Nevertheless, 

oxidative damage is only one form of damage that induces aging and senescence. Other 

cellular processes e.g., replication, transcription and translation, can also result in cellular 

damage and subsequent cellular senescence and organism aging [168]. Also, it must be 

considered that even though excessive ROS is clearly one inducer of cellular and organism 

aging, ROS also exerts decisive (beneficial) physiological effects and increased anti-oxidant 

protection can even decrease lifespan [168].  

Due to the variety of different sources of ROS, therapeutic options for ROS decrease are 

manifold and include for example inhibition of ROS producing enzymes, such as NADPH and 

XO as well as direct inactivation of ROS e.g., by ROS scavenging [156]. Unfortunately, even 

though innumerable anti-oxidant components, often of natural origin and common dietary 

components like resveratrol or quercetin, are under research, clinical studies with sound 

sample sizes are warranted [156]. Therefore, a critical appraisal of the effectiveness of anti-

oxidants for treatment of VC is difficult [156]. Some approved therapeutic drugs have anti-

oxidant capacities, like e.g., metformin [169], statins [170] and XO inhibitors [171,172]. For 

example, different clinical studies indicate that inhibition of XO with allopurinol or febuxostat 

might have beneficial effects on arterial stiffness and cardiovascular outcome in 

hyperuricemic patients [172]. Considering the high costs of basic and clinical research and 

the difficulties to receive patents on biological substances it is prone to speculate, whether a 

therapeutic establishment is more likely to be successful for re-positioned pharmaceutical 

drugs that are already approved and established in clinical practice for other indications, as 

the clinical research necessary for development is less extensive and expensive.  

5.4.2 Targeting Senescence and Inflammation – Senolytics and Senomorphics 

Targeting cellular senescence to improve organismal outcome has been a huge research 

topic in the last years [173]. In theory it is possible to either (1) inhibit the induction of 

senescence, (2) eliminate cellular senescence directly e.g., by clearance of senescent cells, 

or (3) focus on modulation of the senescence induced secretome and the associated 

paracrine signalling [82,174]. But in a critical appraisal of emerging therapeutic options, the 

crucial physiological effects of senescence e.g., in tumour suppression and damage repair, 

must be considered [82,174]. For example, with reference to p53, accumulation of 

phosphorylated p53 in the cell is one elemental sign of cellular senescence, inducing cell 

cycle arrest [175]. But it is also an essential step in providing the cell with time for damage 

repair [175]. Damage in the gene encoding p53, for example by mutation, can lead to 
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functional loss of p53 [175,176]. Functional loss of p53 can result in a highly increased risk 

for cancer as early as in early adulthood, for example in the hereditary Li-Fraumeni 

syndrome, underlining the tight connection between senescence and tumour control [176]. It 

is therefore likely, that inhibition of senescence formation will hardly be a druggable target, 

but research will rather focus on the modulation of the SASP or the removal of senescent 

cells from the organism. 

The SASP is heterogeneous and extensively regulated, depending for example on cell type 

and duration since senescence onset [155]. Thus a huge variety of different druggable 

targets emerge [155]. Potential processes that could be therapeutically targeted by 

senomorphics include (1) the induction of the SASP, (2) the transcriptional and epigenetic 

control of the SASP, (3) post-translational control of the SASP, and (4) effector molecules of 

the SASP [82]. Some therapeutic approaches interfering with SASP components are already 

approved, although for different indications [164]. These include for example antibodies 

against SASP components (like e.g. canakinumab), NF-κB inhibitors (e.g. metformin and 

resveratrol) and mTOR inhibitors (e.g. rapamycin) [164]. Although several pathways can be 

involved in the induction of the SASP, priming and activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome 

seem to play an essential role in the SASP induction [82]. Therefore, drugs inhibiting NLRP3 

can be considered senomorphics. MCC950, a selective inhibitor of the NLRP3 

inflammasome and a drug inhibiting cytokine release [177], can therefore be considered as a 

senomorphic drug. MCC950 is not an approved pharmaceutical drug, but shows very 

promising results in vitro and in vivo: Our research highlights the involvement of NLRP3 in 

VSMCs calcification and the effectiveness of NLRP3 inhibition by MCC950 treatment in 

decreasing calcification in vitro [108,126]. These results are in line with other research 

showing that targeting NLRP3-mediated inflammation with MCC950 (1) is anti-

atherosclerotic, reducing plaque development and increasing plaque stability and (2) 

prolonging the life span of a mouse model of HGPS [178-181]. Several other potential 

inhibitors of NLRP3 exist to date, which have been extensively reviewed by Zahid et al. [182]. 

Also, activation of PRRs by DAMPs and subsequent PRR signalling emerge as therapeutic 

targets [183]. Next to prevention of DAMP formation, e.g., by inhibition of oxidative damage, 

also the PRR signalling e.g., via TLR2/4, can be targeted. In one of our studies, we showed 

an upregulation of Monocyte Chemoattractant Protein-1 (MCP-1) production and secretion in 

rat VSMCs upon stimulation with Serum Amyloid A (SAA) and high density lipoprotein from 

septic patients [184]. MCP-1 is one component of the SASP of VSMCs [88]. SAA induced 

expression and secretion of MCP-1 was dependent on TLR2 and TLR4 [184]. Inhibition or 

knockdown of TLR2 and/or TLR4 as well as treatment with a NF-κB antagonist reduced the 

SAA induced MCP-1 secretion [184].   
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Yet, targeting components of the SASP also means, that the therapy is at the “crossroad of 

inflammation and senescence” [185] and aiming at inflammatory pathways involved in the 

SASP comes with the potential of immunosuppression [185]. Consistently, several 

pharmaceutical drugs, although functioning as senomorphics under appropriate conditions, 

can also be considered anti-inflammatory drugs and are already approved for the respective 

indications. For example, canakinumab as human monoclonal antibody against IL-1ß is 

applied for the treatment of systemic juvenile idiopathic arthritis [186] and in addition tested 

as treatment option for the prevention of cardiovascular events [141,143]. Even though 

treatment with canakinumab enhanced patient outcome in CVD, this therapy is highly priced 

in comparison to standard therapy and has to be applied by repeated injection, thus 

potentially limiting availability and adherence [187]. For senomorphic therapies in general, 

immunosuppression most likely will be an issue, potentially hindering applicability.  

An alternative therapy concept involves the selective clearance of senescent cells from the 

organism by senolytics: Baker et al. provided first proof on the efficacy of clearance of 

senescent cells: In a transgene mouse model, elimination of p16Ink4a positive cells delayed 

the occurrence of age-associated dysfunctions, and Childs et al. demonstrated, that 

clearance of p16Ink4a positive cells reduced atherosclerotic lesions [188,189]. Next to 

targeting p16Ink4a, several other approaches were developed with the objective to target 

senescent cells. The common therapeutic concept of senolytics is the induction of cell death 

in senescent cell with variations in (1) the mode of detection of senescent cells and (2) the 

mode of cell clearance [190-192]. Senolytics and chemotherapeutics share the same 

therapeutic objective: to selectively kill deleterious cells without negatively impacting or even 

killing “healthy“ cells [191]. But, although senescent cells express features distinctly different 

from non-senescent cells, in an analogy to chemotherapeutics, therapeutic detection and 

elimination of senescent cells are often lacking specificity [192]. For example the senolytic 

drug ABT263 induced cell death by inhibiting the senescence feature anti-apoptotic protein 

B-cell Lymphoma 2 [193]. Childs et al. confirmed that ABT263 application to LDL receptor-/- 

mice on high fat diet can reduce atherogenesis onset [189]. Yet, in clinical trials, treatment in 

humans resulted in thrombocytopenia and neutropenia, thus raising questions about 

specificity [193]. Several other cellular features exist that could be used to target senescent 

cells [155,194] e.g., by aiming at increased SA-ß-Gal with cytotoxic drugs containing galacto-

oligosaccharide encapsulated nanoparticles [195]. But, as senolytic therapy concept are 

mechanistically so very similar to anti-cancer treatments, in a realistic evaluation it has to be 

considered that even though in the last centuries tremendous financial, personal and 

technological resources were and still are invested in chemotherapeutics for cancer 

treatment, cancer treatments often continue to lack specificity and many cancers remain 

incurable [191]. It therefore seems illusive to expect senolytic therapies to evolve as large-
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scale therapeutic options for treatment of age associated diseases such as VC in the near 

future [191]. Even if senescent cells can be specifically cleared, accumulating evidence 

indicates, that clearance of senescent cells can also have potentially harmful side effects, 

including for example defects in wound healing and regeneration of tissue, that will hinder 

applicability [173].  

Considering all aspects of senotherapy together it becomes clear, that although this 

therapeutic avenue can potentially provide huge therapeutic benefit, much more basic and 

clinical research is warranted to fully determine the safety and efficacy of senotherapeutic 

compounds.   
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6. Conclusion 

In line with several recent research results, our work on the effects of cellular stressors on 

VSMCs inflammatory response and calcification depict VC as a senescence driven, 

inflammatory disease. In our research, we observe the occurrence of SIPS with formation of 

elevated ROS and DNA damage upon challenge with cellular stressors, which fuel an 

inflammatory cellular secretory phenotype involving upregulation and activation of PRRs. IL-

1ß, as one important inflammatory effector cytokine, induces a pro-inflammatory auto-loop 

and calcification of VSMCs. Even though we found both, cellular stressors and IL-1ß, 

effective in the induction of VC, in contrast to cellular stressors 6-MP/AZA and DOX, IL-1ß 

induces VC without induction of cellular senescence. Thus, our results on cellular stressors 

and IL-1ß point towards a subsequent induction of (1) senescence with SASP, (2) a 

senescence driven pro-inflammatory auto-loop, and (3) induction of osteoblastic 

transdifferentiation and calcification of VSMCs. In our models, an inhibition of NLRP3 was 

effective in reducing inflammatory response and calcification of VSMCs upon treatment with 

cellular stressors and IL-1ß.  

The perception of VC as senescence driven, inflammatory disease discloses several new 

therapeutic approaches that might provide urgently needed therapeutic options for patients in 

the future: Druggable targets aiming at inflammaging can include (1) reduction of oxidative 

stress, (2) interference with cellular senescence, and (3) inhibition of senescence driven pro-

inflammatory signalling. For all these therapeutic approaches possible drug candidates are 

currently under investigation. In addition to these several new therapeutic components under 

research, such as senolytics, repositioning of already established drugs might offer more 

rapidly implementable therapeutic options for the treatment of MVC. Therefore, there is room 

for hope, that new therapeutic approaches might finally result in a reduction of CKD and CVD 

associated mortality rates.  
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